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FOREWORD

Since 1961, the International Manpower Seminars have provided a means for persons
from different parts of the world to exchange ideas and experiences with respect to mcm-
power programs and planning efforts. The Seminars bring together academkians and
high-level policy-making officials from governments and private institutions in devel-
oping countries and the United States. With manpower programs as the focus of the .

meetings, the lectures and discussions range over a variety of disciplines including eco-
nomics, sociology, anthropology, demography, and the problem of food production.
Originally held annually, Seminars now take place in the summer and winter of each ----""

year.

Alternating Seminars are composed of French and English speaking foreign participants,
and Spanish and English speaking persons. Each Seminar is conducted on a bilingual
bas!s with simultaneous translation. Sessions are held at the International Manpower
Institute, a joint venture of the Agency for International Development and the. United
States Department of Labor. Seminars usually run for a period of 10 weeks, including
a field trip to visit manpower institutions throughout the United States.

The Seventh International Manpower Seminar began September 28, 1966, and ended
December 10. Twenty-nine participants from 20 developing countries attended, repre-
senting Brazil, Chile, the Republic of China, Colombia, El Salvador, Guatemala, In-
donesia, the Republic of Korea, Liberia, Malawi, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Thailand, and Turkey.

The volume of the material discussed makes it impossible to present the contributions
made by the speakers in their entirety. These Proceedings are the result of notes token
by rapporteurs during the sessions and are a synthesis of the main points made. It is
hoped that they will be of value to scholars and policy makers concerned with man-
power problems.

The various contributions reflect the diversity of backgrounds and points of view repre-
sented at the Seminar. This indicates the complete acaclemk freedom whic.h prevailed
but it also points to the complexity of the problems discussed. The fact that so many
different parts of the world were represented.made for particularly lively discussions
from whkh Seminar leaders often learned as much as the members of the group.
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The Seventh Seminar was divided into three major segments: 1) a series of lectures and
discussions on concepts and strategies for manpower planning, 2) a study of U.S. man-
power institutions in operation, and 3) a case study in manpower planning for a ficti-
tious country. Dominantthroughout was the theme that human resources planning has
become widely accepted as an Integral part of general economic planning and, there-
fore, has assumed a larger role and broader functions in the development process than
had been ascribed to it in the past.

Various sessions summarized in the first part of the Proceedings deal with current issues

which include such problems as excessive population growth, the crisis in food produc-
tion, and the slow progress made by economic develnpment programs. Substantial atten-
tion is also given to guidelines for planning, which establish the framework within which
manpower planning is expected to be most successful, and strategies for human resources
planning, such as methods for projecting manpower supplies and requirements, educa-
tion and training, and insuring the optimum manpower distribution and utilization. The
importance of having *a suitable administrative structure for the implementation of plans
is also emphasized.

The second portion of the Seminar, planned and directed by Raphael Brown,- provided
participants with an orientation on United States manpower programs. After a series

of background lectures, Seminar members were divided into two groups to facilitate
travel across the country. One group visited Atlanta and San Antonio, and the other
Houston and Kansas City. They met in Knoxville, T9nnessee to observe activities of
the TVA.

Four major points were particularty stressed throughout the field trip. One was the
close collaboration between federal, state, county, and local governments as well as
various private institutions in supplying current and future manpower demands through
the training and upgrading of skills. Secondly, the role of fhe agricultural sector was
emphasized. Considerable attention was given to the new techniques, new equipment,
and new outlook which are required of the modern farmer in order to feed the rapidly
growing urban community.. The service sector was also given attention during the trip.
Participants were made aware of the close relationship that exists between the demands
of local and regional labor markets ands the types of training they were able to Obderve

in both formal educational systems and specialized local vocational centers. Finally,
programs for the disadvantaged were examined, and participants were shown projects to
train or rehabilitate older workers, handicapped people, school dropouts, etc.

N- During the third portion of the Seminar, participants were expected to act as manpower
advisors to a fictitious country which illustrated many of the manpower and other prob-
lems common to developing nations. They were asked to 1) diagnose the problems,
2) establish a strategy for alleviating them, 3) examine the administrative structure for
planning, and 4) evolve a final manpower plan.

On- November 23, the Secretary of Labor, W. Willard Wirtz, held a reception for the
participants of the Seventh international Manpower Seminar and member of their em-
bassies. The Secretary publicly expressed his interest in the manpower 4ctivities car-
ried on in developing countries and had numerous private conversations on the subject
with his guests.



Of the many people who contributed to make the Seventh International Seminar a suc-
cess, Mr. Ea Iton L. Nelson of AID should receive particular mention. Mr. Nelson was
available at all times for consultation by the participants, attended many of the session§,
and was ready to assist with the program or administrative problems whenever needed.
The farewell party given by Mr. and Mrs. Nelson for the participants was one of the
highlights of the Seminar.

During the last week of the Seminar, the Agency for International Development, as
well as the Labor Department, conducted special closing ceremonies. On December 2,
AID sponsored a luncheon at the State Department, presided over by the Assistant Ad-
ministrator for AID, William 0. Hall, who addressed the group and presented them with
certificates. Mr. Joshua Theobald Nottidge of Sier-a Leone responded for the partici-
pants. Mr. Nottklge stressed that the Seminar had )t only increased the participants'
ability and potential for dealing with social and ecc..iornic probl-rns in their countries,
but it had proved to them that people of different ,.:Guntries carg live and work together
without friction.

Mr. Leo R. Werts, Assistant Secretary for Administration of the Department of Labor,
made the principal address and presented the certificates at the Labor Department's
closing ceremonies on December 9. Mr. Hector Torres from Guatemala thanked the
Department on behalf of the participants. In his remarks," Mr. Torres indicated that the
most valuable lesson he had learned during his stay in the United States was that the
term "underdeveloped" thould not be applied to a country but rather to its inhabitants.
By emphasizing this, development economics loses much of its impersonal character and
becomes a science eminently human which has as its end the welfare of the human being.
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Part One

HUMAN RESOURCES IN ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT: CONCEPTS,
STRATEGIES AND ADMINISTRATION

Human resources planning has become widely accepted as an integral part of general
economic planning and, as a result, has assumed a larger role and broader functions in
the development process than had been ascribed to it in the past. Thus, Seminar
participants were continually cautioned against viewing manpower planning as a
specific science which can be separated from educational planning, health programs,
population and migration trends, agricultural programs, etc. This line of reasoning
was supported by the great variety of interrelated problems that were brought out in
the lectures of speakers and in the questions and discussions of the participants (Section
"A"). Unemployment, underemployment, overpopulation, high rates of illiteracy, lack
of skills in the labor force, and desperately low per capita incomes were reiterated by
persons with different backgrounds and experiences in widely separated parts of the
world. The many solutions suggested to the problems posed (Section "B"), frequently
represented different points of view, but there was general agreement that manpower
strategies should ideally be based on the broadest possible knowledge of the country
in question, and its people. In Section "C" stress is placed on the proper institutions
to carry out the strategies proposed under "B" and, here alain, it is made clear that
manpower planning activities and various other plann; -1ctivities merge at certain
points.

Tiv-shout "Part One" of the Pr oc ee di ngs it is emphasi zed that investment
in human resources is at least as productive as investment in capital goods. Mr.
Harbison carries this thought a step further by stating that "the wealth of a nation does
not depend on its physical capital, but rather on the capabilities of its people to make
the most of what is available."



A. MANPOWER PLANNING-RATIONALE & OBJECTIVES

INTRODUCTION

In the initial portion of this report, the speakers are particularly concerned with some
of the existing situations facing manpower planners as they strive for the objectives
of improving the suPply and utilization of human resources. Mr. McVoy stresses some
of the persistent and, at times, growing problems which face developing nations and .

emphasizes that Manpower planners should be concerned with the many facets of change
that occur in the procest of economic development. He warns against too many neat
classifications and assumptions with respect to human behavior,- showing, in a historic
treatment, how the dogmas of manpower planners have often been negated by events.
He expresses the hope that the planning strategies employed will remain sensitive to
the many social, economic, and cultural aspects of the particular society involved,
and to the changes that occur in these during the course of a nation's economic devel-
opment.- -Mr. Givens also cautions against looking for easy solutions. Many serious
problems -continue to exist in spite of the best efforts to solve them. He points out
that developed countries cannot simply be accepted as guides by the newly developing
nations since the responses of the former probably took place under different circum-
stances than those prevailing in developing countries today.

The far-veaching effects of raPid population increases in developing countries are the
subject of Mr. Lee's twO lectures. In his first talk he points to the difference in pop-.
ulation growth between the developed cauntries (about one percent) and the develop-
ing countriei (three percent to three and one-half percent) and discusses, the dangers
of a population increase which is proportionately greater than the increase in GNP.
He concludes that many countries need toclecreas.e their rates of population growth
and outlines some policies which nations might follow to achieve such a.goal. In his
second talk, Mr. Lee describes the dramatiC impact the current rate of population
growth will have on future labor forces of societies now in the transitional stage of
population groWth--i.e. those characterized by high birth rates and declining death
rates among children. The.problem of finding jobs for a greatly expanded labor force
will be accentuated by rural-urban 'migrations, which Mr. Lee considers an inevitable
result of the attractions of the city for the Nor, uneducated, and underemployed from
the hinterlands. Attempts to stem this migration would be futile, he believes, and
actually little Would be gained if the migrants could be persuaded to remain on the
land. Mr. Cavanaugh also emphasizes the manpower problems inherent in oVerpop-
u:ation. He mentions the erroneous conception many administrators have of What
constitutes an overpopulation problem. Dividing the number of people into the

4



available square miles or kilometers of a country cannot yield the answer, but the con-
clusion that a population problem does not exist is frequently arrived at in this manner.
Mr. Cavanaugh discusses the causes of overpopulation, the consequences, the con-
straints against controls, and U.S. population policies.

Closely tied to the problem of overpopulation is that of the crisis in world food produc-
tion, a topic discussed by Mr. Weaver. It was pointed out that in the developing coun-
tries of Africa, Latin America and the Middle East, food exports exceeded imports by
$11 billion in 1930 while in 1960 imports of food were in excess of exports by $30 bil-
lion. The combined productivity of existing acreage will not meet the food needs of
developi-g countries by 1985 unless vast improvements are made in agricultural modern-
ization. Here the proper use of human resources will play a vital role.

The interrelationship of the various components of national development crystallizes
as the Proceedings progress, but it is emphasized from the outset by Mr. Fortin, who
describes some of the history and background of manpower planning in the International
Labor Office. In the process he points to the change in thinking that has occurred over
the years with respect to the aims of such planning and the best methods for achieving
them. He concludes that manpower planning must be considered in the broadest pocible
context. Mr. Kelley shares this view. He emphasizes that close coordination is re-
quired between economic development and manpower planning. In fact he thinks that,
as far as possible, decisions about politics, capital, and manpower should be made
simultaneously in order to avoid wasting valuable, scarce resources. Mr. Kelley also
feels that manpower planners should be flexible with respect to the time requisites of
the plan. Short-term plans can, at times, be more realistic and effective than detailed
long-rerm plans. Mr. Hilliard calls manpower planning an integral part of all facets
of the national development effort. Planners first agree on objectives wiLh in them-
selves influence the manpower strategy to be used. They must then look at the country's
resources. Finally, the plan must be broken down by economic sectors so that resource,
both natural and human, may be properly allocated to attain the goals. Mrx Hilliard
favors long-range planning, howver, feeling that for efforts that are really going to '

make a major impact, such as the development of teachers and administ-ators, we must
learn to look 20 and 30 years ahead. Mr. Horowitz stresses the importance of having
manpower planning and economic planning proceed at an equal pace and lists six basic
considerations which must be given attention to insure that this is the case. Mr. Holly
Carrére makes an analogy in his lecture between the management of capital resources
and of human resources.

5



1. Current Issues

SOME BASIC PROBLEMS AND APPROACHES IN
MANPOWER PLANNING

Edgar C. McVay

A REVIE ECONOMIC GROWTH TRENDS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The recOrd of econom;c growth and improvement in living standards in the less-devel-
oped countries of the world during the past 20 years has been discouraging. Recent
evaluation by a number of leading economists, sch-olars, and other international spec-
ialists has resulted in the realization that the masses of people in many countries are no
better off, and in some cases are worse off, than they.were two decades ago.

Lack of Economic Progress

The evidence of this lack of progress is hard to discount, even by the most optimistic.
Whfle improved health and sanitation have been reducing death rates and increasing
the average life-span, birth rates 1.ave continued high. Thus, rates of population
increase have been rising and are in the range of two and one-half to three percent
annually in many countries. Growth rates of GNP in many developing countries have
barely equalled the rates of population growth, and even in the countries where per
capita income has risen at satisfactory rates, the benefits have not been spread widely
among the people.

Meanwhile, in a number of less-developed countries, production of food is not keeping,
pace with population growth, and some countries, which were formerly exporting rice
or other basic foodstuffs, are ilow importing these very same foods. In addition, rural
areas have been exporting part of their misery to the cities and we have in most coun-
tries, incii,ding some developed ones, the familiar picture of masses crowded in slums,
in makeshift houses, suffering from a lack of jobs, education, health servkes, water

sanitation.

Moreover, the gap between the so-called advanced and underdeveloped countries
has, with a few exceptions, been'increasing. In many of the industrialized countries,
the gross national product increases five percent or more per year, while their pop-
ulation growth rates are less_than two pai-cent; meanwhile, only a few of the less-
deve!oped countries have a consistent annual growth of five percent, but population
grows ai two and one-half to three percent.
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Another unpleasant realization to economic planners is that industrialization, and even
rapid economic growth, do not necessarily solve the enormous problems of unemploy-
ment and underemployment in less-developed countries (or in some advanced countries,
for that matter). The International Labor Office submitted a paper to the 1965 Asian
Conference on Industrialization in Manila, which presented a dismal account of the
failure of industriql developmeat to create employment in Asian countries over the
past two decades:'

Reasons for Slow Progress and Suggestions to Stimulate Growth

During the past two or three years, a number of leading scholars, administrators and
other observers of the international development scene, have been searching for the
reasons for this disappointing performance. Some say it is lack of capital and unfavor-4
able terms of trade. Raoul Prebisch is a leading er vnent of this view. Others say
the big problem is food production.

Gunnar Myrdal, in an article "Food, Jobs, and People, "2 says..."the most impor-
tant thing in planning for development is to increase the yields of the land where
regularly over half, and in Asia often three-fourths or more, of the people in under-
developed countries eke out their existence." Professor Frederick Harbison, whom
you will hear later in the Seminar, emphasizes this point also and adds that the
major means of reducing urban misery and unemployment is to increase incentives for
people to stay on the land.

Bosco Nedelcovic, of Paraguay, in an article enfitled "Fallacies of Conventional
Approaches to Developmene'3 challenges what he terms the "overwhelming consensus
of orthodox economic wisdom...that the nondeveloped areas must duplicate the same
worn-out patterns which are beginning to collapse in the advanced countries... ";
namely, in trying to create employment by various patterns of investment and incen-
tives. Nedelcovic is of the opinion that the only solution lies in the rapid mechan-
ization and modernization of agriculture, and in using part of the surplus to provide
subsistence to the unemployed residing mostly in rural areas.

Walt Rostow gives great emphasis to agriculture but also to other factors in a ten-
point analysis of "Unsolved Problems in International Development."4 Another type
of analysis of the disappointing progress of development was made by the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development and is gummarized by Albert Waterston in
an article, "What Do We Know about Planning."' Waterston emphasizes the follow-
ing reasons for the general failure of development planning to produce the results so

1 H Industrialization and Employment", paper prepared by the ILO for Asian Conference
on Industrialization, Manila, December 1965.
21nternational Development Review, June 1965.
3International Development Review, December 1965.
4International Development Review, December 1965 and March 1966.
51nternational Development Review, December 1965. The arti.:..le is a summary of a
book, Development Planning: Lessons of Experience, Johns Hopkins Press, 1965.
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eagerly anticipated a few years ago: I) most countries cannot plan effectively for more
than three years in the future, though plans are often drawn up for five to 10 years;
2) few countries benefit from the experiences of other countries with similar problems;
3) not many countries understand the essence of development planning, which "in-
volves the application of a rational system of choices among feasible courses of in-
vestment and other development actions, based on a consideration of economic and
social costs and benefits"; 4) lack of adequate government support or sustained govern-
mental commitment; 5) separation of plan formulation from implementation; 6) overam-
bitious plan targets; 7) too little attention to specific projects. He lists the following
as the three basic elements of the planning process: economic potential, administra-
tive capacity, and political will to .develop.

John Kenneth Galbraith, in a speech last spring at the meeting of the Society for In-
ternational Development, suggested that in applying formulae for economic growth, we
have failed to differentiate major barriers to economic growth, even among nations
which are near the so-called take-off stage. He suggested three models. The first
represents countries suffering from what he calls the classic causes of underdevelopment:
overpopulation and insufficient capital (though reasonably high development of human
resources). A second group r.,f countries are those in which a low level of human re-
source development is the primary cause; and the third category consists of countries
where rigidities in the social structure are the major handicap to development.

Finally, the Secretary General of the United Nations, in a discouraging summary of
world trends in the past year, concluded that the rich nations have not risen ."above
their concern for their own prosperity, nor the poor nations above the deadweight of
their chronic poverty and their anachronistic social structures."

The Positive Record of Economic Progress

I feel rather sad, at this opening of our Seminar, to outline such an apparently dismal
and negative view of the state of the world and of progress of development in the
have-not countries of the world. Actually, I am not as pessimistic about this situation
as I may sound in the foregoing analysis. This is because I) progress in some less-devel-
oped countries has been imprestive despite seemingly insurmountc6le problems a few
years ago; 2) I believe the developed countries are continually increasing their interest
in, and commitment tb, world-wide development, in a spirit not of charity but of en-
lightened self-interest; 3) there is a growing technology which can be applied in po-
tentially dramatic solutions to some of the barriers to development; 4) we are begin-
ning to generate at least an art, if not a science, of development based on lessons of
experience and a growing body of research and analysis into the factors stimulating
and inhibiting economic and social growth.

In a sense, it is a constructive thing that most of the experts now concede, that the
facile formulae and models of the recent past have failed to solve the toughest prob-
lems of development. To me, it is highly encouraging that leading thinkers and

6The Washington Post, September 19, 1966.
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observers are challenging the orthodoxy of scholady consensus and are searching for
new approaches and principles.

PATTERNS IN HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING

My historic treatment of the recognition of human resources development and manpower
planning as an important field of study is highly personal, and I make no claim that it
is a balanced picture. I think it may be the best way, however, to put into focus some
of the trends and problems in this field.

In the early 1950's, development planning became fashionable, and many of us had
high hopes for the rapid-growth of most underdeveloped areas of the world. It was a
widely held belief that sufficient injections of capital and the quick transfer of know-
how from advanced countries to underdeveloped countries would solve the basic prob-
lems of development. Along with this, there was recognition of the need for technical
education and skill training to supply what was considered an openi-ended need for
trained manpower in many fields. This was the day of the so-called "manpower survey,"
which many countries undertook under the tutelage of experts from ILO, or "point four"
technicians. I was such an ILO technician in Indonesia during this period.

Such surveys, which were one-time canvasses of employing establishments, attempted
to show the occupational structure of industry and identify occupations in which there
were current or anticipated shortages. These surveys had some value in short-range
guidance for courses in technical schools and skill-training centers. It was assumed
that the proliferation of such schools and centers was the only answer to the manpower
shortage. During this same period it was assumed that an adequate rate of growth
would solve the unemployment gap within a few years, and that surplus labor could be
kept as an underemployed pool in the rural areas until the demands of industry and
related services would draw them to the cities.

There were few, if any, countries in which these assumptions proved valid, although
it must be noted that not many achially implemented more than a minor portion of plans
and investment schemes devised under such guidelines. Some countries, however,
geared up their technical and vocational schools and began grinding out graduates who
were supposed to supply the skilled craftsmen and technicians to carve out development
programs. A rather large portion of such education turned out to be wasted, at least
in any short-run analysis of cost-benePt relationships, because the jobs to employ the
graduates did not materialize or were filled by persons with less education.

A
Meanwhile, people had a way of behaving contrary to the neat assumptions of the
planners: more and more babies managed to be born and to survive the perils of in-
fancy. When reaching working age, instead of placidly waiting on the farm for the
economy to call for them, many succumbed to the lure of the cities, where life, while
still precarious and miserable, was not sc dreary. Some of them even got pretty good
jobs in the urban areas.

In the middle and late 1950's came three major changes in the approach to human re-
sources in development planning: 1) the "high-level manpower" concept, 2) the
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recognition of the persistent and intractable problems of unemployment, and 3) the dis-
covery of underemployment. The high-level manpower idea, which gained consider-
able currency in the United States and in international circles, followed a reasoning
somewhat as follows: economic growth depends on the actions of certain types of
elites--technicians, scientists, innovators, entrepreneurs, and leaders. Given a
sufficient supply of such people in strategic positions in a country, they will bring the
masses along with them. Therefore, most of the investment in human resource develpp-
ment should be directed to producing high-level manpower. Meanwhile, general edu-
cation for the masses will have to proceed more slowly and wait until the economy can
support such education. This idea still has considerable acceptance, as well as con-
siderable merit. The trouble is that almost no country has been able to carry it out
fully in the face of political realities and the growing demands of the illiterate masses
for more education.

There are other problems with respect to the high-level manpower approach. In the
first place, while there are well-developed and standardized methods of producing
professional and technical personnel in the educational system, we have not yet de-
vised ways of producing innovators, entrepreneurs, politicians, statesmen, artists, or
philosophers. Secondly, such high-level manpower resources as have been developed
have been attracted to advanced countries in significant numbers. This "brain drain"
phenomenon is increasingly becoming the cause of concern to developing countries.

The recognition of the problems of unemployment and underemployment reached a
point of general alarm during the 60's. Like Malthus in England of the early nineteenth
century, some recent writers have painted a dismal prospect of the relationship be-
tween the population explosion and the corresponding food supply. Population and
employment problems are among the major tcpics of our Seminar, and several of the
faculty and guest lecturers will deal with their various facets.

In the late 1950'4 and early 1960's manpower planning became accepted as a legitimate,
rather than an outcast member of the economic planning clan, and was fostered by in-
ternational agencies such as the United Nations Technical Assistance Organization,
the International Labor Office, and bilateral technical assistance programs, espe-
cially those of the United States Government. The Ford Foundation made a significant
contribution to this development.

During the early 1960's, also, came the flowering of educational planning, nurtured
by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, UNESCO, regional
organizations of the United Nations and, on the part of the United States, by the
Agency for International Development, universities, and foundations. This has been
a major contribution to economic development, and is a manifestation of widespread
acceptance of the importance of the manpower factor in development. The method-
ology worked out by various scholars for forecasting'manpower requirements and con-
verting them into educational inputs and outputs is a valuable tool. The main danger
is that this, like other such approaches, has been overdone in some instances and
used in an uncritical way never intended by its originators. We may be in danger of
producing a cult of educational planning, much as there has existed a cult of economic
model building.
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The OECD has stimulated a new concept in manpower development in the last few
years--"the active manpower policy." This can be described as an effort to use a
variety of tools and resources to meet manpower shortages and to maximize manpower
utilization. One of our faculty members, Mr. Merson, has modified this to include
the.employment concept emphasized-by the ILO, and he will describe for you in some
detail what he calls "an active manpower and employment policy."

PROBLEM SOLVING IN MANPOWER

Meredith B. Givens

tONCEPTS OF MANPOWER

Members of this Seminar come from many different national environments and from
economic situations in varying stages of development. You also have a wide variety
of duties and responsibilities at home which relate in different ways to problems of
manpower, its development and utilization. But there is one thing all of us have in
common, and that is a concern with manpower as a factor of production, a dimension
of development, an element of all of the purposeful activities of society. Manpower
is not a problem which exists by itself; it must always be considered in relation to
something else. It is a dimension of all organized activity.

There is an historic tendency for manpower to be taken for granted, to a greater or
lesser extent, by planners and developers, by administrators and managers, -and by
people in general, in the sense that manpower problems are either neglected or han-
dled in the short run, and are too often undertaken on an emergency basis. For these
very reasons, as we know, manpower problems often become bottlenecks, just because
they have been neglected and are not properly understood.

In discussions such as this-, in which matters of concept and theory are dealt with at
some length, it might be helpful to reflect on the relationship.of the theoretical to the
practical in tackling the manpower problem. Let us consider the complexity of the
manpower field. If manpower is a dimension of every program and organized activity,
then the manpower specialist must also be a manpower generalist and must be able to
coordinate and communicate effectively with the numerous pertinent government agen-
cies and private institutions. Effective communication implies a common basis for
communicafions or a universe of discourse, wherein acceptance of basic ideas and
language-usage underpins the discussions between colleagues and conferees.
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GROWING LABOR FORCE AND GROWING UNEMPLOYMENT

The children born today will add to a labor force already underutilized. The demo-
graphic facts indicate that an annual population growth of two and one-half percent
contributes three percent annually to the labor force. Some countries exceed this
rate. The problem could assume burdensome dimensions for future generations unless
basic education and flexible, convertible skills are emphasized among today's youths
to meet evolving occupational opportunities and requirements.

The inevitable growth of the labor force during the decades just nhend lends us to
recognize the corollary problem of growing unemployment. Under traditional agri-
cultural conditions, unemployment is largely hidden in the rurai economy, where al-
most everybody is employed at least briefly at some time or other during a crop cycle.
Two major factors are modifying this situation: I) the shift of rural population to
industrializing regions, which is motivated by the quest for higher wages and fuller
employment; and 2) the push to reduce labor input per unit of output in agriculture.
Thus, much of rural underemployment is being converted into urban unemployment,
while at the same time the urban sector is failing to increase the number of available
jobs.

In the long run, economic diversification is necessary for economic growth. In the
short run, however, this does not result in employment expansion. That modernization
does not promptly increase the level of employment is a bitter pill. The essential
reason for this anomaly is the fact that modern industry is inherently competitive,
internationally if not domestically, and hence a premium is put on the adoption of
advanced technology and attainment of high productisi:y, including the employment
of labor-saving devices. Only an increase in the scale of production can offset the
depressing effect which often occurs in employment levels. However, increases of
scale, in turn, generate new opportunities and pressures for further economies in
mechanization and labor saving.

In this pattern the use of labor-intensive methods is only a palliative and, as such,
is best adapted to noncontinuous operations, such as construction and the like. But
while modernization must not be interfered with, other supplemental devices to deal
with the manpower surplus can be used. Thus, national service could absorb some of
the labor surplus while providing a means for undertaking developmental projects.
Many approaches are possible in the concept of a national service. In the first place,
national service need not be compulsory. Such a volunteer system is cur.ently under
study in the U.S. Department of Defense. Another approach would be to tie some
compensation to national service. In Iran, public works projects have been success-
fully undertaken as an activity of compulsory military service. And the International
Labor Organization, though in general opposed to involuntary servitude, has been
engaged in extensive research on national service as a means of relieving manpower
surpluses.

PROBLEM SOLVING--FOCUS ON QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERS

Our most important problems in manpower planning are not those which we can solve
fairly readily with accumulated know-how but those which elude solution but must
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nonetheless be confronted and attacked. Attention must also be focused on those prob-1

lems which must be continually re-solved as the situation changes. It is the capacity
to identify key problems, to define them correctly, and to go about the quest for
solutions, or to discredit false solutions, that I believe to be our most urgent challenge.
Some solutions in the field of manpower may create as many problems as they alleviate,
Social insurance schemes, for example, create a numberof problems unrelated to the

ones for which they are designed. Among other things, they interfere with the mobil-
ity of labor and affect the wage structure.

rvY unsolved mannrver inrnk !came vireC " "

I) Discriminatory pay scales and incentives, along with unreasonable discrepancies

in compensation at different levels of skills. Salary and wage surveys can point up
these anomalies most usefully when combined with some scrutiny of the effectiveness
of management, morale, and productivity. A corollary problem, which has developed

a reaction to existing inequities, is the familiar "brain drain" phenomenon.

2) Too often have new lands been made available for resettlement, only to remain
barren because the people could not be convinced that it was in their interest to move.
Therefore, a parallel system of incentives aimed at the resettlement of rural popula-
tions should be set up to match that established for industrial workers.

3) Perhaps the most crucial manpower problem exists in unnecessary rigidities in
the labor market, associated with transferability of skills between occupations. This
stems from an intransigence to new patterns and is grounded in a traditional view of
education as a means of escaping certain kinds of work. Such rigidities can be ex-
posed by occupational analysis and research to develop job "families" based on simi-
larities in skills and unit operations performed by workers in both traditional and mod-
ern technological environments.

RELEVANCE OF EXPERIENCES IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

In any exercise such as this Seminar, our raw material is a combination of theory, his-
tory, and comparative analysis. Each of you is comparing his own experience and
problems with those of others, with the established doctrine (if there is one), and with
records and interpretations of the past. Since the range of contemporary experience
represents all stages of development, some comparison with another country's exper-
ience can usually be found relevant. But it is important to take the past experience
of "developed" countries with a grain of salt, for Western institutions may only have
partial relevance to your particular current problems.

Take, for example, the public employment services of Europe and . Ica. A con-
spicuous element of manpower policy, they have their origins in the employment ex-
changes of Great Britain which were developed as marketing devtces to bring together
labor demand and supply. Of major concern in setting up these exchanges were the

time lags then existing between separation and Ye-employment of workers ,engaged in

casual employment--especially on the docks. Later, the focus of employment ex-
changes broadened to include reduction of seasonal slumps and regularization of
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employment in industry and the trades. Even later, the concern shifted from mini-
mizing cyclical unemployment to financing periods of unavoidable unemployment.
This cause was taken up by labor unions and the government, which together devel-
oped various forms of social insurance systems.

Public employment services then turned to the problem of structural unemployment, a
new form of unemployment brought about by cumulative changes in advanced tech-
nology. This is the situation which we face today, and it represents not the irregu-
larity of employment from a lag between jobs but rather the outriaht elimination of
jobs with the appearance of new methods of production.

......ip..

Thus, it can be seen that the response of institutions varies according to changing con-
ditions, and while the lessons of experience may provide helpful guideposts, the key
problems in our rapidly changing world are largely without precedent.

POPULATION GROWTH AND NATIONAL POLICIES

Everett S. Lee

POPULATION GROWTH

The world's population is currently growing at its fastest rate in history--averaging
slightly more than two percent annually. If the present rate of growth continues, the
population of the world will double every 35 years, resulting in seven billion people
in the year 2000, 14 billion in 2035, and 28 billion in 2070.

Developed versus Developing Countries

In the developing countries the rate of population growth is an alarming three percent,
sometimes three and one-half percent, whereas in developed countries it is about one
percent. The developed countries can, therefore, invest heavily in human resources;
this is impossible in developing countries where the increase in GNP must be utilized
to support the rapidly growing population.

In developed countries, the historic pattern of population growth has conformed fairly
well to the model on the opposite page. It is referred.to as the demographic transition
or the vital revolution.
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GRAPH 1
THE VITAL REVOLUTION

STAGE I STAGE IE STAGE HI STAGE ISL

c. 1650 1900

In stage I the birth and death rates were both high. One-third of those born were
dead before the age of one, one-half before the age of 12. Population growth was
low and erratic.

In stage II the death rate dropped considerably with improved sanitary and socioeco-
nomic conditions. However, the birth rate continued at a highlevel, as improved
health conditions also increased the ability'to bear children. Thus, the rate of pop-
ulation growth was high and rapidly increasing.

In stage III of the vital revolution, the death rate continued to drop. The birth rate
also experienced a decline, and general population growth, though.sti II fairly high,
began to decrease.

In the final stage, birth and death rates are low. Population is again growing slowly
but more efficiently. In stage IV, only two to three percent of the children die be-
fore the age of one, 95 percent survive into late childhood, and 90 percent survfve
through childbearing age.

Distribution of the World Population

The disparity in rates of population growth is changi.ng the ethnic balance of the world
population. One of the major reasons for European domination in world politics is,
of course, European technological superiority, but it should not be forgotten that
Europe went through the vital revolution before the rest of the world. Today, the
European population grows slowly, as in stage IV of the vital revolution, while
Asians, Africans, and Latin Americans are exporiencing stages II lnd III of the
demographic transition.
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE WORLD POPULATION

Year Developed Countries Less-Developed Countries

1900 36% 64%

1965 30% 70%

2000 (est) 20% RO%

NATIONAL POLICIES REGARDING POPULATION GROWTH

A country can take measures that affect both the quantity and quality of its population,
Some states have attempted td increase the rate of growth, others try to* slow it, while
still others focus attention on the quality rather than quantity of the population.
On the whole, these programs have been ineffective, often because they are based
on misinformation. Differences in the aims of a government and the desires of its
people can also account for the failure of such programs.

Policies Which Encourage Population Growth

in the past, many nations have tried to encourage the growth of population, and some
nations still do, either by reducing the mortality rate or increasing the birth rate.
Measures to reduce mortality rates can be carried on very inexpensively through san-
itary measures, insect eradication, modern medicine, etc. These bring about startling
results. In Ceylon during the post World War II period, the Government conducted
malaria eradication campaigns. In one decade, the death rate dropped 50 percent.

Few countries have deliberately attempted to increase fertility, but France embarked
on a population growth campaign in the 1930's, and still maintains an elaborate sys-
tem for encouraging large families. There are laws against abortion and against the
sale of contraceptives. The Government offers generous family allowances, so that
a metal worker with six children, for example, can more than double his wage.
Nevertheless, the birth rate in France remains low.

Policies Which Discourage Population Growth

In developing na:ions, the need has been for a decrease in the rate of population
growth. If the population increase is proportionately greater than the increme in
GNP, per capita income decreases, and little is available for investment in capital
equipment. The mortality rate of many of these countries, in particular the Want
mortality rate, has dropped considerably. This, along with the high birth rate, in-
creases the proportion of young people in the country as illustrated in the pyramid
atthe top of page 17.
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GRAPH 2

22-23% OF
POPULATION

TYPICAL POPULATION STRUCTURE IN

A DEVELOPING COUNTRY

4.- OLD
44--- LABOR FORCE AGE

± YOUNG (50%
[ \ OF POPULATION)

MALE FEMALE

The large base indicates that half the population is under 15 years of age. Of the
labor force age group, females are occupied with childbearing and rearing and cannot
enter the labor force. The gainfully employed labor force is thus nearly entireiy male
and only 22 to 23 percent of the population.

If the birth rate were reduced, by measures such as legalized abortion as in Japan and
Eastern Europe, or by other birth control programs, the percentage of young people
would decrease, and the number of labor force age would increase.

However, many birth control programs currently administered in developing countries
are not very effective. In India, for instance, on inadequate allocation of funds has
prevented a successful sterilization and birth control program. On the other hand, in
the Republic of Korea, where birth control program3 ace adequately financed and
properly administered, the birth rate has dropped 50 percent within 10 years.

Spreading the Burden of Childbearing

In other countries, the major aim of national population policies is to spread the eco-
nomic burden of childbearing more evenly throughout the population. In Sweden, for
example, both large and childless families are discouraged. Birth control information
is given in the lower grades of school, and there is a complex system of family allow-
ances, maternal and child care, and other health programs. In a variety of ways,
single people are made to carry the cost of childrearing.

Population Control Through Immigration and Emigration

Governments can regulate population growth by either encouraging immigration or
emigration. Though this may be an easy method to administer, it is not the answer for
rapidly-growing countries. Countries which encourage emigration lose the best of
their people. These represent a major gain to the receiving country, as emigrants are
generally males mentally and physically above average and at the age of maximum
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economic productivity. In the United States, for instance, the foreign-born have had
lower mortality rates during the younger ages than native whites. They also have had
lower rates of mental disease. This "brain drain" can be serious to a developing coun-
try. The receiving country is the gainer.

Countries which have attempted to use immigration and emigration as a means of pop-
ulation control are Australia and the Netherlands. Australia has made efforts to en-
courage immigrants by offering subsidies. Immigrants must meet health and mental
requisites. Migration to Australia has been primarily from certain European countries.
The Netherlands offers subsidies for those who will leave the country.

IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF THE POPULATION

Attempts to improve the quality of the population through genetic measures have been
almost completely abandoned. It is now realized that the quality of a population
depends upon environment as well as upon genetic factors. Improving general living
conditions is one means, but education is the crucial element.

POPULATION GROWTH AND REDISTRIBUTION IN RELATION

TO EMPLOYMENT PROBLEMS

Everett S. Lee

TYPES OF POPULATION STRUCTURE ARISING FROM DIFFERENT KINDS OF
GROWTH

In developing countries, the infant mortality rate is high. One of every three children
dies during the fird year of life. By contrast, the death rate during the first year of
life is 25 per 1,000 in the United States, and as low as 15 per 1,000 inSweden. In these
countries, the death rate is even lower prior to age 14. After this, however, the
patterns of death rates in developing and advanced countries are similar for two main
reasons. In the first place; the surviving population in developing countries may be
a constitutionally hardier breed than the surviving population in advanced countries,
in which childhood survival has not been put to such a rigorous test. Secondly, the
demands of life may pose severe strains on.the populations of developed countries
and may take their toll in later life.

A closer examination of death rate patterns- in the first year of life in advanced coun-
tries shows that if deaCI occurs within an infant's first year, the chances are one in
five that this will happen on 14,1 first day. Should a person die before age 45, chances
are one in 10 that his death ours on the day he is born. This high proportion of
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deaths immediately following birth in advanced countries results in the elimination of
many genetical ly defective children. In developing countries, however, a greater
number of birth accidents result in a larger number of defective persons.

DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES

Primitive cultures exhibit high birth rates as well as higi, death rates. Transitional
societies show continuing high birth rates and diminishing death rates among children.
This means a large increase in the surviving youth as well as an inevitable upswing in
the number of people entering the.labor force of the future. Such a situation exists
today in Indonesia, where the present 20 to 35 year age group approximates in size
the 18 to 65 year age.group of 20 years ago.

GRAPH 4
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On the other hand, the bell shaped population curve, characteristic of some devel-
oped countries, most nearly resembles an economic type of population. In these coun-
tries, labor force replacements are added with maximum efficiency, and a near
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equilibrium between birth and death rates is achieved. Sweden's annual population
growth rate of one-half percent'and zero net gain in population over the long run illus-
trates this balance.

GRAPH 5
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FALLING FERTILITY RATES AND THE FEMALE LABOR FORCE

Because of higher death rates, more children must be born in developing than in
advanced countries in order to sustain the population. This involves enormous waste
as well as human suffering. Given the high infant mortality rate in the least developed
countries, mothers must bear six children to sustain the population. This figure closely
approaches the estimated maximum possible number of births per mother in these coun-
tries.

In the case of Sweden, on the other hand, 90 percent of the girls born alive survive
through the later childbearing period. Another 10 percent never marry, leaving 80
percent of the women born to accomplish the total childbearing of the country. To
sustain the population, each married woman should bear 2.6 children, of which 1.25
are daughters.

In the primitive model of developing countries the cost of childbearing and childrearing
is high, especially when related to the small proportion of children who reach an eco-
nomically productive age. The cost of childbearing and childrearing in advanced
countries is also high, but it is considerably more efficient in that it is applied to pre-
paring children for economically productive lives rather than to merely keeping them
alive. In addition, it does not require as much active participation at home on the
part of the mother. Fully 50 percent of the female population can be freed, therefore,
for labor force participation.

Past and present labor force trends for women in the United States are illustrated.
Formerly in the United States, women joined the labor force between the ages of 14
and 18 to 20, when a peak of 50 percent of the women participated. But from that age
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onward, women left the labor force to raise families and never returned. At the pres-
ent time, however, women return to work as their children enter school, so that by
age 45 their participation peaks close to the 18 to 20 age levels. The average Amer-
ican woman's family-rearing experience is approximately as follows:

Average age at: Age

Marriage 20

Birth of first child 22

Birth of third and last child 26-30

All children in school 34

All children in college or working 45

1 he trend of increasing female labor force participation is likely to continue. In some
European countries and in the Soviet Union, for instance, where the problem of child-
rearing has been minimized through wide-scale use of cooperative nurseries, the par-
ticipation rates are even higher. Moreover, changes in the overall work patterns of
advanced countries, including a tendency towards a six-hour workday, as well as the
growing number of jobs which have opened up to women, will greatly ease labor force
participation for mothers.

CHANGES IN POPULATION STRUCTURE

Developed countries show fluctuations in the birth rate and rate of entry in the labor
forcein a pattern of opposing cycles. During the great depression in the United
States, labor force entries were at a high level as a result of the post-World War I
"baby boom," but the birth rate at that time was low. Following World War II, the
low birth rates of the 1930's proauced smaller labor force entries. At the same time,
another postwar baby boom appeared. These are illustrations of alternating peaks of
births and labor force entries. In primitive economies, however, the birth and death
rates are more constant, and the cycles of birth rates and of entry in the labor force
show less fluciTation.

Western countries are experiencing a considerable aging of their populations. Two-
thirds of the children born will live to age 65. Entering the labor force at an average
age of 20, they are able to accumulate 45 working years before reaching the manda-..
tory retirement age of 65 (42 working years for women, with a mandatory retirement at
62). This leaves an average of 13 years remaining before death, during which time
these older persons are retired. For a sOcial security system to adequately shoulder the
burden of supporting retired workers, provision must be made for three months of retire-
ment for every year worked. The magnitude of this burden is apparent in advanced
country labor force statistics, which show a ratio of one retired person for every three
persons of working age. In the future we may well reach the point where 20 percent of
the population in the Western wor Id is over 65. The possibility that such a sizeable
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portion of the population will be nonproductive calls for a re-examination of current
retirement practices, with close attention focused on whether the demands of modern
industry are really excessive after a certain age. Indeed, preliminary investigations
show older workers as steadier and more productive than their juniors.

RURAL-URBAN MIGRATION AND POPULATION STRUCTURE

Bask to the problem of migration from farms to cities is the fact that the great majority
of those who leave the countryside are young people in their late teens. The proportion
migrating drops sharply nfter age 25. Rell IC illitg On thy° forms is a high ;xoportion of
older people and young children. The urban population model presents a contrast to
the rural model, showing a reverse tendency in age distribution.

GRAPH 6 THE URBAN POPULATION STRUCTURE IN DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES PRESENTS A DIRECT CONTRAST TO THE RURAL STRUCTURE

RURAL POPULATION MODEL URBAN POPULATION MODEL
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The exodus of persons in the prime of life has generally not 'caused a reduction in pro-
ductivity in the rural areas. This indicates the extent of underemployment that pre-
vails in agriculture. The question of whether to continue permitting complete freedom
of population mobility is a difficult one. When a similar milration occurred in the
West, the exodus from the farms happened to coincide with a growing demand for labor
in the industrializing cities. If present migration trends continue in the developing
countries, the inevitable result will be urbanization regardless of industrialization.
On the other hand, would there be a gain to the economies of the countries if these
migrants could be persuaded to remain on the farms? Unemployment might merely be
less visible. In the long run, we would simply be increasing the size of the marginal
rural labor pool, which will be more ready than ever to surge towards the attraction of
greater opportunities in the cities.

The problem resulting from the redistribution of population from rural to urban areas
centers on the fact that the cities are currently not ready to absorb the.immigrants.
This is true in developing, as well as in advanced countries. The only difference is
that the resulting slums grow around the cides in many developing countries and rise
in the heart of the cities.in many advanced countries. In the Uniter! States, we have
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been especially unprepared for the influx of Negroes in urban areas. Unfortunately,
these people began to migrate in great numbers after the peak demand for unskilled
workers had passed.

THE POPULATION PROBLEM AND ITS EFFECT ON MANPOWER

Joseph A. Cavanaugh

CAUSES OF OVERPOPULATION

The divergence in the birth and death rates in low-income countries has been often
cited. Statistics quoted range from 45 to 60 per 1,000 population for the birth rates
and from 10 to 20 per 1,000 population for the death rates. This divergence will lead
to net population increases often in excess of 3.5 percent per annum. Lack of know-
ledge of contraceptive techniques is a commonly cited cause of the problem. Resist-
ance to planning methods of both an ethnic and a practical nature are prevalent in
many low-income areas. This might be called a resistance to cultural change or a
cultural lag.

As in many high-income countries, there may be many and varied incentives for more
children. :he incentives may be either of a financial or economic nature, for instance,
income tax laws favoring large families or the advantages of having a large family
work force on a farm.

Administrators often cite statistics to prove that low-income countries are not overpop-
ulated relative to available land resources. These figures are misleading, if not incor-
rect, since they are aggregates and thus give us no indication of the increasing rate
of urbanization prevalent in these countries.

CONSEQUENCES

The most apparent consequence of the "population problem" is that of inadequate food
supplies. More food is needed to support the growing population, and in most low-in-
come countries, agricultural productivity has not kept pace with population increases.
Common examples of this problem exist in India, where massive imports of wheat have
been necessary.

A high rate of population increase will also reflect adversely on gains in the per capita
income; since increases in the GNP are immediately absorbed by increases in the pop-
ulation. As the birth rate grows, furthermore, the proportion of the population in a
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dependency status also increases. Most low-income countries appear to have rather
high dependency ratios.

Without concurrently growing manpower in the field of education, another logical out-
come of the population problem is a .proportionate decrerse in the literacy level.
Studies by UNICEF have supported this in most low-income countries.

Increasing social problems appear to be a consequence of the population problem.
These, of course, take many forms ranging from extreme poverty to delinquency.

Child care and medical assistance cannot keep pace. When these facilities do not grow
along with increasing population, the result is often a high infant mortality rate.

CONSTRAINTS AGAINST POPULATION CONTROLS

Many social customs, such as early marriage, pose serious obstacles to.the correction
of the problem. Early marriage results in the statistical probability of higher fertility
rates. Another oberacle to correcting the population problem, not often realized, is
the lack of demographic knowledge available to appropriate government agencies.
This lack of knowledge may be a mere absence of information, or it may be connected

with faulty statistical techniques. In either case, the result is an inability to diagnose
and correct the problem.

The lack of facilities for implementing family planning programs is one of the most
apparent constraints. Many low-income countries feel that all such facilities should
be public, thus delegating the entire responsibility to the governments which seldom
have the necessary resources. The lack of manpower necessitates new methods of con-
traception which do not require the services of trained medical personnel. Research is
in progress on such methods, and they may be the answer to at least some of the prob-
lems experienced here.

While religious constraints are in many cases more apparent than real, the fact is that
they do play a real role in many countries and must be reckoned with in any program
dealing with family planning.

UNITED STATES POLICY

Domestic

Until recently, the United States has had no official policy with regard to family plan-
ning. Last year, however, such a policy was proclaimed with reference to family plan-
ning in the United States. The main elements Jf this program are:

a) Participation in any family planning program is to be strictly on a voluntary
basis--no coercion of any sort may be used to induce people to participate.

b) Persons participating in any of the programs are free to choose among the avail-
able devices.
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c) Family planning is not required as a prerequisite to the receipt of benefits from
other Government programs.

d) All policies advocated must conform to present medically-accepted techniques.

d) Where state statutes prohibit the use of contraceptive devices, the rule of the
state remains sovereign.

It cannot be overemphasized that the aim of United States family planning policy is not
simply birth control for the reduction of population increase. It is viewed as a means
to increase the stability of the family as a unit.

Foreign

Last year, the United States also adopted an official program with respect to other
countries, the main elements of which may be summarized as follows:

a) No nation should be coerced to sponsor programs of family planning

b)AID stands ready to assist any nation which desires technical assistance in this
field.

c)AID also stands ready to send teams to survey demographic factors to any coun-
try requesting them.

d) Requests for assistance should be made through the American Embassy or the AID
Mission in a country.

POPULATION AND MANPOWER

Population and manpower policies should not be approached as separate entities but
should be linked and coordinated. Fertility affects manpower.

al 'Yhere high fertility exists, the proportionate size of the labor force is generally
smt. :han where low fertility prevails.

a) High fertility often means low skill levels and low average educational attain-
ment. This may be attributed to the low educator/population ratio.

c) Accompanying high fertility rates, one finds a marked rise in the number of new
entrants into the labor force.

d) Where low fertility rates prevail, the proportion of women in the labor force is
usually higher than where high fertility rates prevail.

e) High fertility rates may often be found in conjunction with labor shortages, par-
ticularly in the professions and in skilled labor.
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f) The proportion of new entrants to the total labor force tends to stabilize in areas
with low fertility, whereas the former tends to increase in relation to the latter in high
fertility regions.

MANPOWER PROGRAMS AND THF CRIcIS IN

FOOD PRODUCTION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

George L-P Weaver

I would like to discuss in some detail food production as it affects manpower planners.
Experts say that by 1985 man's greatest crisis may arise from his failure to perform the
elementary task of feeding himself. With the natural increases in population in future
years, the combined productivity of existing acreage will not meet the needs of devel-
oping countries.

DIMINISHING FOOD SUPPLIES

The above statements have been made many times in the past, but people are just re-
cently beginning to focus on the problem. The Economic and Financial Committee of
the United Nations has approved a study of methods of combating hunger. Other
United Nations organs such as the World Food Program and the Food and Agriculture
Organization are intimately involved in this area. The United States, which has al-
ways been concerned about food shortages, recently has stepped up its commitment.
On October 24 of this year it was announced that after July 31, 1967, the United
States would match all of the food or money contributions by the rest of the developed
world. We have already pledged $130 million over the next three years.

The situation has been exacerbated by conditions in the developing cou-ntries. Child
mortality is 60 times that of advanced countries, and agricultural productivity is not
increasing. Actually it has expanded somewhat in Latin America, but only in the last
two years, and these countries have still not been able to catch up with-population
increases. The developing countries of Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East
changed from exporters to importers of food between 1930 and 1960. The 'fact that they
once exported $11 billion more in foodstuffs than they imported while imports now exceed
exports by $30 billion has drastically worsened the food situation. Food surplus areas,
like the United States, will not be able to increase their exports of food enough to make
up the inevitable deficits that will arise as time goes on. For example, four years ago
the United States had 40 million tons of surplus food in storage, whereas today there are
only 10 million despite increased acreage allotments.
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THE PRODUCTIVITY GAP

A few examples will suffice to demonstrate the enormity of the productivity gap be-
tween the developed and developing countries:

Netherlands, 65 bushels of wheat/acre - Tunisia, 7 bushels of wheat/acre

United States, 72 busheis of corn/acre - Morocco, 10 bushels of corrVacre

Italy, 4400 pounds of rice/acre - Philippines, 1120 pounds of rice/acre

This gap in food productivity is not due to soil or climate. Demonstration areas in
developing countries frequently produce as much per acre as developed countries. The
differences result from technology, planning, quality of seed, and the utilization of
machinery These things combined with modern methods of storage, processing, and
distribution can revolutionize the living standards of half of the people of the world.

Agricultural modernization is bound to conflict with industrialization. India, for ex-
ample, has made a major thrust in agricultural improvement in the last year, and there
was severe conflict within the planning agency. These conflicts are inevitable given
human nature, but the people who favor rapid industrialization should not lose sight of
the fact that a nation must be able to feed itself.

MANPOWER PROGRAMS AND THE WAR ON HUNGER

Experts are divided on the solution to the food shortage problem, but they do agree
that the efforts of developing countries to industrialize are compromised by the necessily
of spending scarce 'oreign exchange on food, and that the developed nations are rap*
reaching their productive capacity. There is room for more scientific, productive farm-
ing in developing countries. Because they have neither the time nor the money to open
up new areas, they mue depend upon new technology to increase the productivity of
existing areas. If these efforts are to succeed, labor ministries must be involved in the
following areas:

1) Vocational training to implement rural modernization.

2) Planning for labor force displacement. If the modernization of agriculture takes
place, it will be a fundamental task of many agencies to cope with resulting employ-
ment changes. Many people will, of course, migrate to the cities, but new industries
will locate in the rural areas as well. Under these conditions labor ministries should
play a vital role.

3) Labor ministries must anticipate and guide increases in productivity in order to
insure that they keep up with population increases. There will be jurisdictional disputes
in this area, especially with industry, but again the labor ministries must be involved.
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2. Guidelines fo7 Planning

THE CONCEPT OF HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING:

A NEW APPROACH

Bernard Fortin

INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITION

Since the early 601s there has been much talk about human resources, but the concept
itself has rarely been defined; it has been made synonomous with monpower, or the
flow of students from educational institutions, or 3he total population, or even every-
thing which is human (the human factor). For the purpose of this lecture, the follow-
ing definition is proposed: "men or women who are in the labor force, or are prepar-
ing themselves for the labor force, with their abilities and motivations." This concept
includes the notions of employment creation and skill formation. Abilities imply in-
nate and acquired aptitudes and qualifications; motivations imply attitudes and incen-
tives.

THE I NTERNATIONAL LABOR OFFICE AND MANPOWER PROGRAMS

In the decade 1950-60, the programs of the ILO were concentrated oh the industriai
sector, and on such projects as manpower surveys, experimental employment services,
and assessments of qualitative and quantitative manpower shortages. Efforts usually
consisted of one-time pilot projects. Their corrective or instructive memure: were
short-run; the projects were not integrated in the framework of economic planning.

After 1960, a distinct change of emphasis became noticeable in ILO activities. The
increase in formal economic planning in developing countries compelled a long-range
outlook with a continual analysis of the manpower situation which included forecast-
ing. Goals and targets were established for employment as well as training. Con-
currently, it was realized that the economic factors involved in manpower planning
were far more numerous than had hitherto been realized. It became apparent that
wage policies, monetary and fiscal policies, productivity, and international trade all
affected human resources planning. Experts realized, furthermore, that non-economic
considerations played an important role--i.e., social, political, and cultural factors
had to be taken into account in human resources planning.

THE STAGES IN HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING

Development is change ard implies transformation of economic and social patterns.
Human resources planning is concerned with the rational analysis and organization of
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all elements having a bearing on the transformation of the present and future pattern of
human resources. it sets goals for such a transformation and specifies th.) means to
attain these goals. It comprises three basic operations:

I) Diagnosis--What type of human resources are we dealing with? WILAt are they?
What is their quality? What is the size and distribution--regional, industrial, occu-
pational--of the labor force? What will happen if nothing is dune?

2) Target Setting--What are the objectives of the economy and society? How
much change is involved? Are the resources available for this chunge? Can the
social system endure it? What would be the optimum situation for the future? What
can we reasonably expect to accomplish? What are the alternatives? Which should
get priority?

3) ImplementationHow do we bring about change? Two series of instruments are
available: the first, for employment creation and development, the second, for skill
formation and development. In the field of employment, there are such instruments as
public investment policies, wage policies, export policies, and--on the micro level--
intensive staffing and shift work. In the field of skill generation, instruments to in-
crease the capacity of existing educational and training facilities are fiscal policies
and appropriate technical legislation. Instruments to increase the utilization of such
facilities and the efficiency of manpower are the whole array of financial and non-
monetary incentives, the organization of the employment market and education and
training programs.

MANPOWER AND EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

No country has yet conceived of human resources planning from such a broad point of
_view. Even in centrally planned economies, manpower planning has not used this-
array of instruments,in a systematic way. It may be that this approach would entail
such drastic changes in government institutions and work habits that it would be im-
practicable. Yet, so many scarce resources are wasted for lack of a proper "system"
of employment generation and skill formation, that it would be worthwhile trying to
adoPt "a new deal" In these matters. Cne could start in a pragmatic way, e.g. look-
ing at the relationship between such "traditional" operations as manpower planning
and educational planning,

The following chart, which tries to distinguish between these two operations, shows
that they overlap at least in the center triangle. One could even demonstrate that
all functions are inter-related. One practical conclusion could be'dprived to start
with, namely that the assessment of the present and future situation of manpower
resources and needs for economic and social development should be a common opera-
tion to both planning activites.

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS IN HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING

The human resources planner is consistently faced with a number of problems For which
the solutions cannot be prescribed in advance. One of these is the need to improve
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the coordination of human resources planning with general economic development plan-,
ning and to improve the integration of the two. What are the interactions between
economic and employment patterns? Are employment objectives deduced from eco-
nomic objectives? Is there an employment supply effect on production target-setting?
Another problem is how to take account of and, if possible, quantify the non-
economic objectives. Solving the problem of competing goals is another challenge.
Should one concentrate on the young at the expense of the old? Should one compvo-
mise economy to train the underprivileged and handicapped, or work only with those
who are not disadvantaged? Decisions also have to be made regarding the importance
of investment needs versus consumption needs.

A number of technical problems also have to be solved. How does one translate occu-
pational requirements into skill requirements? Is it possible to build up a coherent set
of economic, employment, occupational and educational mairices? How does one
forecast productivity tr-Inds? How does one take into account various levels of tech-
nologies?

The rule of thumb, which is always subject to considerable risk, is very often necessary.
Models are useful but they are not completely reliable. The danger peculiar to model-
building is that the result may easily convey the impression of finality which it does
not possess. There are too many variables in human resources planning which are
difficult to build into a model, even if it were possible to predict them accurately in
advance.

THE OTTAWA PLAN

A comprehensive Plan for Human Resources Development in the Americas was adopted
at an 1LO-sponsored conference held in Ottawa, September 12-23, 1966, Two unan-
imously adopted resolutions emerged from the conference. They called for countries
of the Americas to formulate concrete plans for the employment and development of
their human resources and asked that these plans be fully integrated with policies and
plans for overall economic and social development and education. Financial and ma-
terial means for implementing the plans should be considered.

The Ottawa Plan for Human Resources Development will involve the ILO in a number
of ways. The conference asked the ILO to formulate, as well as coordinate, manpower
programs upon request of individual nations, and to establish a technical commission
or other body for manpower planning for Latin America and the Cariboean to help
implement the program. The body would be composed of specialists from countries of
the region as well as representatives from workers and employers, and experts from the
ILO.
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MANPOWER PLANNING--A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

S. Clifford Kelley

THE STATE OF THE ART

I n analyzing the state of the art of manpower planning, we find it not very highly
developed while at the same time there has been an explosive interest in the subject.
If we let I stand for the level of national interest in human resources planning, C
for the confidence of planners, and S for the state of the art, we would get the Tol-
lowing graph.

I
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The rate of growth of interest has been very rapid. Confidence, originally high,
dropped sharply when the planners were confronted with the realities of situations.
With respect to the state of the art, we know very little, but the slight, recent up-
ward turn indicates that our information is being increased through experience. This
appro.lch reflects my conservative point of view.

In the past we ignored basic relationships in the planning process, and we still have
little understanding o4 them. Since earlier economic models usually left out the
quality of labor and capital, we have a limited research base today. We are not here
to derive solutions, however, but to delineate the problem arem. Economic develop-
ment is the goal of manpower planning. Therefore, planning per se is only of inci-
dental significance without a larger framework of goals.

MANPOWER PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

There are three main areas in which close coordination is required between economi4.1
development programs and manpower planning:
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I) Changes in techniques and technology

2) Structural changes in the economy

3) Social change that accompanies development

Each of these areas has its own implications for manpower requirements and planning.

Techniques and Technology

One of the bask goals of economic development programs is to increase productivity
in order to increase output and to achieve a higher standard of living. Increased
productMty is a function of changing techniques and technology whkh create a com-
plementary need for ,changing skills. Most manpower planning relates anticipated
technological changes to a necessary change in the skill complex of a country.

Structural Changes and Distribution of Skills

Economic development is conceptually possible without structural changes--i.e., it
could be restricted to agriculturally based development. In practical terms, though,
this is without meaning because developing countries conceive of development in
terms of diversifkation and industrialization. This is particularly so because there is
a de facto move away from agriculture which in itself implies structural change.

Social Change

Structural and technological change whkh involves geographic, occupational, and
industrial mobility necessitates social change--the formation of new institutions,
values, and incentives. Social change entails cultural migrationi.e. the move
from a traditional to a mocs-rn, industrial culture. The demands Made by social change
may well be more important than the demands made by the need for new skills.

THE DIMENSIONS OF MANPOWER PLANNING

Planning is essentially the rationalization of political priorities and decisions.
Effective communication between those who make the political decisions and the
central planners, on the one hand, and between the central planners and groups
closer to the area of operations, on the other hand, is essential . As far as possible,
decisions about politics, capital, and manpower should be made simultaneously in
order to avoid wasting valuable, scarce resources. Planning must allOw for short-term
programs to bring up the level of unskilled manpower, long-term programs far higher
skill levels, and for retraining, since some of today's occupations will be obsolete in
five years.

The Scope of Planning

Within the framework outlined above, manpower planning can encompass varying
degrees of detail as well as different time schedules. But there is some orthodoxy
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about what a model in human resources planning should look like. It is usually ex-
pected that such a model will be long-term with emphasis on occupational detail and
the formal educational system.

Several criteria must be considered in formulating manpower projections. The first of
these is the scope in terms of the level of detail. A simple criterion for determining
the appropriate level of detail for planning is the extent to which a given occupation
is uniquely related to some form of preparation . In a case where the preparation is
idenHcal for several occupations, a detailed occupational breakdown has no meaning.
The purpose of manpower planning is to influence the institutions which prepare people,
and thus it should relate to all aspects of an individual which influence his perform-
ance. The formal educational system is usually emphasized in planning because of
high-level skill requirements, but not all preparatory institutions fall within the formal
educational system. Manpower planning should include labor force mobility, migra-
tion, flexibility of workers, health requirements, and, consequently, a whole range
of institutions.

The length of time it will take to influence the supply of labor is another important
aspect of the scope of planning. Orthodox thought in this area favors the long-term,
and the usual planning period is fifteen years. But time requisites should be viewed
as a function of the conditions in a country, the levels of manpower needed, and the
particular iraining systems available and required. If a country interested in attaining
a high level of technical knowledge does not hove a good base in primary and ele-
mentary educations, the necessary modifications will take a long time. In this case,
where adjustments must be made from the bottom up, long-term planning is essential .
Shorter term planning will be possible for a country with a good educational base.
For low-level skills, it is also easier to effect the necessary modifications in a shorter
period of time.

Every plan, therefore, should have different time dimensions. It is senseless to project
middle-level skills for 15 years, when shorter term detail would be far more valuable.
More detailed, longer term projections go along with higher skill levels. The
current emphasis on great occupational detail regardless of the type of plan is a limit-
ing factor in manpower planning.

The Planning Context

In the absence of the general planning framework, manpower planning has limited
utility. Since manpower planning is depergdent on industr!al patterns and techniques
these elements must be defined. Simple extrapolation works in advanced societies,
but in developing countries future goals must first be agreed on because past experi-
enres are not relevant to predictions of future patterns. National objectives must be
stated in operational terms so that they can be 'Translated into manpower requirements.

In the ideal planning framework, manpower dedsions are closely related lo other
decisions. The fact that productivity and employment goals are often stated in terms
of capital., with manpower requirements being regarded as a residual factor, is a
great methodological limitation. Many countries determine targets in terms of capital
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requirements because of their awareness of a limited capital stock, but the skill stock
is limited as well . Here simultaneous decisions, which take into account quality and
quantity of labor as well as capital, are best.

Institutions must be related to the planning procedure when decisions are being made.
However, lack of communication and division of labor frequently block simultaneous
decisions. Planning should be very wide in scope--from setting goals to influencing
educational systems.

The Elements of Planning

The four major elements of planning are as follows:

I) Manpower RequirementsDefine future requirements in terms of occupetion,
health, mobility, and so forth. Projections should not be limited to occupational re-
quirements.

2) Manpower SupplyAssess the capacity of the present system to meet these re-
quirements. If the number of engineers is a function of university engineering faculties,
the: the ability of the present system to produce an adequate number of engineers of a
prescribed quality must be examined. If the present system is judged inadequate,
changes must be envisioned.

3) Institutional PlanningPlan the institutions that supply manpower. The criteria
are manpower requirements and efficiency. It is obvious that supply institutions are
not maximally efficient. There is significant waste, especially in early primary educa-t.
tional systems where the first grade dropoutt rate is as high as 40 percent to 60 percent
in developing countries.

4) Manpower PlanningFormulate a manpower policy. Manpower development is
a multi-dimensional and multi-institutional function. Thus, there is no single plan-
ning or supply institution. Policy should define the whole range of needs and be de-
rived from planning criteria in order to implement change.

Alternative Approaches

In the literature, there are frequent references to alternative approaches. This argu-
ment is meaningless. There are no alternative approaches because all planning must
encompass the four aspects outlined above. There are, of course, differences in
technique, but these are largely related to the constraints inherent in a particular
situation. Data differences are crucial. A country with only historical data and no
targets would have to resort to extrapolation. If the data are limited in time, a
country may have to resort to using the experiences of other countries. The limitatiohs
of this method are that, even though one may improve on the available data, one also
transfers possible errors.
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MANPOWER PLANNING AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

John F. Hilliard

This discussion will attempt to point out the many facets of the planning process and to
place manpower planning in the context of personal, institutional, and national prob-
lems. As a manpower planner, I have perhapS suffered from the myopia of thinking
that human resource planning is the most important element of the planning process.
To some extent this attitude has been supported by events in the past few years, as the
importance of developing and planning human resources has become generally accepted.
The manpower planner must not forget, however, that manpower plannin.g is an integral
part' of all facets of the nationd development effort. In practice, manpower planning
is a derivative function of development planning. The diagram below illustrates the
sequence that decision-making should follow during the planning process.

0 S R agriculture M
B T E mining A
J R S transportation N
E A 0 communication P

C T U industry.. 0
T E R other sectors of W
I G C the economy E

V Y E R

E S

S

Planners first agree on the objectives they hope to fulfill with their plan. These ob-
jectives, whether specifically stated or generally assumed, influence the choice of
strategy, since strc-egy is nothing more than the procedures which will be followed in
reaching the objectives. The planner must then look at his country's resource stock
to determine in what way these resources must be modified to reach the projected goals.
Finally, the plan must be broken down by economic sector so that resources, both
natural and human, may be allocated properly to attain the goals established by the
strategy. Any manpower planning effort which fails to be integrated into the overall
decision-making structure of the plan, in the manner indicated in the diagram, will
be ineffective and incomplete.
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THE NATURE OF NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Many elements must be combined to result in national development. Economic plan-
ning lies at the core of the development effort and is usually so taken for granted that
we need not discuss it here. Education and health call for a major effort. Health is
an area which has been receiving increasing attention since it has become known that
nutritional deficiencies in early childhood may reduce a person's ability to learn. The
development of science and technology is an especially important facet of total na-
tinnnl development. In most eleveinppd Counfript tripnfisfc rind forhnirians arcr+nnt
for only about three percent of the population, but their work can be greatly assisted
if supported by,the understanding cooparation of the rest of the population. Develop-
ing countries must work to widen the base of support for their scientists and technicians.

One of the most neglected fields of national development is that of arts and culture.
Some efforts in this direction often yield major results. The Caribbean region, for
example, is an area which prior to independence had almost no indigenous culture.
This region is characterized by a mingling of arts and customs of Africa and the East,
with an overlay of Western culture. Since independence, however, the islands of the
Caribbean have undergone a remarkable change. From their mingled cultures, a
thriving, creative community of arts, crafts, and music has emerged, whicit-is giving
the region a sense of identity and common purpose.

People have been slow to grasp that politics and government administration are an
essential element of national development. In most countrius of Latin America and
Africa, there are alienated minorities which consider the law their enemy. in order
to achieve integrated national development, a country must have a structure of law
which enables people to participate freely in government. Law should be creative
and positive; it should not simply punish a thief but should encourage social and
economic improvements which make it unnecessary for him to steal. The development
of this kind of positive law may well become a major field of endeavor within the
next decade.

National Development is a sum of many elements, none of which may be neglected.
In many cases the most important method of attacking the problems which occur is to
train people for special work. Thus, manpower planning may be conceived of os an
essential element in nearly every phase of the national development process.

PROBLEMS INHERENT 1N THE PROCESS OF PLANNING

No one has ever proved that planning is an essential and invariably good thing. Some
countries have improved without resorting to a plan, and others have retrogressed in
spite of having a plan. In many developing countries, however, a political party is
considered derelict unless it proposes a development plan for the country. While it
cannot be denied that a systematic survey of a country's resources and a time plan for
the utilization of these resources are useful and importa-" the process of planning, and
the discipline and ordered thinking this nrocess engende.... 47e more valuable than the
plan itself.
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Although manpower is a nation's most important resource, it is also its most elusive
and difficult to allocate. People have a way of acting illogically and thereby upset-
ting a carefully made plan. For example, a man trained for a middle-level job as a
technician may decide, after completing his training, that he would prefer to continue
his education rather than fill the job waiting for him. Population planning is an
equally difficult matter since the final responsibility for family planning rests with the
individual and not with any government ministry.

The time frame for a manpower plan is another problem inherent in the planning process.
The fashionable length for a development plan is five or seven years, in spite of the
fact that the development process is so long that five years represents only a small in-
stallment out of many years of effort. Within a five year period, for example, a uni-
versity can make no meaningful contribution to development. We must learn to cast
our plans in 20 or 30 year molds. Once we realize that our objectives are far down
the road, we will not grow weary so fast while traveling towards them. Some states-
men in developing countries are unable to grasp the magnitude of the human resources
problem. Often they equate the .life of their country with their own lives, become
nostalgic as they grow old in power, and form a pessimistic view of their country's
future because they are discouraged about the progress they themselves have made.
When India constructed three steel plants and asked a team of United States advisers to
produce a schedule of manpower needs for those plants, we informed them that it takes
only five years to build a steel plant, but 20 years to create a metallurgist. Just as a
forester must not become impatient because a tree will not mature in less than 20 years,
so the manpower planner must realize that his plan- will not came to fruition quickly.

A third problem implicit in the planning process is the rivalry which develops among
groups of people responsible for carrying out the plan. Each group has a different con-
ception of the plan's significance, from the government ministers, who maintain a
broad view of the needs of national development, to the individual worker who thinks
of the plan in terms of the job it may offer him. The following graph illustrates the
inverted pyramid of planning in which concern for overall developmental needs dimin-
ishes as the level of responsibility for the plan's administration decreases.
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At the national level, the prime mi.nister, finance minister, and plan administrator are
concerned with the policy that shapes the plan and with priorities for development.
One step down at the functional level, the ministers of education, agriculture, com-
merce, etc. compete among themselves for the allocution of the country's scarce re-
sources to their area of responsibility.

The officials' concept of a development plan narrows even more at the subfunctiona I
level, where -igrarian reforms, educational reform, etc. are administered and still
further at the sectoral level where major pieces of agrarian reform might be carried out.
The administrator of a project such as a dam or school naturally considers his project
very important, partially because his reputation depends on its success. Finally, the
workers on a particular project will have yet another view of the development plan,
since the successful completion of a project may mean the end of a good job. Thus, a
development plan means drastically different things to different people. In Brazil, for
example. the recent anti-inflation measures have been both strongly supported and
attacked since their impact on different groups of people has varied so widely. Fi-
nally, the manpower planner must not fall into the trap of rationalization when making
his plan. It is always his responsibility to consider what will happen and not only
what ought to happen.

SIGNIFICANCE OF PLANNING AND ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES

Morris A. Horowitz

THE IMPORTANCE OF INTEGRATING MANPOWER PLANNING WITH OTHER
PLANNING

One may look at the significance of manpower planning fr mil a number of different
points of view. If full employment is the key goal of a society, then manpower plan-
ning becomes the single most important target of government action. A country with
mass unemployment or underemployment is usually so deeply concerned about this
problem that its development plan must emphasize measures that will provide a greater
number of jobs. Other actions will become subsidiary to those necessary to attain the
manpower goals. The definition of full employment must vary in each country, how-
ever. The English economist Sir William Beveridge described a society with full em-
ployment as one in which there are more jobs available than there are people looking
for jobs. In this definition, however, only the overall numbers match; the job seekers
and job vacancies do not necessarily mesh.
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While many societies established a manpower goal as one of the imporfant taraets of
their plans, it is generally not a key -6bal. A country's aims, more often, are "indus-
trialization," "modernization," or "economic development." In the past, "economic
development" has often been synonymous with "industrialization," although it is a
great error for a country to forget about its agricultural sector. On the contrary, as
Australia and New Zealand have shown, some countries could conceivably do more
for their populations by concentrating on the mechanization of agriculture. No rule
of planning says that a country should downgrade its agricultural sector in the process
of industrialization.

When a country emphasizes economic development rather than employment, manpower
planning becomes subsidiary to economic planning. Manpower planning may be an im-
portant constraint on economic planning, however. One cannot plan for economic
development or industrialization without some knowledge about the supply of necessary
manpower to build the plants and run the factories.

Because of the interrelationship between manpower planning and overall economic and
social planning, it is very important that all planning should aim at producing one in-
tegrated plan. Manpower planning cannot be isolated. If a country suffers from a
scarcity of certain kinds of skilled manpower, it cannot expand industries in which this
manpower is needed. On the other hand, if a country's planners decide on cutbacks
in one industry, a surplus of certain skills will oppear. Such scarcity and surplus
result when manpower planning and economic planning do not proceed at an equal
pace.

The following factors must be taken into account in manpower planning:

I) Size and composition of the population and of the labor force, by age and sex;

2) labor force participation rate;

3) rates of growth of population and labor force;

4) educational and training programs and facilities, including the number of
school teachers, and vocational training programs in schools or industry;

5) economic, social, and cultural incentive systems of the nation; and

6) rates of growth of the various economic sectors of the nation. The detail re-
quired will depend cn the type and scope of the manpower program attempted.

Alternative Strategies in the Development and Utilization of Manpower

No single strategy can insure the success of a manpower plan. The choice Of a
strategy depends on the conditions and circumstances in each nation. One strategy is
to adopt a policy of unrestricted immigration. The results to be expected from this
approach are limited, however. Nations with a labor shortage cannot count on get-
tins a sufficient quantity of the right kinds of skills, and those with a labor surplus
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will find it difficult to import outsiders while their own people Ire unemployed. An-
other strategy consists of concentrating on expanding high-level manpower. The pro-
ponents of this approach advocate heavy investment in higker education to produce an
increased number of university-trained professionals . A th4c1 approach calls for em-
phasizing primary school education.

A major decision involved in determining the strategy for proper developnient and util-
ization of manpower is whether to concentrate scarce resources on developis)g the in-
dustrial or the agricultural sector. Political forces may influence a couni-rs decision
to concentrate on industry rather than agriculture, but these pressures are not at work
in every country. Occasionally it may make much more economic sense To modernize
agriculture than to attempt to expand industry.

Planning Versus Nonplann;ng

The focus of this lecture has been on manpower planning. We are now advising the
developing countries of the world to plan their economies and their manpower. It is
important to note, however, that a case can also be made for nonplanning. We have
not proved conclusively that manpower planning and economic planning in general are
crucial to rapid modernization and rapid industrialization.

While it is difficult to pinpoint a case where there is absolutely no planning, compar-
ison can be made between the planned economies of Eastern Europe and the economies
of Western Europe which have less planning or virtually no planning. These compar-
isons do not support the assertion that a high degree of planning is necessarily more
successful than little or no planning. There are different kinds of economic planning.
Some are more restrictive than others...Before adopting a form of economic planning,
a country should consider how far it is willing to go in adjusting social and po!itical
goals to those of rapid economic development. If a country has a tradition of free
enterprise and places great importance on maintaining individual liberties, a highly
centralized planning structure may no) be the answer to its problems.

HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING

Meiximo Halty Carrera

In this talk I would I;ke to discuss two main topics--the concept of manpower planning
and the Latin American "brain drain."
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A CONC-DTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING

An analogy 3n be drawn between the proper management of capital re-lurces for eco-
nomic development and the management of human resources. With respect to capital
resources, there are three stages in planning: 1) analysis and evaluation of existing
capital resources, 2) mobilization and development of these resources, and 3) distri-
bution and utilization. If we apply these same procedures to the planning of human
resources, we evolve the following framework:

At... of J -J LI- I-1-'MVO 1%.,4 I 110 .4111."11rY assessmem atUusc pply ums jeirlatiti me luvor friar-
ket.

2) Developmentdevelopment of human resources by means of formal education
and vocational training, and the use of foreign human resources through immigration
and technical assistance missions.

3) Distribution and utilizationwage policies and other incentives, development
of institutions, planning employment propects.

The success of these procedures requires both "horizontaP' cooperation between those
responsible for human resources planning, and "vertical" cooperation between e

human resources planning offices and all offices responsible for carrying out other
plans.

THE PROBLEM OF EMIGRATION

Latin American countries suffer greatly from the emigration of their most qualified man-
power.. Argentina, Uruguay, and Chile are the nations most affected by this problem.
A recent Organization of American States study of a group of Chilean emigrants now
in the United States, reported that only 35 percent gave higher salaries as the chief
reason for emigration. Of the 65 percent who gave nonfinancial reasons, 30 percent
said they sought a better professional climate, 16 percent hoped to improve their ca-
reer status, 13 percent wanted better opportunities to do research, and the remainder
emigrated because of better choice of jobs. Although these responses must be accepted
with reservations, since it is always difficult to determine human motivations, we are
forced to recognize that most of the Chileans interviewed had come to the United
States because they were attracted by the wide range of opportunities, and not just by
the lure of higher pay. Thus, a wage policy alone would not stem the present flood of
emigration from Latin America.

Many Latin Americans probably would not emigrate if they found greater challenge in
their native countries. Uruguay, a country which for many years progressed rapidly,
is now stagnating in part because the country's leaders have stopped offering the
people challenges to develop and improve themselves. The problem of lack of motiva-
tion is a qualitative one, difficult to define or to attack. There are Latin American
countries Which are endowed with resources but which lack the will to develop, and
these countries have the worst emigration problems. Since it is.not only difficult but
unwise to prohibit emigration, measures to retain qualified manpower should be aimed
at making it more attractive for them to stay home.

02..
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B. THE STRATEGY OF PLANNING

INTRODUCTION

ApProaches to human resources planning are many and they must, of necessity, vary
from case to case depending on the particular social and economic circumstances pre-
vailing in the country, the extent of national commitment to the planning concept, and
the ground work, such as the gathering of adequate statistics that has been done for the
planner in the past. Some of the general strategies that may be used as points of refer-
ence are outlined by speakers who discuss I) the techniques of projecting manpower sup-
ply and requirements, 2) education and training to meet the needs of economic devel-
opment, and 3) the effective distribution and utilization of manpower.

rhe speakers generally agree on the importance of setting goals and establishing target
dates. Once general aims have been outlined, step by step procedures must be estab-
lished to attain these ends. This cannot be attempted, however, without a thorough
knowledge of the current situation, and therefore, considerable stress is placed on
stock-taking. Here the manpower planner is often frustrated in developing countries by
the lack of essential statistics.

The difficulties inherent in projecting manpower supply and manpower needs in coun-
tries which lack adequate statistics are mentioned by Mr. Kelley, who emphasizes the
importance of structuring censuses with manpower requirements in mind. Mr. Kelley
suggests three methods for projecting manpower needs-- I) extrapolation from present
patterns, 2) examining the experiences of other countries, and 3) the establishment
survey in which employers are asked to project their manpower requirements. In her
first lecture, Mrs. Sugg concentrates on techniques for forecasting manpower supply.
She discusses the purpose and advantages of making projections, as well as some of the
weaknesses. Mrs. Sugg considers three types of data essential before a forecast of the
supply of manpower can be attempted. These are population projections, labor force
participation rates, and statistics on the occupational distribution of the labor force.
Techniques for forecasting manpower requirements are discussed in Mrs. Sugg's second
lecture. A five step approach is recommended for this purpose. The first three steps
involve I) making a rough estimate of the future employment structure by economic
activity, 2) analyzing anticipated changes.for major industries in some detail by con-
sidering demand, hours worked, and productivity developments, and 3) refining the
estimates made in step one on the basis of the findings in step two. In the fourth step,
estimates of the occupational structure in the target year are attempted for each major
industry, and in step five, manpower requirements determined in steps one to four are
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matched with the expected supply. The difference between the two gives the planner
an estimate of training and educational needs. Mr. Horowitz describes his recently
developed technique for using li. rnational statistics to project manpower requirements
on the basis of output targets.

Throughout the discussion on manpower strategy, speakers repeatedly emphasize the
important role played by the educational system. The close relationship that exists
between manpower planning and educational planning is discussed in greater detail by
Messrs. Harbison, Walsh, and Shearer. Mr. Harbison points to th9 interdependence of
education and emolovment objectives and the need to make choices which may at times. ,
come down to efficiency versus equity. Human resources development planning should
not be viewed as a predominantly quantitative proceFs since no nation possesses suffi-
cient resources to accomplish all of its objectives. There are competing alternatives,
and thesf,, can best be worked out by means of a systems analysis approach. Mr. Walsh
represents a comprehensive outline of the many aspects of a system designed for human
resources development. He considers the instructor the key to success in achieving
occupational competence of the labor force, but other important factors are the train-
ing plan, the instructional material, and the equipment and facilities used for training.
Mr. Walsh stresses the importance of making use of all available facilities for human
resources development--i.e. schools, private industry, public agencies, labor organ-
izations, private trade and business associations, and the military. He concludes that
on-the-job:_training may be the most suitable means for developing nations to obtain
skilled manpower with the smallest possible expenditures. Mr. Shear-m focuses on the
problems of developing high-level human resources which play such a crucial part in
the education and training of others and in economic and social development ingeneral.
He feels that the universities in developing countries have often been too slow in re-
lating their programs to the needs of their respective nations. Not enough emphasis is
placed on the sciences and agriculture or on developing administrators and managers.
Mr. Shearer also discusses the impact of migration on the proper utilization of high-
level human resources. Because of the lack of satisfactory employment opportunities,
they tend to congregate in the largest cities or leave their home countries altogether
and take up residence in the developed nations. Thus, the latter guin at the expense
of the needy developing countries.

Effective utilization and distribution of human resources is the central theme of the
four subsequent contributions. Mr. Harbison is of the opinion that in the pursuit of
these goals, solutions to the problems attending a regional or national labor surplus
are the most elusive. He discusses the causes of unemployment and underemployment,
examines some of the solutions, and concludes that the soundest remedy is to keep
people on the land. Mr. Horowitz defines the concept of labor force and proceeds to
outline various ways in which the labor force can be manipulated. Mr. Kassa low ex-
plores the latter in greater detail by focusing on incentives that may be used to attract
people to work in specific jobs or, possibly, in non-urban areas. He shows that wages
in developing countries are often unrealistic and reflect tradition, race, religion, and
politics, rather than the training investment for various types of workers. Many white-.
collar jobs, for example, require very little training but receive far better pay than
highly skilled blue-collarwork. Mr. Kassalow sees no solution to rural/urban wage
differentials since there is no evidence from developed countries that wages in rural
areas gain with respect to urban areas in the development process.
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1. Projecting Manpower Supplies and Requirements

PLANNING TECHNIQUES AND LIMITATIONS

S. Clifford Kelley

The planning of human resources utilization involves an assessment of manpower require*
ments and an estimate of manpower supply. Different countries use different procedures
for making these projections of demand and supply. No one method is absolutely pref-
erable, and often the exercise of good judgment is more important than the details of
procedure.

ASSESSMENT OF MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

There are four main areas of consideration in the projection of future manpower needs.
They are: 1) quantitative projection of the labor force and employment; 2) sectoral and
occupational distribution of employment; 3) occupational qualification standards; and
4) patterns of skill utilization. The manpower planner must study these four factors
while keeping in mind the country's general economic targets which are derived from
its basic developMent needs.

Projection of Labor Force and Employment

The problem of projecting labor force trends is not a serious or complicated one in
countries where an adequate, up-to-date census exists. In many developing countries,
however, censuses are both antiquated and inadequate, excluding such information as
rates of migration, mortality, and fertility.

Four factors affect the projection of future labor force participation rates in develop-
ing countries. First, an attempt to provide more and better education will probably
lead to a reduction in the labor force as children stay in school instead of becoming
economkally active. Second, as welfare programs increase and improve, the partic-
ipation of older people in the labor force will decrease is factor is not likely to
have an immediate impact because welfare programs di A tend to expand rapidly.
Third, as economic development proceeds, the change of labor from agriculture to
other sectors will lead to a reduction in the importance of 'unpaid family labor and to
fewer women in the labor force. The reorganization of business resulting from the
introduction of technological changes has the same effect. Fourth, the labor force
reductions indicated above will be to some extent offset by an increase in the number
Of educated women who will engage in economic activities.



The planner who assesses manpower requirements must decide the extent to which the
labor force will have to be unemployed or underemployed in the future. In general,
developing countries have little data on unemployment and virtually no information or
underemployment. As a result, there tends to be over-optimism among planners about
future employment levels. In every country, however, the level of unemployment
established as a national goal must be a level that is politically and psychologically
tolerable.

The Sectoral and Occupational Distribution of Employment

The problem of projecting the distribution of employment among the sectors of an econ-
omy in order to achieve an output target may be dealt with by two methods. The more
common procedure, called sequential allocation, qstributes employment first by sector
and then aggregates the sectors to get a national distribution of occupations. Another
method, that of simultaneous allocation, involves use of a sector production function.
On the basis of an output target, the planner applies the sector production function
that will fulfill employment, productivity, and investment requirements.

Some planners allocate employment among the sectors using the goal of low unemploy-
ment as their most important criterion. Turkey, for example, has used its construction
industry as the labor absorbing sector, while simultaneously emphasizing productivity
gains and heavy capital investment in the manufacturing sector.

Three techniques aid in projecting the occupational distribution and impact of tech-
nology for each economic sector. The method of extrapolation from present patterns
is widely used, although it is not very helpful in developing countries, where occu-
pational structures are changing radically. There are two principal methods of extra-
polation. One is to aggregate occupational distribution and project its rate of change
over time. A second method is to select a key occupation, such as engineering, and
project its future proportion of total employment.

Another technique is that of comparative occupational structures. It examines the
experiences of other countries and relates occupational structure to production. If a
country has production target "x" for a particular year, it may examine the experience
of currently more developed countries at the time when their production was also "x".
This procedure has two main disadvantages. First, the information base which allows
us to make international comparisons is limited and is only gradually being expanded
by research. Second, it is dangerous t, acquire from another country a pattern of
relationships determined by the peculiar situation in that country. We have no way of
assessing the significance of differential uses of various skills or of different patterns
of labor supply, yet these vary widely from country to country.

Establishment studies are a third method frequently used. They attempt to define the
relationship between output, production, and occupational patterns. These studies
fall into two categories. In the first type, a survey records an industry's assessment of
its own present and future manpower requirements. Such a survey is helpful because
most industries have skill deficiencies which they alone are aware of. However, the
value of such surveys in projecting future manpower requirements is limited since few
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employers have a clear idea of what their manpower needs will be for more than a year
in advance. Industrial surveys are most usefu! in helping to predict middle and lower
level skill requirements but in generul must be treated with reserve. Factor analysis
constitutes a second type of establishment study. It involves research into the bas-i-c
relationships between technology and the skill composition of the labor force. Al-
though little work has been done in this area so far, the degree of approximation in
our estimates of manpower requirements will be substantially reducea as research
progresses.

These three techniquesextrapolation, comparative occupational structures, and
establishment surveysmay be used in combination to determine a country's manpower
needs. Such an experimental assessment is now being carried out in Ecuador, where
surveys are providing a broad data base. First, an economic census to gather detailed
data from all industrial establishments and aimed at improving input-output analysis is
in progress. Second, a national manpower survey is being done on a sample (if the
country's establishments to determine the structure of employment and the extent of
underutilization of equipment. In addition, groups of workers will be interviewed to
determine their preparation, duties, and job histories. Thitd, a technological survey
is attempting to classify manufacturing establishments in terms of the techniques used.

The analysis is derived from these sets.of uata can be illustrated by the following graph.

LABOR-AND

CAPITAL-
INTENSIVE

PRODUCTION

LEVELS

The analysts divide Ecuador's establishments into groups according to size and the
proportions in which factors of production are used. Lines "A," "B," and "C" on the
graph represent the capital-intensive, intermediate, and labor-intensive groups of
establishments in Ecuador. The groups are also divided according to their levels of
production. The curves (production contours) I, 2, and 3, represent increasing levels

of production. If we have a production target, we can then analyze the various ways
of achieving it and define the implication of these methods for the proportion in which
factors of production are used. The variable of labor in this graph can be weighted to
reflect qualitative differences in labor such as differences in education and experience.
it is extremely difficult, however, to decide on the best system of weighting.
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Since all the data have not yet been ac -kited, we can only guess what the con-
clusions of the Ecuadorian analysis wki It is possible that the distribution of es-
tablishments will not be wide enough to suggest alternatives for change. The analysis
may also suggest that short-, middle-, and long-term strategies be carried on simul-
taneously. For example, it may turn out that one can have a five/year target to
reorganize small manufacturing establishments in order to increase efficiency and
employment opportunities, and a 10 year plan to emphasik.a productivity gains and
technological innovations in general. In any event, the Ecuador research illustrates
the desirability to expand establishment studies to provide the extensive data base
essential in making strategy decisions.

Occupational Qualification Standards

A third area to be considered in projecting manpower needs is that of classifying
occupations on the basis of qualifications required. The usual method for doing this is
to.apply the International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO) of the ILO
which indicates the skills required for specific jobs. Standard occupational systems
are limited in that they must allow a great deal of heterogeneity in their dominal class
ifications. For example, the classification of "manager" obviously does not imply a
unique complex of skills. Educational profiles of occupations have shown that educa-
tionai requirements for identical occupations vary widely among countries. For ex-
ample, it takes twice the number of hours to produce an engineer in Greece than in
Yugoslavia. Planners should be more cognizant of these differences in qualifications.

Skil I Uti I ization

If skill utilization patterns are not carefully projected, there is likely to be a serious
waste of manpower and institutional resources. This problem of efficient skill deploy
ment is especially serious in developing countries where educatbnal resources are
scarce. The fact that in many developi,ng countries people zzre trained for jobs in
which they will not find employment indicates that we have not put enough emphasis
on the necessity of planning for utilization.

ASSESSMENT OF MANPOWER SUPPLY

In assessing a country's manpower supply we ask two main questions: 1) What is our
present and future manpower supply? and 2) In what way can institutions influence
the supply?

The immediate difficulty which arises when we try to answer the first question is a lack
of demographic data. This lack results from the fact that in many developing countries
censuses are not structured with manpower requirements in mind. There exists an inter.:
national need to reprocess existing census data and to allow for manpower data when
designing future censuses. A well designed census should supply us with information
on a country's occupational characteristics, as well as statistics on mortality, retire-
ment, migration, and other demographic characteristics.
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Educational planners who cite involved in assessing the capacity of a country's educa-
tional system to contribute to the development of human resources must look at the
educational system as one of prAuction. Planners must examine the system's efficiency
in producing needed skills and must considei alternative wdys of obtaining these skills.

WHY FORECAST?

FORECASTING MANPOWER SUPPLY

Matilda R. Sugg

The relevance and usefulness of making forecasts has frequently been questioned. It
has been suggested, for instance, that one could rely on the judgment of businessmen
or on the laws of supply and demand to achieve maximum use of a country's manpower
resources. Thoughtful analysis of the manpower situation has borne fruit in the United
States, however, and probably would in-the case of Aurora. The main advantage of
attempting to forecast is that it makes us look into the future more precisely and makes
us focus on possible problem areas. For example, lack of high-level personnel will
impede progress toward economic and social goals.

ASSUMPTIONS

When we divide time into past, present, and future, we find that we can say a great
deal, with reasonable aCcuracy, about the past and present. Statements with respect
to the future are very different. They are, by nature, speculative dnd based on judg-
ments. For this reason, they are subject to all types of errors and should not be con-
sidered as statistical evidence. They are merely statements about the likelihood of
specific events based on realistic assumptions made about the future. What are a few
of these.assumptions?

I) No major catastrophe will occur during the forecast period.

2) There will be a continuation of existing political and economi .c)forces (no wars
or depressions).

3) Scientific and technical Progress will advance in line with recent experience.
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BASIC STATISTICAL INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR FORECASTING

Manpower forecasting requires specific statistical information relatirig to the population
and labor force, such as:

1) Rate of population growth.

2) Labor force participation rates by age and sex.

3) Distribution of employment by occupation and industry.

4) Size of the armed forces.

5) The level of unemployment and, if possible, identification of industries and
occupations in which the unemployed have worked.

STEPS IN MAKING FORECASTS OF MANPOWER SUPPLY

I) Population projections by age and sex must be produced. This is the job of the
statistician, and in the United States it is done in the Census Bureau. In making pop-
ulation projections, we must consider how many will be born and how many of those
alive today will be alive in the target yeir. This depends on birth and death rates.
As a result of improved health programs; death rates over the long run tend to decline.
Birth rates, on the other hand, are subject to greater change than death rates. Al-
though it is better to use your own statistics, the United Nations tables on death rates-
can be used as a substitute.

2) Labor force.participation rates by age and x must be computed. The 'Libor
force participation rate is a ratio of the number in the labor force to the population of
that particular age and sex group. For example, to arrive at the labor force participa-
tion rate of males between the ages of 20 to 24, we take the number of males of that
age group who are in the labor force and divide it by the number of males in the total
population of that age group. In the male age group between 25 and 34 years old, the
particiction rate in the labor force is very high, perhaps between 95 percent and 97
percent. In the female group of the same age bracket, the rate is relatively low, but
an increase has been noticeable in the United States. In l'?47, the female participa-
tion rate was 32 percent, and 1965, 38.6 percent.

3) The potential supply of workers by occupation or occupational group must be
estimated. To do this, we estimate the current pool of workers in each occupational
category. From this base Pgure, we deduct estimated outflows (deaths, retirements,
etc .) and add inflows. The result equals the potential supply of workers for each occu-
pational group. Inflows to high-level and skilled occupations can be estimated by
investigating plans for educatio tal and training facilities and programs. I will have
more to say on these supply projections later.
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FORECASTING MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

Matilda R. Sugg

Yesterday I outlined the steps in estimating manpower supply in the target year. To-
day I shall describe the steps in estimating manpower requirements.

There are leveral methods used in forecasting manpower requirements. The Bureau of
Labor Statistics Report No. 248, The Forecasting of Manpower Requirements, describes
one of these methods. A fiveC)tep summa-ry of t e method appears on page ii of the
English version. This summary is extremely simplified, omitting the complications
which necessarily arise at every step, such as the lack of reliable statistics---a problem
which plagues most developing countries. The most important statistical prerequisites
of this method are reliable projections of both population and labor force for the target
year. Once he has these two projections, a manpower planner can proceed, according
to the method described here, to determine what the industrial and occupational break-
down of the labor force will be.

SUMMARY OF THE STEPS

In step one of this fivk part approach, the manpower planner starts by using the pro-
jected labor force supply data for the target year to derive a rough first approximation
of the future employment structure by economic activity. This approximation is very
difficult to make. In the United States we depend heavily on past statistics to project
future trends in the industrial disfribuiion.of the labor force. Where past statistics are
missing, we begin with whatever information we have on the current situation.

As we have seen in step one, the planner derives his approximation of the structure of
future employment in each industry without referring to changes in production. In step
two, on the other hand, he makes a second estimate of future employment by taking
into consideration anticipated changes in demand for each important industry's products
or services and anticipated changes in hours worked and productivity. If, for example,
we are projecting the structure of employment in the automobile industry, we first ask
what the demand for automobiles will be in the target year. This anticipated demand
is usually expressed in units of the product, but in a multi-product industry, such as

the apparel industry, it is expressed in the dollar value of the produCt. An increase in
derand may be generated by a population increase, by a change in the age distribution
of the population, and by economic growth of the country as a whole. Once we have
obtained an estimate of future demand, we must determine how many people working



a certain number of hours per week at a certain output per man-hour will be, needed to
produce this product. In step two, therefore, the planner relates the structure of
employment to demand, productivity, and hours worked, in each industry.

The estimates arrived at in steps one and two are compared in step three, and any con-
flicts between their projections are reconciled. As a result of these first three steps,
the planner has a complete model of employment by industry in the target year. He
must then consider what occupations will be required in those industries.

In step four, the planner takes the best available information on occupational composi-
tion patterns for the base year of his plan, makes modificcns of these patterns taking
into account the anticipated changes in technology, and comes out with an occupa-
tional structure required by each major industry for the target year. In making this
estimate, the manpower planner is particularly interested in determining the future
requirements for individual high-level and skilled occupations.

Step five involves matching manpower requirements for the target year, which have
been determined by steps one through four, with the expected supply of qualified work-
ers under existing training arrangements and facilities. Demand for high-level and
skilled workers is usually greater than the supply. The difference between the two
gives the planner an estimate of the magnitude of the training and educational needs.

This fivi step method, like all methods for projecting manpower needs, is not at all
precise. It can indicate the direction which manpower policy should take, but it can
tell us little about the exact number of workers who will be needed or available in a
particular occupation in the target year. Even though the recommendations which
result from its use are not numerically precise, this five step method is much more
-complex and comprehensive than a simple summary would indicate. It is necessary to
examine each of the five steps in greater detail to appreciate their value.

STEP ONE

As has been indicated, we begin with the single figure of the total anticipated labor
force not broken down by either sex or age. From this number we subtract those workers
who are expected to be in the armed forces in the target year, a number which depends
on the country's military policy. We have assumed there would be no war. The antic-
ipated number of unemployed persons in the target year is also subtracted from the total
labor force. There are two ways of determining the future unemployment rate: First,
the planner may assume the same rate of unemployment in the target year as exists in
the base year. Second, if the manpower plan stipulates full employment as one of its
goals, the planner assumes a rate of unemployment for the target year which is com-
patible with the full employment goal. In the United States, for example, we assume
that, because of the mobility of our labor force, a frictional unemployment rate of
three percent in 1970 is compatible with our stated aim of full employment. When the
anticipated unemployment and armed forces are subtracted from the total labor force,
the number which remains is the estimated number of employed persons for the target
year.
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In step one the planner must also estimate which industries are expanding and which
are cleaning and what effect these changes will have on employment. Some indus-
tries decline even in a growing economy; their importance relative to total production
may decline even if their production in absolute figures does not go down. Historical
statistics give the planner some idea of the trends in various industries but are of little
help in determining whether present trends will continue or accelerate. The planner
combines his knowledge of industries with a knowledge of the investment policies of
his country's development plan to determine to what extent a decline in job oppor-
tunities in one industry will be balanced by the creation of job opportunities in another
industry.

STEP TWO

The purpose of the more detailed analysis employed in step two is to discover whether
the approximation Of future employment by economic activity, arrived at in step one,
is reasonable. Therefore, step two needs to be independent of step one.

After determining the change in demand and production of each industry between the
base and target years, the manpower planner estimates what implications this produc-
tion figure will have for employment. To do this, he must make some projections of
productivity; in other words, he must know whether a man will produce the same num-
ber of items in the same length of time in the target year as he produces in the base
year.

Another factor which enters into the computations of step two is the length of the work-
week. Since the usual way of estimating productivity is by determining the c tput per
man-hour in an industry, an assumption must be made about the number of hours ,_ man

will work during the target year. If the planner assumes a shorter workweek and longer
vacations with pay for the target year, and, at the same time, plans for expanded pro-
duction, the productivity or the labor force must necessarily increase.

STEP THREE

In the third stage of this method of forecasting, the planner compares the approxima-
tions arrived at in steps one and two and reconciles all differences which appear be-
tween the two. He keeps in mind that all projections must be consistent with the
basic projected increase in the labor force. Step one, therefore, acts as a curb to
step two, keeping estimates of future employment within a reasonab!e and realistic
limit.

STEP FOUk

Making the occupational breakdown called for in step four is a very difficult process.
Ideally, a planner has access to information about the percent distribution of employed
persons by occupation in the major industries for the base year, and these help him
predict the required occupational distribution for the.target year. The planner decides,
on the basis of his information about his country and his knowledge of his country's
development plan, whether occupational structures will change substantially between ,
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the base and target years. An important factor influencing this judgment is the devel-
opment plon's emphasis with respect to technology. If the plan advocates labor-inten-
sive technology for one industry and capital-intensive technology for another, this
fact will strongly influence occupational patterns.

Mr. Morris Horowitz of Northeastern University has studied the changes in occupa-
tional structure which occur at different stages of development. His findings are ex-
tremely valuable for planners in developing nations who wish to make projections of
occupational distribution.

STEP FIVE

A comparison of anticipated industry needs with projected supply shows potential areas
of shortages or surpluses. To estimate the number of teachers who will be available in
the target year, we take the number of teachers available today as the departure
point, subtract those who will be lost between now and the target year through retire-
ment, death, promotions, and job changes, and add the number who will have entered
the occupation during the forecast period.

The process of estimating the number of people who will enter a skilled occupation is
complicated by the fact that there is seldom a one-to-one relationship between the
number of graduates of an institute which teaches a particular skill or profession and
the number of people who enter that occupation or profession. Although some occu-
pations, such as the medical profession, have strict formal educational requirements,
for most occupafions, including high-level administrative jobs, there is no direct
relationship between education and occupation. An engineer may enter his occupa-
tion.by going to engineering school and earning a degree, but he may also combine a
few years of engineering school with a few years of on-the-job training and perform
the same functions as a man with a degree.

MANPOWER POLICY, PLANNING, AND STRATEGY

Morris A. Horowitz

THE MEANING OF MANPOWER POLICY

Even in the. more industrialized countries of the world, the idea of developing a man-
power policy is relatively new. Only since the worldwide depression of the 1930's
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has the desirability of what currently is referred to as a national manpower policy been
recognized. Before that, the problems of employment, underemployment, and pro-
ductivity were left to free :.iarket forces. People were socially concerned, but a
comprehensive policy was usually lacking.

By the phrase "manpower policy" we generally mean an outline of a series of steps and
procedures whereby affirmative action can be taken to adjust or manipulate the labor
market. It is most common for a manpower policy to be adopted by a government, but
it is not the exclusive jurisdiction of governments. Private enterprise may also formu-
late manpower policies for its own or society's interests. Trade unions may become in-
volved in adopting various manpower policies in order to manipulate or regulate forces
in the labor market.

Setting Goals and Targets

Manpower policy means not only that an affirmative policy is necessary, but also that
this action must be geared to a specific goal or target. What these goals should be is
the topic of much debate. A government may adopt a manpower policy with the .goal
of obtaining an unemployment rate as low as five percent over the next 10 years. A
manpower policy adopted by a private enterprise may have as its goal on-the-job train-
ing of 200 tool and die-makers over the next 10 years. A trade union may adopt a man-
power policy that is geared to the full employment of its membership. To attain this
goal the union may attempt to restrict entry into the specific craft, while encouraging
an increase in manpower requirements for that craft.

A government may set a goal of full employment, but the exact meaning of full employ-
ment has never been clear. We were very concerned about this issue in the United
States after World War II. In the 1930's, at the depth oi the depression, we had an
unemployment rate of 25 to 30 percent. The figure is yap' because we did not have,
at that time, the extensive manpower statistics we have at present. By 1941, we still
had around nine or 10 percent unemployment, a significant number.

New Deal programs made some p..;jress but failed to solve the unemployment problem
completely. Then the war came. By 1944, we had less than two percent unemployed,
probably the lowest possible level, since there are always a certain number of people
in the process of changing jobs. When the war ended in 1945, people began to worry
about what would happen in the transition period. Many economists predicted a de-
pression, but it did not materialize. In 1946 the Employment Act was passed. As a
result, it became the stated goal of our economy to attain the highest level of employ-
ment consistent with stable prices and high production. This is still our policy.

Private enterprise also has set goals by industry or by individual company. The goals
of these different manpower policies may harmonize or conflict with each other. There
is no assurance that the manpower policies of the different sectors of the economy will
be geared to the welfare of the whole society. In fact, conflict in goals is more likely
than harmony, especially in the case of unions and the business community.
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Another aspect of manpower policy is that whatever affirmative action is called for
must be based upon knowledge of the labor market. Once you have developed a pol-
icy, you have to plan step-by-step procedures to attain the stated goals. A meaning-
ful manpower policy must be based on a rather complete understanding of the com-
ponents of national labor markets. Knowledge of the current situation is an obvious
prerequisite to any action which attempts to adjust, regulate, or manipulate labor
markets via manpower policy. Manpower planning is a dynamic process, so we must
always be aware that the current situation lasts only for a short time. You need fairly
regular surveys to keep up with the current situation.

MANPOWER PLANNING AND STRATEGY

Manpower planning involves looking into the future and deciding the actions needed
over a period of time to attain a specific goal. In doing so, one should always bear
in mind that manpower planning does not and cannot.involve programs in a vacuum.
Other planning, other actions, other goals are also being considered and adopted by
a society. Economic plans, social plans, or welfare targets make demands on the
financial resources and political support of a nation and.may conflict with manpower
planning. Social goals, especially, may receive priority. Harmony of plans, actions,
and targets should be the goal of any planning unit.

MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

One of the first steps of the manpower plannirog process is the establishment of goals.
Generally, these gc,als are cast in the framework of employment levels by industrial
sector and by occupation or occupational group. Determining the manpower require-
ments of a nation as of a specific target date is one of the more difficult aspects of
manpower planning. Various techniques can be used to estimate manpower require-
ments of the different sectors of the economy. Clearly, some methods are more reliable
than others. Some are purely statistical in nature and require no more than knowledge
of trends. Others raquire a great deal of judgment and sophistication.

One of the weaknesses of the international comparison method of projecting manpower
requirements has been the lack of international stafistics. In 1960, for example,
Puerto Rico had to use the United States census of 1950 as a basis for projections to
1970. Even though the Puerto Rican projections have worked out well over the years,
we still fees that the gap in international data must be filled.

Let me describe a technique that my colleagues and I are developing at the present
time. We have assumed that there is a relationship between levels of technology and
productivity.. We collected manpower statistics for 19 countries on employment by
occupation, cross iclassified by industry. For seven of the 19 countries we Were able
to get data for two different years. Most of the countries used some variation of the
international classification system such as the International Standard Classification
of Occupations (ISCO) and tne International Standard Industrial Classification.(IS1C).
We resolved the conflicts in definitions and classifications, by developing our own
system of occupational and industrial classification, using 200 occupations, cross-
classified by 50 industries. For each of the 50 industries, we ranked the countries by
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productivi-ty, defined as value added per employee. We then showed the percent dis-
tribution of employment by occupation in each industry. Supplementary tables detailed
the educational attainment of those employed in an industry by occupation. A devel-
oping country can use these tables to ascertain the occupational structure of a country
whose productivity it would like to attain. The data should not be interpreted as pro-
viding clues for projecting manpower requirements on the basis of an output target.

MANPOWER SUPPLY

Of nearly equal importance is determining the manpower supply as of the target date.
Here again various methods are available, some of which are better than others. The
age and sex distribution of the population and the age, sex, and participation rates of
the labor force are crucial pieces of knowledge about potential manpower supply. In
addition, one must have specific knowledge about the educational and training facil-
ities of the nation and their potential capacity for producing the necessary manpower
with the required training and skill.

MATCHING SUPPLY WITH REQUIREMENTS

One of the final steps in manpower planning is determining* the policies that will equate
the manpower supply with the manpower requirements as of a specific target date. It
may be necessary to adopt policies that adjust or manipulate participation in the labor
force. This may be done by raising the retirement age or by permitting earlier labor
force participation. Other methods are increasing or decreasing the amount of edu-
cation or training in some of the needed occupations or adjusting immigration policies
in order to augment the supply of needed professional or skilled personnel. The use of
technical consultants may be another way in which manpower supply may be adjusted
to meet requirements. The planner should always consider the possibility of adjusting
the real world to fit the plan's requirements. It is wrong to assume, however, that a
country can adiust large differences between supply and demand for manpower through
outsiders. Politically and socially, it is a gross error to import a large percentage of
manpower needs, especially if there is significant unemployment or underemployment
among the native people. Whenever possible, the native workforce should be utilized.
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2. Education and Training to Meet the Needs of
Economic Devdopment

A SYSTEMS ANALYSIS APPROACH TO HUMAN

RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

Frederick H. Harbison

THE IMPORTANCE OF BALANCING EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Man in his natural state is underdeveloped. Because education,, training, and exper-
ience can increase his capacity for productive work, human capital formation is essen-
tial for a development program. Indeed, the wealth of a nation does not depend on
physical capital but rather on the capabilities of its people to make the most of what
is available.

A serious problem faced in development planning is that everyone wants an education
at all levels. The educational structure tends to upgrade itself. For instance, when
a system of universal primary education is established, it requires the training of
teachers who must have at least a secondary education. Educational planners argue
for more education at all levels simultaneously. Since no country possesses sufficient
resources to accomplish all these objectives, choices must be made and a broad strategy
of effective development and utilization of human resources formulated.

Such a system is analogous to a system for electric power generation and transmission,
Excessive voltage can blow out the rest of the system, and faulty transmission can
result in.power losses. All elements of the electrical system must be balanced, there-
fore, otherwise a weakness in one element may impair or destroy the entire system.
Similarly, the intellectual power generated in primary, secondary, and higher educa-
tional Jevels is wasted unless it is linked into a system of training in employment, in-
centives for self-development, and employment objectives. About one-half of man's
capacity for growth is growth on the job. Therefore, if large numbers of high-level
personnel are generated by an educational system, without taking into account their
immediate utilization through on-the-job training, then an organizational power fail-
ure is sure to result.

Just as the educational system should be geared to appropriate employment incentives,
so too should wage incentives reflect the manpower needs of a country. For example,
most societies require a ratio of three technicians for every university graduate, but
current wage incentive systems in developing countries encourage a 1:1 ratio. In Africa
the inherited colonial wage structure has resulted in an overemphasis on generating
high-level human resources. It results in the inevitable emigration of such people
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because of inadequate employment opportunities. Specifically, Africa has too many
administrators and engineers, and not enough technicians. Another example of under-
utilization is that developing countries badly need scientists, but nowhere are scientists
unhappier than in developing countries where supporting facilities and institutions are
lacking. Producing high-level human resources is a relatively simple matter, but it is
in balancing university education with effective utilization that the solution to man-
power training must be sought. The extent of the "brain drain" in any country varies
directly with its capacity to utilize its highly trained scientific and technical personnel.
This should be of fundamental concern in establishing high-level human resource devel-
opment plans. Studies undertaken by the OAS, in which I participated, show the need
for scientific research in developing countries, especially on agriculture; university
curricula; efficient, yet labor-intensive industrial techniques; and community devel-
opment. However, in developing countries the trend has been for persons who have
the training to do such work to emigrate to Europe or the United Stages.

A sound systems analysis approach, where factors are not considered in isolation but
rather in relation to the whole, will reveal weaknesses which impair the operation of
the entire system and will insure a balance. This is a job for the overall integrator
rather than the quantitative estimator, and one in which qualitative considerations are
as important as quantitative techniques. The balanced human resources development
system can be portrayed in the following way:

GRAPH
A HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
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IMBALANCE IN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS

Several illustrations of imbalance in human resources development will serve to high-
light the deficiencies in the educational systems of developing countries. In Nigeria
there are five good universities which produce high calibre graduates, The cost of this
education, however, is one of the highest in the world, and at $3,000 per year per
student (versus $2,000 per year per student in the United States) represents 50 times

the national per capita income (versus an amount equal to the national per capita in-
come in the United States). Thus, in Nigeria, the proportion of resources 'nvested

in educating a relatively small number of people is staggering.

Moreover, there is continuous pressure on secondary schools to generate qualified
graduates, and, whereas only .1 percent goes on to a university education, everyone
is inculcated with this goal This factor results in a general warping of the human

resources development system, and widespread career frustrations. ln the meantime,
shortage occupations.go begging for skilled workers and technicians due to pay differ-

entials and status considerations.

For a greater degree of balance in Nigeria, what is needed is a multi-track secondary
education system geared not so much to university preparation as to broad career devek,

opment objectives. In addition, wages should not be based exclusively on possession

of a university degree but rather on contribution to national productivity. In many

cases such a policy would result in people with middle-level educations being paid as

much as university graduates. It is better to have skilled medical technicians willing
to go into the bush, than to have fully qualified doctOrs living in luxury in the city
and benefitiny a few expatriates.

As to the inherited civil service system, I propose a radical solution. Wherever
possible the university, degree as a job qualification should be abolished; entry should

instead be baied on performance exams. This would terd to open up administrative
positions to those people best qualified and would avoid ie pitfall of using the degree

as a union card,for closed shop hiring practices. ln the United States, for example,
25 percent of the engineers and five percent of the scientists have no university or
college degrees, and their positions can be .traced to a process of job upgrading in an

environment where ability and competence are stressed.

Another example of imbalance is the frequent overeMphasis on vocationalstraining in

formal institutions. This is wasteful because on-thelob training provides the same

kind of training in less time, and because in these occupations experience is far more

significant than theoretical knowledge. Furthermore, the training provided by voca-
tional ichools is often not used. In Ghana, for example, 90 percent of the graduates

of vocational schools become government clerks, qualifying for such jobs on the basis
of the literary component ofAtheir craft training. This practice constitutes a terrible
waste, especially since vocational education is three times as costly as general edu-

cation.
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SOME STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING BALANCE

One way to correct this situation would be for the state to provide general education
at the secondary level, with additional training furnished on the job by emplcyers. In
cases where there are foreign enterprises operating in a developing country, it would
appear entirely reasonable to shift the burden of training to those firms, since they are
usually better equipped to provide it. With reference to small indigenous enterprises,
the National Training Agencies of Latin America have demonstrated that these employ-
ing institutions can make significant contributions through taxes earmarked for cen-
tralized vocational training.

Several countries have adopted the policy of providing university educations according
to a quota system of specialization. For example, 40 percent of the graduates must be
trained as lawyers, 50 percent as engineers, and 10 percent as educators. The diffi-
culty with this approach is in a) producing the wrong kinds of engineers or other spe-
cialists and b) producing them at the wrong time, when institutions are not yet hiring
despite genuine national needs for such graduates. Here again, it would be far better
to take the systems analysis approach, where decisions taken at one point in the system
are weighed against the contribution to the system as a whole, and the final resuit is
one of balance.

A crucial question in high-level human resource development is whether to require
graduates returning from foreign universities to satisfy specific manpower needs of
their mother country or to allow them freedom of choice in taking up professions at
home. If it is left to the individual to decide, he may, in fact, never return Yet,
should members of democratic societies be required to enter assigned employment fields
involuntarily? This is indeed a difficult matter to resolve. However, developing coun-
tries can do a good deal more in proviclUng employment opportunities for their returning
graduates and thereby relieve critical manpower shortages. At the very least, accurate
records should be kept of all students studying abroad, so that jobs can be planned for
them at least one year prior to their return. But most countries have no centralized
institution to match skills and available jobs, and the characteristic employment tan-
gles that develop are but a further example of organizational power failure.

As regards primary education, the choice must be made of either offering universal
mass education at first and second grade levels, with high attrition rates from the sixth
grade on, or providing education for a smaller base with better assurance of follow-
through to higher education. It should be noted that it requires a minimum of three
years to acquire a basis for learning, and that the first two years of primary schooling
are, in this sense, largely without educational value. Therefore, such a decision is
based on efficiency versus equity. An example of the hard reality embodied in this
decision was Eastern Nigeria which became the victim of its policy of free universal
primary education. The Eastern RegiOn was nearly bankrupted by the response to that
pciicy, in which an enrollment level of 80 percent of the eligible children was
achieved, and fees to offset tuition expenses had to be levied.

It may be that a developing country's manpower needs would be best served by an
educational system which provides free education at the lower primary levels and
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charges fees at the higher levels. In Latin America, on the other hand, fees are
charged at the secondary school level, while university education is provided free of
charge.

To summarize, the central point I am trying to make is that the art of human resource
development planning rluires integrative judgment and careful analysis (including
cost-benefit analysis) of competing alternatives. It is not merely a quantitative pro-
cess but a total strategy-building approach.

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT:

SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMS

John P. Walsh

ESTABLISHING A FRAMEWORK

An analysis of systems of human resources development should take place within a gen-
eral framework. Before we can'establish such a framework, however, we must assume
the existence of the following types of information:

I) An Economic Development Plan--Such a plan would give purpose and direction
to the analysisIy defining the social, political, and economic goals of the society in
question.

2) industry-Occupation Projections--As development takes place there will be
shifts in incliistrial emphasis. There will be new jobs and changes in the techniques
used to do traditional tasks. The manpower analyst needs to know the long-range
effects of these developments.

3) A Manpower Requirements Analysis-1f the goals established in the economic
development plan are to be met, a study will have to be made of the number and kind:
of workers needed for this purpose.

4) A Manpower Supply Analysis--This involves a survey of the numbers ai Kinds
of persons currently available for work.

5) An Education and Training Resources Study--Such a survey should show the
educational and training facilities currently in existence and their potential for pro-
viding the.necessary human resources. Expansion possibilities should be analyzed in
relation to future requirements.
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1

DEVELOPING INSTRUCTORS

A successful instructor has three main qualifications, The first is the ability to commun
kate. A basic general education is a requisite for this skill. Second, he must have
adequate skill and preparation in the field he is going to teach. Third, he should have
proper instructor training. It is not enough for him to know what to teach--he must
also know how to teach.

THE TRAINING PLAN

A well-developed training plan consists of three elements: I) a formal educational
system which provides sound basic education, 2) related technical education, and 3)
practical occupational instruction. The importance of each of these elements in re-
lation to the others depends on the specific occupation in question. Some occupations
may require more basic and less technical education; for others the opposite is true.
The following diagram illustrates the elements of a training plan./

GRAPH 13
THE TRAINING PLAN

JOB LEVELS AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

The job level to which a worker can aspire is determined by the education and training
he has received. It would be wrong to assume, however, that initial preparation or
the absence of it permanently determines his occupational status. Provisions must be
made for continual training and retraining as advancing technology makes learning new
skills imperative. In addition, everyone should be given the opportunity to move up
the skill ladder, as presented in the following graph. In order to have the occupational
mobility shown here, facilities must be available for upgrading skills by means of
additional training or education.
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GRAPH 14
OPPORTUNITES FOR SKILL UPGRADING
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JOB LEVELS AND COMPETENCE REQUIREMENTS

GRAPH 15

COMPETENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR VARIOUS JOB LEVELS
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At the lower job levels, skill and "know-how" are the most important requirements,
while at the higher levels, knowledge and "know-why" assume more importance. For
example, an engineer must generate ideas to be carried out by others. Therefore, his
training must differ from that of semiskilled workers. Graph No. 15 presents a rough
picture of the differing skill and knowledge compositions in four types of jobs. For the
first two groups it is more important to "know how," while for the last two, it is crucial
to "know why."

DECISIONS TO BE MADE IN MANPOWER PLANNING

Emerging pations are faced, therefore, with the need to make the following specific
decisions regarding training:

1) What to train for?

2) What financial resources are available to do the job?

3) Who should be trained?

4) Where will the training take place?

5) Who will do the training?

6) What is the training plan?

7) What training facilities are needed?

8) What equipment and training materials are needed, and where are they?

These are difficult questions, but in some cases the experiences of other nations may be
relevant. In any event, planners must assume that these questions can be answered.
An overall evaluation of the resources available should be made before final answers
to the questions posed are attempted.

TRAINING FACILITIES

Facilities for human resources development are provided by 1) private industry, 2) pub-
lic and private schools, 3) public agencies, 4) labor organizations, 5) private trade
and business associations, and 6) the military establishment. Private industry has on-
the-job training, apprenticeship, and formal training courses. Public and private
schools have formal courses. Public agencies provide on-the-job training, formal train-
ing programs, and special evening classes. Private trade and business associations also
offer courses. The military establishment has formal, on-the-job, and apprenticeship
training programs which are among the finest to be found anywhere. Moreover, these
are designed to teach equipment operation as well as maintenance. It is often helpful
to integrate.some of the existing programs with those designed for a precise human re-
sources development need.
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TRAINING SYSTEMS

The manpower expert must distinguish between the public and the private sectors in
dealing with training systems. In the public sector programs may be carried out by:
I) a national training agency, 2) a national ministry of education, 3) a department of
labor, and 4) other national government agencies. Every developing nation must first
decide whether it wishes to establish a national training agency. In several develop-
ing nations in South America, national training agencies have proved quite successful.
Once established, a national training agency decides what to train for and how the
training programs should be implemented. Such an agency should coordinate its pro-
grams as much as possible with programs available in private industry.

In some countries the national miuistry of education is in charge of training systems,
and the ministry of labor is responsible for providing vocational training for workers.
In the United States, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare is charged with
vocational and technical training. Federal spending in this area grew from $9 million
in 1917 to $55 million in 1946, and now stands at $225 million. The U.S. Labor Depart-
ment is responsible for training the out-of-school population and, under the Manpower
Development and Training Act, is authorized to spend one-half billion dollars on man-
power development in 1966.

There are four main types of training systems in the private sector: 1) company systems,
2) trade union systems, 3) private schools, and 4) correspondence schools. Company
and trade union systems may provide formal training courses, on-the-job training, and
apprenticeship. Private schools have formal courses. Correspondence schools provide
formal courses which usually may be completed through study after working hours.
Both the public and the private sector, therefore, provide a number of systems which
should be harmonized to achieve the most favorable balance for all segments of the
work force.

TYPES 00 TRAINING PROGRAMS

The tWo types of training programs are action programs and support programs. Examples
of action programs are I) vocational schooli, 2) on-the-job training, 3) cooperative
school industry education, 4) industrial apprenticeship, and 5) industrial upgrading
courses. To be fully operative, these must be based on the five support programs:
1) instructor training, 2) coordinator ,training, 3) instructional materials development,
4) occupational analysis activity, and 5) recruitment, selection, and referral
activities.

CONCLUSION

Developing countries will probably find it most satisfactory to emphasize on-the-job
training. Such training will provide skilled manpower with the smallest possible ex-
penditure of valuable financial resources. 'Particular attention should be giyen to the
proper coordination of various programs for human resource development. Through
proper coordination and planning, each emerging nation should establish a human
resource development system particularly suited to its present and future needs.



HIGH-LEVEL HUMAN RESOURCES

John C. Shearer

BASIC CONCEPTS

The term "high-level human resources" represents those human resources which, by
virtue of their relatively high educational and/or occupational attainments, embody
significantly greater than average knowledge or skill. These are the persons at the

'apex of the educational or occupational pyramid. They play the key roles in economic
and social development. They give direction and meaning to any nation's efforts to
improve the well-being of its people. The ability of any society to progress depends
largely upon the quantity and quality of its high-level human resources, that is, on
the nation's ability to develop and utilize these key resources. If a country cannot
develop its high-level human resources, it cannot develop at all . The efficient use of
all resources depends on the nature and efficiency of a country's high-level human
resources.

Useful definitions of what constitutes high-level human resources vary roughly with
levels of development. Nevertheless, as a general guide for many developing coun-
tries, high-level human resources may be characterized as those persons who have
attained education beyond the secondary level or whose occupations require an equiv-
alent level of knowledge or skill gained through experience. Educational investment
in human beings has many noneconomic goals, but educational investment is also the
means for increasing the potential of humans as producers. Thus, education is, among
many other things, the developer of human resources.

I use the term "education" to encompass all means, formal or informal, for developing
knowledge or skills. In the case of high-level human resources, formal education is
probably the most significant of these means, and it is more susceptible to measurement
than are other forms of education. Measures of formal educational attainment, that
is, of level and nature of training, often constitute good approximations of the stock
of human resources in a given population.

The output in terms of quality as well as quantity of a nation's system of higher edu-
cation is probably the most significant determinant of the future course of that nation.
If a nation's universities, technical institutes, and professional schools cannot produce
sufficient numbers of well-trained men and women in appropriate fields, de'velopment
will be seriously impeded or will be impossible. Unfortunately, many universities
in developing countries are not adequately fulfilling their proper roles as the main
producers of high-level human resources. Too often they maintain patterns inherited
from Europe at a time when university education was more concerned with educating
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the young elite for better use of their leisure than with training the most talented young
people for productive careers.

Many universities have been slow in relating their programs and their emphases to the
needs of their nations. They often place too little emphasis on the physical sciences,
engineering, and agriculture, for example, and too much on law and humanities. For
example, in the case of Argentina, a country very heavily derendent on agriculture,
only about two percent of the university graduates are trained in any field of agricul-
ture. Probably the most critical shortages of high-level human resources in most devel-
oping countries are in the fields of administration and management. Nevertheless,
university training in either business or in public administration is very rare. The uni-
versities which best serve their nations' needs are uswIly those which have created the
strongest ties with the community. They regular!y )Ive leaders in business and gov-
ernment in the formulation and revision of curricuk so that their yraduates will be
well-trained to fill the community's needs.

Other significant forms of investment in high-level human resources include those in
which employers, public or private, use various means to upgrade selected eMployees
through training programs, seminars, or through job rotation. Such investment by
employers is often more efficient than are similar efforts by universities because of the
close relationship between employer needs and employer investment. Nevertheless,
the effectiveness of such investment depends greatly on the value of the education
base prOvided by the universities.

FOREIGN TRAINING

Foreign training can often make unique contributions to the rapid improvement of a
nation's knowledge and skills by providing educational resources which are not easily
available at home. For many countries progress in a number of fields will depend
heavily on foreign university training, especially at the graduate level, until these
countries develop adequate programs of their own. However, my study of the relevance
of university training in the United States for the high-level manpower needs of other
countries reveals that such training often is unrelated to the areas of greatest importance
to national development. The data for Latin American graduate students in the United
States strongly suggests that few countries use this valuable opportunity effectively.
For example, mosi Latin American countries have given very little emphasis to foreign
training in any agricultural specialty, or public administration, despite the.fact that
almost no university training is available in the latter field outside of a few advanced
countries.

MOBILITY

High-level human resources have much greater geographic mobility than do others.
These movements, both within a country and between countries, seriously affect devel-
opment. Personal study suggests that:

I) Richer areas act as magnets which attract human resources, especially high-level.
human resources from poorer areas.
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2) These movements of human resources constitute major subsidiei of the richer areas
by the poorer areas.

3) The costs to many poor areas of such migration constitute significant offsets to
any aid (which itself may be in the form of high-level human resources) provided to
these poor areas by rich areas.

4) The migration of high-level human resources may, to a great extent, account
for the persistent and often widening gaps between rich and poor areas.

Infra-national Migration

Capital cities are usually the largest and wealthiest cities and those with the greatest
concentrations of political, administrative, social, cultural, and economic activities
and opportunities. Their populations are growing much more rapidly than are those of
their respective countries as a whole, because of large-scale migrations of people from
the countryside and from provincial cities. One of the major effects is that in many
countries these movements constitute heavy subsidies of the richest by the poorer areas
of the country in terms of the costs of the birth, upbringing, and education of migrants.
.Thus, the capital, already the richest area, obtains the benefits of the investments
made in human resources b:, the poorer areas. The magnitude of these subsidies varies
with the proportion of migrants who are high-level human resources, for they bring
with them the greatest investment. Migrant groups often bring with them dispropor-
tionately large components of high-level human resources. The evidence strongly
suggests that these movements are caused by and contribute to the great and.increasing
disparities in wealth between the capital and the poorer areas.

International Movements

The richest countries attract substantial numbers of high-level human resources from
poorer countries. The United States is an especially strong magnet for the scarcest
skills of many developing countries. The proportions of high-level human resources
in the immigrant groups from developing countries are very large and are often higher
than the corresponding proportions in the United States labor force. This heavy flow
constitutes a major "reverse flow of foreign aid" from these poor countries to the
world's richest country.

A major inflow of high-level human resources to many developing countries is repre-
sented by the foreign employees of foreign companies. Despite the potential benefits
represented by such foreigners, my studies show that these inflows are often of little
real benefit to the host country and may, in fact, seriously impede the development
of national high-level human resources. Although the average costs of employing
North Americans are at least four times the costs of employing comparable nationals,
the great majority of firms depend heavily on North Americans. They justify this by
their alleged inability to recruit, develop, and retain qualified nationals. However,
a more fundament& problem is their characteristic ineptness in recruiting, developing,
motivating, utilizing, and retaining competent nationals. There is a strong dispos-
Rion by most overseas North Americans to protect their jobs at any cost. They make
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little effort to recruit or develop nationals for top posts. The kw ceilings on oppor-
tunities for nationals, with consequent stifling effects on their motivation, morale, and
effectiveness, act as strong impediments to the efficient development, utilization, and
retention of nationals as evidenced by their very high quit rates.

Migration of high-level human resources, both within and between countries, has
serious consequences for national development. To the extent that a country wishes
to reduce the great and increasing economic and social differences between areas with-
in a country and among countries, it must concern itself with these movements of high-
level human resources, for they seriously impede balanced development. If poor areas
are not to resign themselves to falling further behind, one of their urgent tasks is to
devise ways, especially systems of incentives, to reverse the heavy outflows of scarce
and valuable human knowledge and skills to the rich areas.
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3. Manpower Distribution and Utilization

UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

'Frederick Harbison

All human resources problems may be divided into two categories. The first one in-
yolves inadequacies of skills and education. These problems can usually be solved
'with a sufficient allocation of resources. The second category encompassei "problems of
surplus labor, unemployment, and underemployment. These are more difficult to solve
and are, therefore, more serious.

We will begin this discussion by concluding that unemployment is rising rapidly in
newly-developing countries regardless of where they are located or what stage of de-
velopment they have achieved. Furthermore, unlike the developed regions of the
world, developing countries will not be able to solve their unemployment problems
through the modern sectors of their economies, even if these achieve rates of growth
which are twice those of developed countries. Sadly, it is modernization itself which
!s largely responsible for this unemployment.

THE CAUSES OF UNEMPLOYMENT

Overpopulated countries like .Egypt, Pakistan, and India are very familiar with unem-
ployment. India's fourth fivel.year plan, for instance, estimates that unemployment
will be higher at the end of the plan period than at the beginning. But, surprisingly,
unemployment is also rising in many African countries which are not overpopulated.
In Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania, and Ghana, unemployment will reach crisis proportions
within a few years, unless some effective solution is found. Even very prosperous de-
veloping countries are experiencing unemployment problems. Zambia, with an eco-
nomic growth rate of 15 to 18 percent a year, has an extremely high unemployment rate.
Venezuela, although rich in oil and iron ore and industrializing successfully, has un-
employment rates as high as any country in the world.

What are the causes? The British economist Sir Arthur Lewis has suggested that the
abnormally high wage rates in the modern sector of a developing country's economy
draw workers from the traditional agricultural sector to the cities, where they are often
unable to-find work. Lewis maintains that, while the present ratio of wages in the
modern sector to wages in the agricultural or traditional sector is 4:1 or 5:1, this ratio
should be more like 1.5:1 or 2:1, to eliminate the wage distortions which increase un-
employment. Present wage patterns act like magnets in drawing people to the urban
areas. Considering the background of poverty from which these people come, they are
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willing to take a chance. They may face unemployment, but if they are lucky, they
may get a well-paying job.

A second explanation for high unemployment rates in developing countries could be

that education is usually geared exclusively to the modern sector of these countries.
Education tends to raise the aspirations of young people. In its present form, it incul-
cates them with a desire to participate in the modern sector and with a dislike for
working with their hands. As educational opportunities increase in these countries,

more people seek entry into the already overcrowded modern sector.

The relatively small size of this modern sector and its limited capacity to absorb labor

is a third factor influencing unemployment rates. Not only does the modern sector em-
ploy less than 25 percent of the labor force in most developing countries, but it is also
under constant pressure to replace men with machines. Employment opportunities do not
necessarily increase as industry grows, since technological advances make it possible to
expand production without expanding employment opportunities.

The fourth and most fundamental reason for high unemployment rates is the high rate of

population increase which characterizes nearly all these nations.' The world's popula-
tion is growing at about two percent a year, faster than ever before in history. Most
developed countries have rates of increase considerably less than two percent, while
developing countries have rates which are not only well above the world average but
which continue to rise. Since advanced countries did not face a population problem
when they were developing, the existence of such a problem today is a strong argument

for a strategy of development appropriate to the needs of currently developing nations,
not just an adaptation of past patterns of development to present needs.

Unemployment in developing countries is a structural problem. These countries are

dividA into a high wage, technologically developed, modern sector, and a low pro-
ductivity, subsistence sector. Thi: polarity is becoming more pronounced as the rich
get richer and the poor get poorer. Not only is modernization not spreading, but it is
actually generating problems which obstruct the progress of the economy as a whole.

Let us look at this situation in a different way. The ratio of an increment in national
income or gross national product to an increment in employment (Y/E) is called the
incremental outpUt/employment ratio or 10ER. The 10ER of the United States is 3:1,
and it is 2.8:1 for most Western European countries. This same ratio averages 2.5:1

for the modern sector of developing countries. In lust about all countries today the
increase in employment is less than the increase in GNP, but the ratio tends to become

less advantageous with respect to employment as a country reaches a more advanced
stage of development with accompanying increases in productivity.

Looleing at the labor supply side, we note that in the modern sector of developing
countries, the rate of increase of the labor force is always greater than the rate of
increase of the populetion. Should the population increase be three percent, ihe
increase in the labor or ce will, most likely, be four and one-half percent. If we
assume a GNP growth rate of seven percent a year for this same country and 10ER of
2.5:1, the increase in employment will be about three percent a year. Thus, the
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labor force growth in the modern sector will exceed that of employment by one and oner

half percent. It is likely that the gap between labor force and employment opportuni-

ties will widen as people continue to be drawn to the modern sector, and pressure for

increased application of technology further reduces t.'le number of jobs.

In Nkle:ia, for example, the modern sector employs one million people. The best job
creation rate possible is about 80,000 per year. Every year, however, 700,000 people
leave school, having attained various levels of education. Assuming that a person who

has received some education wants to enter the modern sector, the ratio of available
labor force to available new jobs in the modern sector is nearly 9:" . The result is, of

course, unemployment of crisis proportions.

ALLEVI; G UNEMPLOYMENT

What are the possible solutions? Sir Arthur Lewis's answer is to lower wages in the
modern sector. COL-1g the wages of civil servants and of industrial workers would
eliminate the main cause of the rural to urban migrations which turn underemployment
in the subsistence sector into open unemployment in the modern sector. Lewis's eco-

. .nomic logic is impeccable, but his suggestion is politically impractical.

A wage freeze accompanied by payroll and income taxes could be another solution.
This one is as impractical as the first, .since the governments in most developing coun-
tries are not strong enough to withstand the political repercussions of such measures.

It is true, however, that wages in the modern sector should be kept down as much as

possible.

Overstaffing might be a third possibility. In Kenya, when the unemployment rate was
15 percent, a tri-partite agreement was worked out between employers, unions, and
the government to increase hiring by 15 percent. The result was that rural people,
hearing about the large numbers of jobs suddenly made available, swarmed to the
cities, and the unemployment rate soared to 30 percent.

Fourth, labor-intensive techniques might be encouraged. This is not always econom-
ically, feasible, however. Most export industries need to use modern machinery in

order to be able to compete in price and quality on the world market. Productivity
must be high and the result is that capital-intensive, rather than labor-intensive,
techniques are usually the only ones appropriate for the modern sector. If labor-inten-
sive techniques are attempted, however, they must be accompanied by efforts to keep

wages down. The example of Japan shows that a dual-wage economy is possible.

Wages in Japan's labor-intensive manufacturing sector are one-third those of the cap-
ital-intensive manufacturing sector.

It has also been proposed that education be curtailed. Education is instrumental in
raising people's aspirations and in making them seek work in the urban, modern sector
of the economy where, as we have seen, jobs are scarce. Obviously, this solution
cannot be given serious consideration since it would be like controlling the rate of
population increase by denying medical care in order to raise the death rate.
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A solution of similarly questionable value would be to put all the unemployed in the
armed forces. If Ihe army could serve as a vocational training organization, this pro-
posal would have some merit . The armies of most developing countries are already so
powerful, however, that increasing them would lead to serious, and probably undesir-
able, consequences.

A seventh possibility is to keep people on the land. Although it has been argued that-
there are already too many people on the land, it seems fairly clear that this must be

the solution to the problem of unemployment in developing countries. People in India
and Africa are beginning to starve because they are not producing enough food. In
Africa today, the rate of increase in food production is only one-third the rate of in-
crease in the population. Many countries have to use their precious foreign exchange
to buy food.

What must be done before people can be induced to remain in farming? Agricultural
production must be increased by means of better fertilizers, irrigation, better machin-
ery, and expert extension services. Rural areas need to be modernized, roads built,
and housing improved. The wage differential between the modern and rural sectors
must be reduced by raising the earning capacity of rural people. Developing countries
must face the fact that a rural transformation does not occur without a program of cap-
ital investment as well as investment in the development of human resources. Devel-
oping countries should abandon their current practice of bleeding the agricultural
sector in order to finance urban expansion . The trend should be reversed . Investment

in human resources development is particularly vital to the process of rural transforma-
tion. High-level manpower, required to develop agriculture, exceeds the number re-
quired for industrialization. The task of manning a steel mill is easy compared to the
problems involved in training sufficient numbers of specialists in agricultural extension
work, credit organization, loan supervision, marketing, and agricultural research.

Even if we find a satisfactory method for dealing with current unemployment problems,
however, we are still faced with high rates of population increase. Countries attempt-
ing development with a three percent per year population growth rate are like a 300-
pound man training for the mile race--they simply have too much weight to drag. A
program of family planning is indispensable under these circumstances.

When the advanced countries began to modernize, they had low rates of population
increase . Their death rates were much higher than the death rates in developing
countries today. Machine technology was still at a low level so that they began by
using simple, relatively labor-intensive techniques. In these countries, therefore, the
absorptive capacity for labor was higher than that of developing nations today. Educa-
tion was not as advanced or widespread as it is today, nor were the wage differentials
between the rural and the modern urban sectors as marked as the currently are in the
developing countries. England and most of Western Europe suffered from severe short-

ages of industrial labor in the early stages of development. The Enclosure Acts of

England testify to the fact that the rural population was not at all eager to leave the
land and move to the city. The problems of development have changed so much since

the advanced countries began the process that we cannot escape the conclusion that

new and original solutions must be found. Manpower planners, particularly, will.be.
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challenged to seek new solutions to new problems. At times the task may seem over-
whelming. But, to quote John Hilliard, "Hope is at least as logical as despair."

MANPOWER DISTRIBUTION AND UTILIZATION

Morris A. Horowitz

One of the greatest problems in using the term "manpower" is to realize that it is not
synonymous with "labor force." "Manpower" may be considered as embodying the
existing as well as the potential labor force. The term "potential" should include re-
tired pergons, as well as students.

CONCEPT OF LABOR FORCE

In the United States

In the United States the labor force is defined as "those persons 14 years of age and
over who are at work or who are actively seeking work." To quantify this concept,
sample household surveys are conducted monthly. Anyone who has worked at-least one
hour during the week in which the survey is conducted is classified as employed--thus
part of the labor force. If he is actively seeking work that week, he is also in the
labor force but is unemployed. It should be noted that those under 14 years of age are
automatically excluded from the labor force, even if they are working. Fourteen was
chosen as a cut-off age because it excludes a relatively small number of persons in the
labor force. With the emphasis on more education, there has even been some discus-
sion about raising the cut-off age to 16. Also excluded from the United States labor
force statistics are persons in jail or asylums and those in the military forces.

In Other Countries

In many parts of the world the term "labor force" refers to the "economically active"
population. This is basically the same concept as in the United States, but the defini-
tion of those included or excluded varies. In some countries the lowest age included
in the statistics is 12. This is important where the very young actually work . ln ad-
dition many nations have upper age limits as well . From these simple facts one can
readily see that comparing the labor force statistics of two countries can be very mis-
leading.
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Problems of Definition

The problems of defining the labor force are numerous. Why is the housewife not in-
cluded? She works hard and often long hours. However, she is not a wage earner..
What about the student? Unless he works after school and is paid, he is not part of
the labor force. Consider the man who works only one or a few hours during the sur-
vey week. Is he really employed? By definition, yes. But can he live on what he
earns in this time? Such factors tend to introduce questions about the validity of the
data.

Significance of the Concept

Why should there be such concern with the concept of labor force? The labor force
represents that part of the total population which is actually or potentially engaged in
the production and exchange of goods and services that are available to the population
of a nation. The larger the labor force is as a percentage of the total population, the
greater the total production or exchange of goods and services. Theoretically it is to
the advantage of a country to increase its labor force participation rate. However, if
a high proportion of the labor force is unemployed, the country fails to benefit.

DISTRIBUTION AND MANIPULATION OF THE LABOR FORCE

Free Market Forces

Free market forces have many effects upon the size and composition of the labor force.
High wages attract those who normally would remain outside the labor force. Students
drop out of school to take jobs, retired persons return to work, and housewives may
enter the labor force for the first time. On the other hand, extremely low wages also
attract people into the labor force. If wages are low, a single wage earner cannot
support his family. His wife may seek employment and perhaps the children, too.
When wages increase, the wife and children may no longer find it necessary to supple-
ment the husband's income. However, if wages become very attractive they will stay
in the labor force. In many areas throughout the world, regular market forces perform
the job of distributing the labor force rather well. In the United States, for instance,
there automatically is a fairly reasonable distribution.

One should recognize, however, that few labor markets operate completely on an
automatic basis. There are various rigidities and institutional factors that prevent the
automatic mechanism from operating smoothly. For instance, companies in a mono-
polistic situation are able to fix wage rates. Educational institutions may be misin-
formed about the needs of the market. This was true about five years ago in the
United States when word leaked out that there was a surplus of engineers. Enrollment
in engineering curricula dropped considerably. Later it was discovered that there
was no surplus at all Also, trade unions may put up artificial barriers which prevent
free entry into a specific trade.
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Government Actions

The government can act in several ways to influence the size of the labor force. Com.,
pulsory 'education to the age of 16 or 18 would exclude persons below those ages from

labor force participation. Governments may also increase the military establishment,
lower the retirement age, or increase pension allotments in order to reduce labor force

participation rates. By requiring a specific number of years of education or training, ,

or licensing, and by offering scholarships or free training courses, the government can

encourage entry into specific trades or professions.

Other Forces

There are other forces which have an effect on the distribution and utilization of the
labor force. Various sociological, psychological, and cultural factors may induce

large nuiribers of persons to enter a specific profession, and these influences must not
be neglected. The legal profession is an example of one which is overcrowded in

many countries, but which nevertheless attracts great numbers of new persons. In some

countries cultural factors may prevent women from entering certain "occuOations and

professions, in spite of being able to perform well in those jobs.

How significant is the factor of prestige? Why do some people prefer white-collar jobs
which pay less than some blue-collar jobs? The relative weight of monetary versus
nonmonetary factors will vary from culture to culture. It would be best, therefore, to
leave the directing of changes necessary for development to persons who are natives of

a country and fully understand the culture.

WAGE.POLICY AND ITS RELATION TO

MANPOWER AND DEVELOPMENT

Everett Kassaiow

In discussing questions of wage policy, we draw upon Western experiences, since in-
dustrialization is older in the West and has been studied there more carefully. We
must realize, however, that the conditions under which Western wage structure and

wage policies developed differed from those existing in the less-developed nations

today.

In the crucial nineteenth century, economic development in the West proceeCled

largely along a path of laissez-faire. This included the free development of wages in
free markets, with skill differentials reflected in wage differentials. Later, towards
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lhe dose of the same century, unions became the workers' bargaining instruments and
modified the nature of the labor market in a number of industries. As training and
skill levels, as well as the degree of unionization, varied among industries and among
employees, there was a "natural" tendency for substantial wage differentials to devel-
op. In the twentieth century, however, the spread of public education and the attain-
ment of higher educational levels by an increasing part of the population tended to have
an equalizing effect on qualifications, and wage differentials have declined.

The developing countries, on the other hand, are committed to rapid, centrally
planned economic growth. it is "natural" under these circumstances, for government
planning to "embrace" some degree of wage planning and wage control. it is not nec-
essarily desirable or practical to plan the entire wage structure. To attempt this would
impose excessive restraint on the worker and his organizations (where they exist). It
would also impose an excessive burden upon the government.

CHARACTERISTICS OF WAGE SECTORS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

It should be noted at the outset that the wage and salary sector is small in developing
countries, comprising only 10 to 20 or 30 percent of the labor force. Secondly, the
largest employer of wage and salary earners is usually the central government. This is
so partly because of the colonial heritage, since colonial governments tended to con-
trol industry, but it also results from the existence of accelerated development plans,
which compel the governments to operate some of the heavier industries. One of the
most important things governments can do is to realize that they are large-scale em-
ployers and can thus affect wages.

A third characteristic of the wage and salary sectors in developing nations is the
presence of foreign firms, located in key iridustries. These firms can pay more because
they are larger and more modern than native establishments. They also have higher
wages because they are politically vulnerable--they cannot afford to come under
attack. In addition, their.workers are generally organized and are thus in a better
bargaining position. A fourth difference between developed and developing countries
is that wage differentials are greater in'the latter nations, and that the wage structure
is often unrealistic and unrelated to the needs of the economy or the difficulty of the
skill.

Tables one and two show that persons with modest skills are often paid two and three
times the wages of unskilled manufacturing or construction laborers. Not only are
these differentials substantially smaller for developed nations, but the relative yalue
attached to the particular skill in relation to no skill is also entirely different. Wages
in developing countries not only reflect differences in skills but tradition, race, re-
ligion, politics, and the general scarcity of all skills. Such differentials are wasteful
since they do not correspond to the training investment for the various types of workers.
They are particularly noticeable between white- and blue-collar workers.
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Place

Stockholml
Germany,F .R.1
Helsinki 1
Manchester
Netherlands
Georgetown (B.G.)
,Melbourne
Madagascar
Malayal
Brazzaville
Spain
Manila
Nairobi
Douala
Bangui
Abidjan
Accra
Bangkok

Table 1

Wages of Various Occupations Expressed as
Percentages of Wages of Unskilled Labourers
in Manufacturing or Construction Industries

SEWING-MACH1 NE OPERATORS

Wages Compared2 Percentage

AE
MR

PR

MR
PR

AR
MR
AE
AR

MR

MR
AR

PR

PR

PR

MR
MR
AR

58
78
80
84
95
97
112

115

116
116
138
150

153

167
169
171

191

267

1Female Sewing-Machine Operators.
2Since the calculations are expressed as percentages, it is reasonable to suppose that
ratios based on MR, PR, AR, and AE are comparable. The Minimum Rates for Accra
are usually substantially the same as the Principal Rates and the Average Rates.

NOTE: For Accra, these calculations are based on statistics taken from the Labour
Department's "Information on Labour Matters, Ghana" and from collective agreements.
Statistics for all other places were derived from "Statistical Supplement: 1961 October
Inquiry," International Labour Review, July 1962. The list of places used in this tablo
has been limited by the availability of reasonably comparable figures.

MR = Minimum Rates; PR = Prevailing Rates; AR =Average Rates; AE = Earnings.

Source: ILO Technical Assistance, Report to the Government of Ghana on Questions
of Wage Policy, Geneva, 1962.
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Place

Stockholm
Manchester
Germany (F.R.)
Spain
Helsinki
Netherlands
Melbourne
Cyprus
Madagascar
Douala
Manila
Abidjan
Accra
Eastern Region, Lagos
Eastern Region, Lagos
Malaya
Dakar

PROBLEMS OF WAGE POLICIES

Table 2

FITTERS

Wages Compared

AE

MR
MR
PR

PR

MR
AR
MR
PR

AR
MR
MR
AE
PR

AR
MR

Percentage

94
103

108
108

111

114
117
121

144
172
196
206
210
211
214
232
305

The nations of Africa, Asia, and Latin America cannot expect simply to repeat the
experiences of already developed nations. The machinery used in nineteenth cemury
English mills is now obsolete. Likewise, the labor force has changed since the early
days of the Industrial Revolution. New skills and techniques require new wage and
manpower policies.

Differentials Based on Prestige.

The government should be sensitive to the needs of the economy rather than to tradition
and prestige when setting wage scales. If typists continue to receive more pay than
carpenters, the training of typists will be encouraged and the shortage of carpenters
aggravated. Although some differentials reflect differences in educe;.--n, many white-
collar occupations do not require special training. In the long run, . more efficient
to train typists quickly when needed, since typing is a relatively eas; skin to acquire,
than to perpetuate wage scales based on status and prestige. Governments are slow,
however, to make these changes.

Differentials Based on Race

Many of the skilled jobs in developing countries have traditionally been held by
Europeans who had to be paid four or five times the normal wage to attract them to
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places far away from home. What happens when a European railroad engineer leaves,
and you replace him with an African engineer? Do you pay the African the wage paid
the European, or do you admit that the higher wage was out of line and should be
brought down? This is a difficult political decision, but unless these situations are
rectified, the wage structure wil I continue to be distorted.

Urban-Rural Differentials

Per capita income among urban workers is greater than per capita income in rural areas.
This has many undesirable effects, but there appears to be no ready solution for the
problem. We have no evidence from developed countries that rural areas gain with
respect to urban areas in the development process. Table three shows that in the
twentieth century, earnings in manufacturing were higher in all of the countries cited
except New Zealand. In a number of countries they were more than twice as high.
Furthermore, in all countries but the United States and New Zealand, the ratio of
earnings in manufacturing to those in agriculture was actually higher in the twentieth
century than it had been in the nineteenth.

Table 3

Trends in Ratio of Money Income Per Person Engaged in Manufacturing
To That Per Person Engaged in Agriculture

Country Early Period Recent Period

Period Ratio Period Ratio

France 1815-1898 1.50 1906-1949 1.89
Germany 1882-1899 1.42 1905-1951 2.16
Sweden 1869-1901 1.81 1909-1951 2.52
United Kingdom 1895 1.08 1911-1954 1.46
Italy 1862-1901 .94 1906-1954 1.63
Hungary 1899-1901 1.66 1911-1943 2.12
Japan 1878-1902 2.29 1903-1942 2.41
Canada 1880-1900 1.23 1910-1953 2.03
United States 1869-1899 2.17 1904-1954 1.67
Australia 1891-1901 .71 1911-1939 1.04
New Zealand 1901 .65 1926-1936 .53

Source: Hagen, Everett E., "An Economic Justification of Protectionism," The
Quarterly Journal of Economics, November, 1958.

Table four gives further evidence of the inability of agricultural income to catch up
with that of. other sectors. We note that the relationship has improved substantially
since 1940 in all three of the advanced countries for which data is given, but that per
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capita income in the primary sector remains far below that of other sectors. The im-
provement which is evident is the result of deliberate governmental intervention on
behalf of agriculture in the form of subsidies. This can be attempted only as the
agricultural sector shrinks in a modern society. Nevertheless, subsidies reflect mainly
political reasoning and are not good economic policy.

Table 4

Economic Structure of Rich and Poor Countries

Per Capita Income in the Primary Sector as Percentage of the Per Capita Income
In the Other Sectors*

Period England United States Apan

1301-1400 79
1401-1500 70

1501-1600 66
1601-1700 69

1701-1800 50
1801-1810 52
1811-1820 53

1821-1830 34 34

1831-1840 44 35

1841-1850 43 36

1851-1860 44 37

1861-1870 48 39

.1871-1880 43 37

1881-1890 43 37 33

1891-1900 42 45 39

1901-1910 43 40 40

1911-1920 44 42 42

1921-1930 44 29 35

1931-1940. 49 33 26

1941-1950 71 55 --
1951-1960 76 49 37

*Computed from G.F. Steffen, Studien zur Geschichte der Englischen Lohnarbeiter
(1905), Vols. 411, III; A.L. Bow ey, Wages and Income in the United Kingdonsince.
1860 (1937); A .L. Bowley, Wages, Earnings and Hours7WoM7k, 1914-47rr
J.R. Bellerby, Agriculture and IndustrY7TONT, and at ishecl paper by W.L.
Posthumus; K. Okkawa, The Growth Rate of the Japanese &Tam (1957).

Source: Zimmerman, L.J., Poor Lands Rich Lands: The Widening Ga , New York,

Random House, 1965.
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Because of the above evidence, it is difficult to foresee that greater urban-rural wage
equity can be expected in the foreseeable future . Some argue that an urban wage
freeze might help, but this is likely, at best, to be temporary in its effects'and may
have political disadvantages. The smaller urban sector is better organized, more easily
aroused, and in a more strategic position to upset the country's economic and political
equilibrium than the rural population.

DETERMINING WAGE POLICY

There are no general set rules for determining wages. Wage differentials should be
studied with great care, and education may be used to increase the supply of skilled
labor where most needed. Collective agreements between labor and management or
between iabor, management, and the government should be encouraged. There should
be close cooperation between educational, manpower, and financial authorities.

Minimum Wages

In many developing countries, particularly in Asia and Africa, the masses of unskilled
workers are in a bad bargaining position. The minimum wage is the going wage, and
it may be below the subsistence level . Establishing a legal minimum is always difficult;
but it becomes particularly so in developing countries with limited resources and great
economic problems. What should be used as a criterion? Should we consider human
need or stark economic reality? In agriculture and mining it might be wise to set rela-
tively high wages, in order to attract people to these sectors. However, if wages are
too high, investment will flow from labor-intensive to capital-intensive industries and
employment will be affected adversely. It is also dangerous to set wages too high in
the modern sector. The result would be an increased influx from the rural areas. One
must somehow strike a balance between the need to attract both workers and investment
capital to certain industries.

Traditional Payments

Although traditional payments cannot, and should not, be totally abolished, they are
economically difficult to defend in that they relate wages to criteria other than pro-
ductivity. There are two kinds of traditional paymentsin the one, wages are related
to seniority, and in the second, wages consist of payments in kind. The first is partic-
ularly prevalent in India and parts of Asia, and, to a somewhat lesser extent, in Africa.
Each year wages are increased as a reward for faithful service. Thus, old workers with
little or no skill receive better pay than young, highly skilled workers. Payments in
kind are very limiting to the economic development of the region in which they are
common. The/ also are not attractive to workers with any education or training and
cannot serve as an accurate measure of the workers' worth .

Recommendations

It is not advisable to freeze wages in the urban sector, but, at the same time, it is not
wise to allow all profits to flow into increased wages. The manpower planner should
realize the importance of having the fruits of increased productivity go into new invest-
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ments as well as wage increases. Productivity measurements are crude, but some
attempt should be made to apportion economic gain between labor and management.

The central government is il I-advised to lay down an entire wage structure, but it may
make recommendations for key rates. For example, in some African countries key
wage rates are set for truck drivers and typists. These key rates can then guide labor
and management in establishing other wages. The public sector can perhaps become
a partner in the wage-setting process but must not assume sole responsibil ity. Tri-
partite labor-management-government councils have been attempted in Africa and in
Asia with some success.

Opinions differ about whether modern industry, which can afford to pay higher wages,
should do so in the face of the low wages prevailing in other sectors of the economy.
Some feel that these companies should keep their wages down. Nearly every develop-
ing country has a.dual economy, however. Labor markets are not perfect and cannot
be forced to function perfectly. They can be watched, however, to assure that things
do not get out of hand.
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C. THE ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR PLANNING

INTRODUCTION

In manpower planning, as in any other systematic national effort, success or failure
often depends on the institutions rivai table to carry out the proposed programs. The
best thinking and most carefully worked out strategies are useless if the proper chan-
nels are lacking for their implementation. It should always be kept in mind, however,
that it is the objective of any organizational arrangement to facilitate the work to be
done. New organizational units may be needed to corry out new functions, but only
if existing bodies cannot be used to do so. The kind of '...amework required for a par-
ticular plan is shaped by the nature of the plan itself. Mr. Hilliard cautions against
the negative effecs that result from establishing too complex a bureaucracy. Such a
system impedes communication between the various levels of the administrative appar-
atus, causes crucial time lags, and often results in frustration on the part of those for
whose benefit the plan was originally developed. Mr. Hilliard calls implementation
the most difficult stage of manpower planning. In the process, the planner must be sen-
sitive to many phenomena entirely outside of what is usually associated with manpower
research--mong other things to the political possibilities in the nation concerned.

Mr. Earl suggests that anyone wishing to assess the nature and effectiveness of a par-
ticular manpower policy ask how this policy is made. Thus he would pose questions
regarding the identity of the decision-makers, their location in the hierarchy, and the
position in the decision-making apparatus of the main body executing manpower pol-
icy. He feels that most.countries have some commitment to full employment and to the
efficient utilization of manpower, but that the extent of these commitments and the
true character of the manpower policy cannot be determined unless the institutional
process is analyzed.

The role of institutions in the process of human resources development is discussed by
Mr. Levine. He divides all jobs into three large categories--those for which tech-
nical knowledge is the key element, those for which occupational skills are of prime
importance, and those which require so little of either that they do not call for any
type of specialized training. Different training institutions are needed for eaCh group.
Mr. Levine mentions a `number of these and evaluates the benefits of training inside
and outside the formal school system.

Mr. Merson is concerned with the institutions needed to carry out an active employ-
ment policy. He discusses the elements of such a policy, evolves an eight point
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program designed to achieve it, and lists its objectives. In a subsequent lecture, Mr.
Merson outlines a possible government organizational structure to put the manpower
policy into effect. He also shows how a comprehensive national manpower policy
may produce increases in the GNP and expresses himself in favor of a manpower policy
which focuses on the improvement and utilization of the current labor force, rather
than one which is mainly oriented toward the future. In conclusion, he reiterates that
manpower planning and the implementation of plans is a highly complex undertaking,
but that the U.S. Government through the Agency for International Development is
able to offer a considerable variety of consulting services.



IMPLEMENTATION OF MANPOWER PROGRAMS

John F. Hilliard

My talk today focuses on the functions and problems of manpower planning. An unfor-
tunate popular conception equates the sum and total of manpower planning efforts with
manpower studies and research alone . Indeed, so pervasive is this line of thinking,
that 90 percent of the manpower studies undertaken in developing countries never bear
fruit in terms of leading to action programs. This, in turn, has led to an agonizing
re ppraisal in many countries, including our own, of the very value of manpower plan-
ning.

The scholarly purposes of manpower planning are only incidental to the primary aim of
developing courses of action. It is in finding solutions that the manpower planner make
his contribution, and the following areas beyond the research phase can be suggested.

FACTORS IN MANPOWER PLANNING

Impact of Modernization

Most planners fail to grasp the impact on employment of a basic policy of moderniza-
tion for industry and agriculture. Even though modernization schemes are often under-
taken as a means of creating employment, they usually have virtually no effect on
unemployment.- Emigration is many times more effective as a means of reducing unem-
ployment in a country. For example, Jamaica's five year development program, 1958
through 1962, created some 7,000 new jobs as a result of industrial expansion on that
island. During the same period, however, 30,000 persons emigrated to North America.
I am not advocating emigration as a solution to unemployment, since the people in-
volved are generally the ones who can most contribute to their own country's devel-
opment. Nevertheless, we should recognize that the conventional outlook regarding
employment may no longer be appropriate.

Urbanization

The manpower planner frequently does not include urbanization as one of his most
pressing problems. Yet, no big city in the world escapes the mass influx of job seekers
from the country, which is accompanied by high levels of unemployment. The efforts
of the city planner should be intimately linked with those of the planners in the fields
of manpower, education, health, etc. When crises of violence erupt in the city, the
trigger is usually unemployment.
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Education

The qualitative aspects of manpower should be considered by manpower planners. Mod-
ernization demands fewer but more highly qualified workers, and studies have shown a
positive correlation between educational levels and productivity. The economic value
of education has led many countries to adopt various forms of worker training and develi-
opment.

Choices Regarding Technology

The manpower planner is apt to involve himself in the problem of conflicting choices
regarding the allocation of resources--labor-intensive versus capital-intensive. Yet
there are fields which can absorb a good deal of labor in a blend of modern and tra-
ditional technology. Cost/benefit ratios are a much better guide in this kind of plan-
ning than the vaguer resource intensity considerations.

Population Policy

The question of population policy involves two main aspects: a) moral values and re-
ligious precepts, and b) social policy and economic consequences. Although the man-
power planner is not qualified to address himself to the moral implications, he should
be conversant with the social and economic aspects.

Wages and Salaries

In many developing countries, on the other hand, the inherited colonial wage and
salary structure has been an impediment to development. Incentives are geared to the
least productive areas, resulting in a maldistribution of the labor force. It is not sug-
gested that the manpower planner right the wrongs of centuries, but, like the country
doctor, he should be able to intelligently diagnose the problem, regardless of whether
his advice is acted upon.

Motivation and Morale

Perhaps the most important factor in national development is the deep-seated will to
develop of the majority of the citizens. Although people respond to the larger issues
of national pride and patriotism, such stimulants eventually erode, unless they can be
identified with concrete ways for self-improvement and betterment by the populace.
During World War II, the United States, labor force participation rate of women and
older people was quite on a par with that of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
which was using coercion. Yet, today the Soviets have outdone us in guiding their
people to critical occupations through the um of highly effective incentives. The
entire incentive system should be reshaped, so that over the span of the economic devel-
opment plan, built-in incentives are provided to encourage people to enter jobs most
important to national development.
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Investment in Education

Education and manpower planners should act jointly to develop educational programs
rather than have separate doctrines. There are a myriad of proposals forwarded on the
allocation of resources for education. Some planners favor concentrating most re-
sources on university education. But good higher education is of no value if a solid
base of primry and secondary schooling is lacking. A systems approach is best for
solving this dilemma.

Vocational education is also controversial, with some planners highly in favor of hav-
ing such education in schools, while others consider it wasteful and emphasize on-the-
job training as the answer. Vocational education as a part of general education is yet

another possibility. Such an investment is cheaper and less time-consuming than for-
malized vocational school programs. Good general education was once considered too
expensive as it does not train people for specific jobs, but this kind of thinking has
receded in recent years. Planners are increasingly recognizing that nothing can re-
place the solid base provided by a good general education.

Women in the Labor Force

Not very long ago it was vaguely immoral for women to work in the United States, yet
now women constitute a very large and productive part of the American labor force.
In other parts of the world, women have not yet assumed a place in the cash economy

of their countries. But growing numbers of women are attending schools in Africa, the
Middle East, and Latin America, and these can never return to their traditional roles.
In view of this smouldering female revolution, planners will be increasingly concerned
with the problems of integrating women in the labor force without creating employment
crises.

In summary, while we must continue our emphasis on quantitative aspects, we must
increase our study of qualitative and long-range issues. Most developing countries
have adopted the definitions of manpower, employment, and unemployment, etc. used
here in Washington, D.C., yet these may be totally unacceptable to existing situa-
tions elsewhere. Therefore, definitions need to be modified for your own purposes.
Developing countries with similar problems should get together and work out their own

definitions.

IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN

Implementation, which implies the mobilization of resources for the attainment of spe-
cific goals, is the most difficult stage of manpower planning. A country's manpower
supply is its one resource that cannot be stockpiled. The planning and handling of
human resources must be carried out as carefully and intelligently as possible. In all
of his endeavors, however, the planner must guard against too much organization.
Lurking in everyone is the virus of bureaucracy.

Occasionally, the specific manpower needs projected in a development plan may not

be consonant with the real needs of the country. In India, for example, the second
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five year plan included a projected need for civil engineers which was based on the

experience of the last years of the culonial period. Since the British were concerned
mostly with building earth works, and since the need in independent India was for
electrical and chemical engineers, the quota of civil engineers derived from colonial
experience was, of course, too high. A group of United States advisors convinced the
Indian government of this fact, and the result was that night classes were established
and university curricula were revised to encourage students to choose chemical and
electrical rather than civil engineering.

This example suggests that those implementing a manpower plan should not be satisfied
with a passive role. The manpower office should play a creative part in planning, by
challenging statistics and by staying in the forefront of thought about the nature and

timing of projecting manpower needs.

In addition, the manpower planner has an educational role to play. He must constantly
try to interpret and explain the importance of human resources planning at all levels
of society, in order to make manpower planning a national concern. In some countries,

manpower planners have a tendency to hoard their knowledge and keep their surveys

and research secret. These practices discourage the diffusion of interest in manpower
problems. The planner's goal should be, rather, to stimulate others to do research and

to spread enthusiasm for the kinds of problems which concern him.

A POLICY OF FULL EMPLOYMENT

Lewis H. Earl

Each country has a manpower policy either clearly enunciated and published, as in
International Labor Office Convention 122, or hidden in the subconscious actions which
affect manpower. The latter was the case in the United States until recently. The man-
power policy determines how manpower will be utilized, allocated, and developed for
national objectives.

A passive manpower policy, i.e. ignoring the rrznpower factor in all policies and pro-
grams for economic growth, may be the simplest way of insuring that manpower policy
is coordinated with other economic and social policies. But it is hard to imagine a
society that does not have some programs or policies that are based on an underlying
assumption of some rationalized utilization of manpower. Programs for education, de-
fense, stabilization of currency,, conservation of natural resources, etc., carry basic

assumptions with respect to ;,anpower utilization.
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Most free countries have made some commitme.:It to the objective of full employment.

ILO Convention 122 has established the standard of "full, productive, and freely cho-

sen employment" as a common objective. This standard is subject to considerable

variation depending on the, interpretation given to the terms "full, " '"productive, " and

"freely chosen." "Full employment," for instance, is hard to quantify. In the United

States, 3.8 percent of the labor force is unemployed; in Sweden, only .7 percent of

the labor force is unemployed. Does either, or neither, country have full employment?

The term "productive" is also subject to a variety of interpretations. By "freely cho-

sen," we usually mean individual freedom in occution choice and in the movement

from one occupation to another.

Full employment is only one of many national objectives or goals. The national com-
mitment to full employment may need to be balanced against commitments to other
national objectives such as a stable currency, a favorable balance of trade, a satisfac-

tory level of foreign exchange reserves, stable wages and prices, agrarian reform, and

adequate national defense. The true character of manpower policy may be determined

by the degree to which it is compromised with other national objectives with which it

may conflict.

Despite declarations of a clearly stated manpower policy, the real test of what the

national manpower policy is may be determined by the adjustments (social, cultural,

etc.) that are made to accommodate other national objectives. An active manpower
policy determines the programs for its implementation and the institutions and agencies
which will administer these programs. Manpower programs and institutions, in turn,
affect, and often determine, the final nature of manpower policy.

Therefore, in analyzing the kind of manpower policy a country has, it is advisable to
begin by asking how manpower policy is made. Who are the decision makers who set

forth the policy--the president, the legislative body, pimning groups? What other
decisions or policies are made by the same authorities? Should manpower policy be

made by the same authority responsible for its execution? Which national organiza-
tion has the greatest responsibility for the implementation of manpower policy? Does

its loc-Ation in the decision-making apparatus insure that manpower policy will not be
ked when other decisions are made? How is manpower policy-making influ-
y other decisions? What is the relationship of manpower policy to overall

..cy-making?

An evaluation of a particular manpcower policy also calls for an investigation of the
procedures used by the agencies and organizations making and implementing policy.

A pertinent question that might be raised is--what are the elements of a manpower

prograin and how are they related? Guidelines to the parts of a manpower program are

presented in a recommendation adopted in 1964 by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development which enumerates various elements such as employment

services, training and retraining, geographic mobility, and assistance to marginal

groups of the labor force. The employment service implements manpower policy on

the local level. Training and retraining programs are important in a rapidly changing

society. An active manpower policy recognizes the need for retraining. Geographic

mobility can be handled either by moving people to the jobs or moving jobs to the
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people. A combination of these may be best. The OECD also recommended special

assistance to economically disadvantaged groups such as women, older workers, handi-
capped workers, etc.

INSTITUTIONAL CHOICES FOR MANPOWER TRAINING

Joshua M. Lvine

DETERMINING THE TRAINING OBJECTIVE

Mr. Walsh demonstrated the need to examine the preparation received by the labor
force. He pointed out that this can be accomplished by studying three main elements
that go into qualifying a labor force: 1) basic education, 2) technical knowledge,
3) occupational skills. He also stated that any job can be analyzed on the basis of
these three elements, that within each job the quantity and importance of these ele-
ments may vary, and that the kind and extent of training or education must be directed
towards these variations. My purpose is to discuss the role of institutions with respect
to the variations in these three basic elements.

In some jobs, technical knowledge is the kiy element and occupational skills are of
proportionately minor importance. In such jobs, basic education itself may be rela-
tively unimportant to job performance but serves as a necessary prerequisite to the
acquisition of technical knowledge. In other jobs, occupational skills are extremely
important, while technical knowledge plays a very small role. For these jobs, basic
education can be limited to that required for the acquisition of the occupational skill.
Finally, there are jobs which demand very small amounti of technical knowledge and
so little of occupational skill that they can be performed without any type of special-
ized training. There is a great deal of philosophical and academic argument about
this point, but we will return to this discussion later.

MATCHING OBJECTIVES AND INSTITUTIONS

If we look at jobs in this way, the functions of various kinds of institutions in preparing
the labor force become clearer. Unfortunately, no country has thus far devised the
best possible mix of the various kinds of education needed for different job levels. To
a degree, therefore, what we say here is theoretical and conjectural. There is no
"conventional wisdom" on this subject, and many doubt that there ever will be. All
we can do is transmit to you some of the accumulated experiences of people who have
worked in this field and hope that you will arrive at the best answers for your own
country.
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In every country there are many institutions which contribute to preparing the labor
force. The most common, of course, are the schools. Vocational training for informa-
tion may be provided in both elementary and secondary schools. It has been observed,
however, that in developing countries the number of people who stay in school long
enough to reach secondary school is comparatively small . Accordingly, some people
argue that vocational training should be provided as early as possible, so that anyone
who has had a few years of school will have been exposed to some form of vocational
education. Others feel that the child at elementary school age is incapable of prof-
itably absorbing occupational skill and that vocational education should, therefore,
not be offered until the secondary school level .

At the secondary level, some nations have tried to prepare individuals for the world of
work by establishing physically separate vocational schools under the supervision of
the formal -ohool system. Others have tried including vocational courses as part of
the regular academic curriculum. Still others, of course, have never attempted to pro-
vide any vocational education at all .

Another publiz system for vocational training is one which is not normally under the
supervision of any government ministry but receives guidance from an advisory body in
which the ministries of education and labor, as well as employers and the trade unions,
are represented. It is financed by payroll taxes charged to employers. First developed
in Europe, this system grew rapidly in Latin America and elsewhere. The payroll tax
assures these vocational training programs a permanent income, and the fact they are
not connected with any government agency means that their administrators are rela-
tively free to make policy decisions. Thus these programs tend to be more flexible
than the formal school system and can use the guidance of the private sector to deter-
mine manpower needs. In Latin America, examples of such training institutions are
SENAI and SENAC in Brazil, COMET in Argentina, INCE in Venezuela, SENA in
Colombia, SENATI in Peru, and INA in Costa Rica-.

It is imperative not to overlook the training capacity of industry, commerce, and agri-
culture. In the United States, research on sources of labor force preparation l has in-
dicated that about 65 percent of the United States' labor force is trained on the job.
It appears, then, that on-the-job training cannot be overlooked in any national train-
ing plan .

Another interesting fact which came to light is that the armed forces constitute the
second most important source of trained people. The part played by the military es-
tablishment in occupational training is often overlooked on the unspoken assumption
that preparation is provided only for military occupations. It has been clearly demon-
strated in the United States, however, that in several occupational areas the military
is not merely one of the sources of trained labor but indeed is the primary and most
important source. This was particularly true in the air transportation and aircraft

1

U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, Manpower/Automation Re-
search Monograph No. 2, Formal Occupational Training of Adult Workers, December,
1964.
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industries after World War II, when the experience of so many military-trained pilots,
navigators, and aircraft repairmen was transferred directly to civilian occupations.
Similarly, television and electronics manufacturers eagerly sought men who had worked
in radar and other communications media during wartime military service. The same
factors apply, although to a lesser degree, to peacetime military skills. The useful-s
ness of the military services for occupational training is beginning to be recognized in
developing countries, but they have rarely been relied on as an integral part of a
national plan for labor force preparation.

The correspondence school is third in importance as a source of technical education
and vocational preparation in the United States. Its curricula may cover the entire
field of education from elementary and secondary through higher studies, including
specialized postgraduate work. It has only recently been recognized as a bona fide
institution of higher learning.

Still another source of trained manpower is the private training institution. In the
United States, these institutions are most common in connection with commercial train-
ing (typists, stenographers, bookkeepers, accountants), but they have also been signif-
icant contributors to .training for occupations in electronics, aviation, and other indus-
tries.

Technical schools or institutes usually arrange their curricula very specifically to pro-
duce competence in certain middle-level manpower areas such as junior engineers,
accountants, medical technicians, and the like. Interestingly, many technical insti-
tutes in the United States have developed into four-year colleges or universities, al-
though they continue to specialize in technical or scientific fields. Notable among
these are the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York, and the Massachu-
setts InstitUte of Technology in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The junior college provides two years of post high school education, and most junior
colleges design their curricula to enable students to complete the remaining two years
required for the Bachelor degree at a regular university. Junior colleges are not usu-
ally directed towards any specific vocation but simply extend the basic education of
primary and secondary systems to somewhat higher levels.

Thus far we have only mentioned the colleges and universities themselves in passing
and have entirely overlooked the interesting recent developments with respect to grad-.
uate study. A growing number of university graduates go on to acquire advanced de-
grees. This is the result of the increasing demands made by professional work.

The manixwer planner should be aware of these various sources of labor folte prepar-
ation, their strengths and weaknesses, and their purposes, as it is he who must advise
his government on the best Use of these programs. His position is crucial to the process
of decision-making in the area of hUman resource development, and the inVentory of
educational systems is an indispensable guide to him.
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CHOOSING INSTITUTIONS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

It is one thing to make decisions concerning manpower institutions in a country in
which basic education is available for virtually every member of society, and quite
another in a country where the educational system struggles to achieve an elementary
education for only about one-half of its population. To demonstrate the differences in
potential decisions in this area, I would like to compare for you the educational sys-
tems of a Latin American country, with which I happen to be familiar, and that of my
own country.

In the Latin American country 88,000 children, almost all of those eligible, enter the
first grade. Only 33,000 enter the second grade. This decline continues until only
920, or a little over one percent, finish secondary school (see graph*No. 16). Only
170 or ,2 percent of the original 88,000 graduate from the university. Although the
country I am describing exhibits one of the worst educational sih.sations in Latin Ames -
ica, it is not atypical among developing countries. In a much wealthier Latin Ameri-
can nation, only 2.7 percent graduate from high school and .5 percent, from the uni-
versity. By comparison, in the United States 63 percent of those who enter the first
grade graduate from high school and 15 percent graduate from college.

GRAPH 16
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As the curve for the Latin American country indicates, very few of those who might be
taught ever reach the secondary school level. To me the implications of this fact for
planning vocational training are very clear. Those persons who are most likely to
enter the subprofessional or skill areas have already dropped out of the system
by the time the secondary level has been reached. If they are to acquire occupational
skills, the training will have to be offered outside the formal school system.
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Furthermore, if the reasonable assumptiOn is made that the portion of the population
which moves through the secondary system is likely to aim for managerial, administra-
tive, and professional jobs rather than for those requiring vocational skills, therr,the
wisdom of trying to incOrporate vocational training in secondary schools becomes even
more questionable. Theessential prerequisites for management,, administrative, and
professional jobs are basic education and technical knowledge. Occupational skill is
much less important. Thus the.planner should devise an educational system in which
training for occupational skills plays only a small role in the preparation of people
for these higher level jobs.

it must be pointed out that a country's educational pyramid is not static. A multitude
of pressures for change are exerted on it. Rising aspirations and increasing recognition
i-hat higher levels of living are achievable only within the context of a complex society
are two of the powerful forces which will tend to widen the educational pyramid of a
country. The planner must take these forces into account. With or without planning,
the number of people-completing the third, fourth, and ultimately the sixth and eighth
grades will increase. And as these numbers increase, the decisions concerning the
allocation of funds and the distribution of responsibility for education and training will
also change.

Let us examine some of the factors which influence such decisions. I have arrived at
my own conclusions, and my bias may show. The first factor is very simply a matter of
money. Most educational systems in developing countries cannot afford vocational
training which is the most expensive kind of education. Such training is from five to
13 times more expensive than standard basic education. In other words, the cost of an
hour, a month or,a year of vocational training for one student is the same as the cost
of an hour, -a month or a year of education in reading, writing, and arithmetic for from
five to .13 students: When a developing noion feces the problem of allocating scarce
funds to an impoverished educational system in which the demand for funds always
greatly exceeds the supply, it can make an investment in vocational training only at
the expense of many other needy areas.

The second important consideration is that until the educational pyramid widens to the
point where a substantial portion of the labor force is successfully moving through the
secondary school system, vocational education as part of that school system is wasted.
It simply does not reach those people who wish to become craftsmen.

Third, the economists as well as entrepreneuri have come to recognize that vocational
training has a market value. They have found that a trained worker's increased pro-
ductivity more than compensates for the cost of training him. Thus, it is profitable
to train the work force. From this point of view, that sector of the economy which
most profits from the training should bear the burden of the cost of the training. Vo.,
cationai training is one area in which the government should take every opportunity
to shift -1.1e burden to private industry.

Finally, the efficiency of on-the-job training is much higher for a variety of reasons
including better facilities for demonstration and reduced inputs of nonessential
ing. Furthermore, the worker is more highly motivated because of the direct relation-
ship between learning and application .
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I have come to the conclusion that a nation's soundest investment in vocational pre-
paration is one which emphasizes training outside the formal school system. Nor am I
alone in reaching this conclusion. No less a philosopher on the human resource devel-
opment problem than Mr. Frederick Harbison holds very firmly to this view and so, to
a degree, does my colleague Mr. Walsh.

ADMINISTRATIO AND INSTITUTIONS FOR TH2

DISTRIBUTION Ai:, 1r4ILIZATION OF MANPOWER I

Burnie Merson

FACTORS AffECTING DEMAND AND SUPPLY

Before any action can be taken on manpower planning there must be a body of accepted
doctrine to use as a base. But while one should think in terms of the doctrine, one
must be ready to reexamine and reevaluate one's assumptions at all times.

The field of manpower requires macroanalysis by its very nature, and unless we study
the iemand for and supply of labor in this manner, we shall be able to make little if
any sense out of the mass of details with which we must work. As Mr. Walsh pointed
out yesterday, for instance, when a worker is retrained to take a higher skill position,
he leaves a vacancy in a lower skill. This illustrates clearly the link between the up-.
grading of skills and job creation. A manpower planner must use this kind of analysis
if he wishes to keep track of important relationships.

Another example of the interdependence of demand and supply may be found in such
measures as minimum wage legislation. While it affects the supply of workers via mon-
etary incentives and is a socially desirable goal in itself, it also affects the demand
side of the market. The workers will have more money and thus greater purchasing
power. This in turn will call for the production of more goods, which requires addi-
tional workers. As the worker gets more money, he is also likely to increase his sav-
ings which become available for investment. This furthb. Senefits the demand for labor.

The impact of such measures as payroll taxes is also double-edged but on the negative
side. While such a tax may seem to be a good means of financing training, it may
affect employment adversely since it represents higher labor costs.

Labor-management relations also affect the demand for and supply of labor. If, for
example, contract negotiations reuch an impasse and a strike results, a plant ceases to
produce .3ncl, therefore, needs no new supplies. As a result, suppliers may cut back
production and lay off workers. It may set off a chain reaction with losses which may
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not be fully recoverable after the original strike has been settled. The graph No. 17
illustrates the interrelationship of the demand for, and supply of, labor.

I GRAPH 17
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AN ACTIVE MANPOWER AND EMPLOYMENT POLICY

The acronym AMEP embodied in the title of graph No. 17 signifies the broad challenge
facing the manpower expert. Within this broad framework, FAUWISO signifies the
acronym for labor force formation, allocation, utilization, welfare, incentives, statis-
tics, and organizations--the essential elements needed to formulate an active manpower
policy. Each element represents an integral element of the total unit the manpower
administrator must oversee. A summary of these elements is presented in graph No. 18.

Formation

As a country industrializes, it is faced with the problem of obsolete skills. The new
jobs which accompany industrialization often 7orce people with old skills into the ranks
of the unemployed. The manpower administrator must address himself to this problem.
A mobile labor force may be an answer, but some countries discourage mobility, feel-
ing that it is better to concentrate training in a formal educational system. In the
United States, we encourage worker mobility because we believe thot a great many
skills are acquired as workers move from job to job. The administrator must decide
which is the best policy in view of the economic system of the country concerned. Pro-
fessknal societies, books, and coreign technical assistance programs are also useful in
forming a qualified labor force.
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GRAPH 18
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Allocation

While maintaining freedom of choice, the manpower administrator must provide the
best -organization of the labor market to attain the country's social, economic, and
political objectives. He may implement his plans in a variety of ways, such as giving
financial help to those wishing to study abroad in needed fields of study. The admin-
istrator must also chcose between allocating labor to the private or public sector and
to the military or civilian sectors.

Utilization

Since we are striving for increased productivity, we do not want to waste menhours on
strikes. Thus peaceful labor-management relations are important for the most effective
utilization of human resources. Good working conditions also affect productivity, as
do the hours of work. Failure to utilize manpower effectively results, furthermore, from
discrimination against minorities in hiring and training.
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Welfare

Human capital is different from other kinds of capital in that it requires constant main-
tenance. The human being is not just a factor of production but, the main reason for
the existence of the entire economic system. It is the purpose of this system to enhance
the human being's welfare. Manpower planners must particularly look after the welfare
of the workers, since others are farther removed from their problems and thus do not see
them .

Incentives

People will train and educate themselves in order to attain money and prestige, which
are often synonymous. However, cultural attitudes toward various jobs may also serve
to attract people to some jobs while avoiding others. It is the manpower administra-
tor's responsibility to recognize the best incentives for a given society and to manipu-
late them as required by the situation.

Statistics

While projections into the future have a value, we should not forget that we might die
now while looking at the difficulties of the future. We must know the facts as they are
today in order to meet present needs os well as prescribe measures to attain future goals.
For this we need substantial statistics. These must constantly be refined in order to
keep them abreast of the purposes for which they are to be used.

Organizations

This seems to be the area where the Agency for International Development can help
developing countries most effectively. Many countries do not have the necessary in-
stitutions for the distribution and utilization of manpower. Former colonies suffer
acutely from this problem because the colonizing country generally provided services
and administrators from the home country, When colonization ended, the former col-
onies were suddenly faced with having to develop an entire administrative apparatus.

A summary view of the objectives of an active manpower and employment policy is as
follows:

POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

Reduce structural unemployment
Expand employment levels

Enhunce quality and efficiency of the labor fcrce
Achieve decent working conditions

Advance the dignity and freedom of workers by
means of fiscal and monetary measures and ed-
ucation, population, and AMEP policies.
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ADMINISTRATION AND INSTITUTIONS FOR THE

DISTRIBUTION AND UTILIZATION OF MANPOWER It

Burnie Merson

Previous discussions on manpower problems have stressed the importance of a conceptual
framework for manpower policy-making. Ince policy and plans have been established,
however, the institutional and administrative structure of a country is needed to system-
atically put them into effect.

IMPLEMENTING AN ACTIVE MANPOWER AND EMPLOYMENT POLICY

The first step in the application of an active manpower and employment policy is a
public announcement, on the very highest level, of the government's commitment to
that policy. In the United States, commitment began with the Employment Act of 1944
which placed the national resources behind the goal of full employment. The Manpower
Development and Training Act later reaffirmed this commitment and provided for an
annual report ot the President on manpower. Other countries have committed them-
selves to an active manpower policy by adopting the International Labor Organization's
Conventior 122 and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development's
"Recommendation of the Council on Manpower Policy as a Means for the Promotion of
Economic Growth." Some countries have" Chosen to include the goal fo full emplor
ment in their five, 10, or 15 year development plans.

After a government has publicly expressed its manpower objectives, it must furnish the
institutions Which will work to achieve these objectives. Both the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers and the Joint Economic Committee of the United States Congress came

into being as a result of the Employment Act of 1946.

The Department of Labor always plays a vital role in the implementation of manpower
policy. Graph 19 suggests one possible organization for an effective ministry of labor.

Although the ministry of labor is normally the chief institution for carrying out an ac-
tive employment policy, it must often share responsibility for manpower programs with
other ministries and agencies of the government. In the United States, for example,
much of the responsibility for the enforcement of indUstrial safety legislation and labor
standards lies outside the Department of Labor in such agencies as the Federal Aviation
Agency, the Bureau of Mines, and the Interstate Commerce Commission. The Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare and the Social Security Administration are in
charge of welfare programs affecting the labor force. In any country, overall respon-
sibility for manpower planning and programs should reside at the highest level of gov-
ernment to insure a coordinated effort.
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Economic Arguments for Manpower Programs

A manpower administrator who wants to win support for more extensive manpower pro-
grams might, show how increases in Gross National Product may be the product of
effective and comprehensive manpower planning. Rising inputs of manpower as well
as larger inputs of capital result iniricreases in Gross National Product. The manpower
administrator may point out that the first of these inputs can be increased by reducing
discriminatory employment and by improving training programs, so that a job seeker
with inadequate qualifications can be prepared to fill a job vacancy. Manpower
planning can contribute to the increased productivity of both the labor and the physical
capital inputs in three ways. First, by improving the quality of labor through programs
to upgrade skills and achieve good labor-management relations; second, by improving
the nation's educational system as well as tl-e climate for research, both of which
would encourage advances in technology; third, by establishing wage policies which
assure an adequate income to the population.and thus help to increase demand.

GRAPH 20
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Graph No. 20 illustrates how manpoWer programs may also produce changes in the per
capita GNP of a country.

A manpower policy which focuses on the improvement and utilization of the Current
labor force will be more immediately productive than ovwz which directs its efforts
mainly towards the potential iabor force by improving ...ation. The sources of a
country's manpower are shown in graph No. 21.
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Gt2APH 21
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In the final analysis, the attainment of a country's development goals, which normally
include full, productive, and freely chosen employment, requires the commitment of
the nation's human, physical, *and institutional resources. While difficulties arise in
measuring each of these, institutional resources are perhaps the most elusive of the
three. An institution's influence and importance may be entirely out of proportion to
its physical plant. Morale, a major factor, is equally difficult to quantify.
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Part Two

MANPOWER POLICIES AND PROGRAMS
IN THE UNITED STATES

Approximately three weeks of the Seminar (October 24 to November (0) were devoted
to acquainting the participants with manpower i:olicies and programs in the United
States and allowing them to observe U.S. institutions in action. Lectures and a field
trip were incorporated into this program, directed by Raphael Brown.

In preparation for the field trip, several government officials gave the Seminar members
a broad background of the manpower situation in the United States and of some of the
important institutions involved in making manpower policies. On their return, Seminar
members heard additional speakers and were given the opportunity to pursue questions
of special interest further by having individual appointments wade for them.

For the sake of convenience in travel, and to accommodate divergent language groups,
different field trip itineraries were followed for Spanish and English speaking Seminar
members. The former traveled to Atlanta, Georgia, and San Antonio, Texas, whereas
the English speaking group went to Houston, Texas, and Kansas City, Missouri- The
two groups met at the third stop which was Knoxville, Tennessee. From there they
returned to Washington, D.C. Messrs. Raphael Brown and David G. Jaques, of the
U.S. Department of Labor, accompanied the Spanish speaking group, which also in-
cluded two interpreters. The English speaking group traveled under the leadership of
Mr. Ealton L. Nelson of the Agency for International Development and Mr. Frank
Dischel of the Department of Labor. Each group of participants selected a chairman,
who subsequently submitted a report on the respective group's impressions. The chair-
man of the Spanish group was Alberto R. Fulleda of Colombia, and for the English
speaking group, it was Abubakar Usman of Nigeria.



A. GENERAL ORIENTATION

INTRODUCTION

Part Two of the Seminar Proceedings are introduced by Mr. Stanley H. Ruttenberg. He
describes some of the r. soning behind U.S. manpower policy, summarizes the activi-
ties of the five burt withh-, the Labor Department's Manpower Administration re-
sponsible for manpower programs, and outlines important current programs aimed at
attaining full employment. Among these are efforts to reduce youth unemployment,
development programs for Labor surplus areas, and reaching the "hard-core unemployed"
by helping them to overcome some of the handicaps that disadvantaged groups face in
the labor market. Two of the Manpower Administration's activities mentioned by Mr.
Ruttenberg are discussed in greater detail by subsequent speakers. Thus Mr. Murray
discusses the Employment Service. He explains the joint Federal/State administration
of the Service, as well as the organizational structure, and the responsibilities of the
local employment offices. Mr. Eldridge elaborates on the organization of the appren-
ticeship system in the United States and the activities of the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training.

Female labor force participation in the United States proved to be of considerable in-
terest td the participants. Thus the Proceedings include contributions by three speak-
ers from the Women's Bureau of the Department of Labor providing the group with in-
fonnation on the functions of the Women's Bureau and statistics about woiking women.

Mr. Friedman discusses the role played by the AFL-CIO in the distribution and utili-
zatiOn of U.S. manpower. He feels that the Employment Service has not yet been
fully accepted in the United States, and that its offices are not used as widely as they
should be. He goes on to explain that the manpower functions of industrial and craft
unions differ widely. The former are not involved in the hiring process but try to in-
sure job security and manpower development through the collective bargaining process.
The craft unions, on the other hand, play an active part in the actual hiring and have
developed apprenticeship systems for training purposes. Mr. Henderson makes the last
contribution on U.S. manpower policies by summarizing the history of U.S. concern
with manpower and pointing out some of the persisting flaws in our policy. He lists
some of the nation's current.programs but adds that we must go beyond these, partic-
ularly if we want to alleviate unemployment and underemployment among the disad-
vantaged.
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MISSION AND FUNCTION OF THE MANPOWER

ADMINISTRATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MANPOWER

POLICY AND PROGRAMS

Stanley H. Ruttenberg

I would like to welcome all of you to the Seventh lnters.ational Manpower Seminar.
Through an exchange of information and ideas, we may arrive at some solutions to our
problems of development and effective utilization of human resources. I am happy to
have the opportunity of discussing with you what we are attempting to do in this coun-
try in the manpower field and hope that some of our experiences may provide you with
examples for developing your own manpower policies and programs. You must remem-
ber, however, that our programs are continually changing to meet new problems.

During the past five years, we have been giving special attention in the United States
to the better utilization of manpower as a basic resource in economic growth. Presi-
dent Kennedy initiated the intensified emphasis on manpower problems, and President
Johnson has continued to consider manpower programs a vital part of U.S. Government
policy. The President has expressed the view that the objectives of the Manpower Ad-
ministration should be geared to three fundamental goals: 1) developing the abilities
of our people, 2) creating jobs which make the most of these abilities, and 3) matching
jobs and people. In the Manpower Administration, we consider it our major mission
to provide leadership for the attainment of these goals. It is the action carried forward
in each community that will decide how well we achieve national objectives.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION

Meeting the objective of full, productive and freely chosen employment has required
some reorganization and regrouping of Federal Government agencies. Within the Man-
power Administration there are five main bureaus and offices responsible for manpower
programs. They are the Bureau of Employment Security, the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training, the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the Office of Manpower Policy, Eval-
uation and Research, and the Office of Financial and Management Services.

The Bureau of Employment.Security

Two major manpower programs are assigned to this Bureau--the Public Employment
Service and the Unemployment Insurance program. The Federal Government shares
the responsibility of these programs with the state governments.

The U.S. Employment Service plays a major role in the operation of our total manpower
program. It has more than 2,000 full-time operating offices in nearly as many commun-
ities in the country. Research is constantly in progress to improve its main function,
that of matching people with jobs. For instrince, research in occupations has resulted
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in a new Dictionary of Occupational Titles containing up-to-date descriptions of more
than 23,000 different occupations. Work with the disadvantaged required a complete
review of our General Aptitude T st Battery--a system we use to help workers determine
their natural aptitudes and to measure their proficiency in certain skills. We are cur-
rently dt.tveloping a non-verbal test battery for application to the educationally disad-
vantag,:..d. It is our hope that this will heip us develop suitable training for potential
workers whose educational.attainment is unusually low.

The Federal-State Unemployment Insurance System provides cash pviments to workers
wl'io become unemployed through no fault of their own. The amount paid, and the per-

for which it is received, is set by state governments and consequently varies from
state to state. The Federal Government would like to see unemployment insurance pay-
ments approximate 50 percent of the worker's former wages and would prefer that they
be paid f. r a period of at least 26 weeks. Some states meet, or ex:eed, these standards,
but, on the average, 'weekly benefits paid last year were about 35 to 40 percent of the
average Neekly wage.

About 30 percent of all non-agricultural wage and salary workers are covered by the
Federal-State Unemployment Insurance System; U.S. Government workers, members of
the Armed Forces; and railroad workers, have separate systems.

The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training

The American apprenticeship system is based on voluntary cooperation between man-
agement, labor, government, and schools. This cooperation is reflected by national
"joint apprenticeship cOmmittees" which are concerned primarily with developing min-
imum universal apprenticeship standards for a skilled trade and encouraging local
apprenticeship committees to accept these standards as a guide. The Bureau of Appren-
ticeship and Training also administers a program of industrial traing for foreign na-
tionals who come to the United States under U.S. Government sponsorship.

The Neighborhood Youth Corps

The Neighborhood Youth Corps, which is administered by the Manpower Administration,
is a work-experience" program for young people between the ages of 16 and 21 who
come from homes with incomes of less than $3,000 CI year. It aims at providing any
services that will increase the employability of youngsters in need.

The Office of Manpower Policy, Evaluation, and Research

Since the enactment of the Manpower Development and Training Program of 1962, this
Office has been responsible for the annual Manpower Report of the President, which
has become the major manpower doCument o t e liFTWunciates
policy, reviews current manpower developments, outlines major problems, and recom-
mends action for their solution. The President's Manpower Report represents the con-
sensui of the entire Executive Branch of our Government.
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The dynamic and changing programs in the manpower field require continual evaluation
if we are to accomplish our national objectives. OMPER has been charged with re-
viewing these programs to see that they meet the goals established for them. It must
constantly be sensitive to the impact of automation and technological progress, as well
as other structural economic changes on the nation's human resources. OMPER also
coordinates nation-wide research programs needed for evolving manpower and program
planning policies and administers funds to encourage manpower research in colleges
and universities.

The Office of Financial and Management Services

The programs of the Manpower Administration cost in excess of one billion dollars. In
supervising the allocation and control of these funds, the Assistant Secretary for Man-
power is aided by the Office of Financial and Management Services.

PROGRAMS FOR ATTAINING THE GOAL OF FULL EMPLOYMENT

Our manpower problems are brought about by structural changes in our society, and,
although we welcome the changes, they all have economic and social consequences
that affect each segment of society. In the past few years, we have made significant
progress in reducing the rate of unemployment, but, in spite of these, we continue to be
plagued with two and one-half million unemployed. We have difficulty bridging the
gap between school and employment for young people; we are faced with the pressure
of migration of underutilized manpower, located particularly in our urban slums and
rural areas; and we still have many disadvantaged groups as the hard-core of the unem-
ployed. Underlying all of these problems has long been the inadequacy of educational
opportunities for many.

One of our major manpower problems has been created by the great wave of teenagers
who have entered the labor force in recent years. In 1965, 550,000 of these young-
sters entered the civilian labor force, accounting for 40 percent of our labor force
growth in that year. Because we had programs designed especially to provide employ-
ment for youngsters, we were able to reduce the rate of unemployment among teenagers
during that year. In spite of this reduction (from 14.7 to 13.6 percent), unemployment
continued at an unacceptabie level. We have initiated a number of new, dynamic
programs designed to alleviate the explosive problem of jobless youths. We believe,
however, that the long-run solution to the interlocking problems of youth unemploy-
ment, lack of education, and poverty may be found in recent educational legislation.

American agriculture has been a source of some of our nation's greatest economic and
social achievements. Our agricultural output not only suR. most of the food and
fiber needed by our expanding population but helps to fe and clothe people all
over the world.

Despite dramatic advancements made in this sector of our economy, some of our farm
people continue to face severe problems of underemployment and poverty. Many travel
from area to area to obtain enough work for a livelihood, and many have left their
homes to seek a.new life in urban areas. This mass migration has not only left
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stagnating rural communities but has intensified the problems of overcrowded slum
areas in many of our larger cities. Considerable research is being concentrated on this
problem. An Economic Development Administration has been established to stimulate
the relocation of industries in labor surplus areas and provide jobs for unemployed or
underemployed rural workers. We are far from having c solution to the problems of
rural-urban migration, but several of our programs are giving particular attention to
providing opportunities for these people.

We are vitally concerned with the cost to our economy and society of the hard-core
unemployed. These are the people who are at the heart of our problems of poverty.
Prolonged unemployment destroys the fabric of a man's life--he withdraws from society.
Accompanying it are the additional problems of p r housira, nutrition and health,
inadequate medical care, delinquency, and crime. A number of programs in the "war
on poverty" and in the manpower field are focused on overcoming the handicaps that
the disadvantaged face in entering the labor force. We believe that a job is a minimal
requirement for meaningful participation in society, for a mon or woman who is head of
a household.

In conclusion, I should like to point out that we give so much emphasis to our manpower
policy because we are convinced that we cannot attain the fullest measure of economic
growth without having achieved full, productive, and freely chosen employment. Our
manpower. policy should lead us to a society in which every person has full opportunity
to develop his or her earning power, where no willing worker lacks a job, and where no
useful talent lacks an opportunity. We believe that full emplcyment is needed if we
are to achieve the economic growth rate to which we have become jointly committed
with many other countries.

THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Jo.'_n T. Murray

The United States EmployMent Service is one of the basic institutions in this country
for implementing manpower plans and programs. Responsibility for administretion and
operation of the public employment service ahd related manpower programs is shared

by the Federal and state governments. The Federal government establishes policies,
sets standards, evaluates programs, and defrays the total cost of operations. The state
governments are responsible for direct administration and supervision of the operating
programs within each state.
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The Federal Bureau of Employment Security has 11 regional offices in the country which
serve as liaison offices with the 54 jurisdictions, which operate public employment
services. The 54 jurisdictions comprise the 50 states plus Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is
lands, Guam and the District of Columbia.

Each jurisdiction may have a number of area or district offices (for larger labor areas)
and kcal employment offices (for smaller areas). In total there are over 2,100 offices
in full-time operation. These offices, in turn, provide part-time or occasional man-
power services to about 2,000 other communities, as needed.

The basic goal of a public employment service is to match men and jobs. Our aim is to
do a selective placement job, matching the best qualified worker with the requirements
of the job opening. This calls for a range of services such as vocational counseling and
guidance service, psychometric tests to help determine natural aptitudes, occttpational
information, and a wide range of labor information for both administration and oper-
ating purposes. Services are also provided to assist those with special problems to enter
gainful employment. These services are needed to place, successfully, workers with
handicaps, older workers, professional worker, and members of minority groups.

Increasing problems in placing youth in jous led us to the establishment of special
youth offices in about 140 of our major cities. These are known.as Youth Opportunity
Centers and are designed to overcome the barriers that prevent youth from entering the
labor force. In these offices, more intensive services are available for youth than
those provided the rest of the lauor force in regular local employment offices.

With its network of offices in local communities, it was natural that responsibility for
some aspects of other manpower and human resources development programs should be
placed in the public employment service. Thus, local employment offices have respon-
sibility for determining training needs, recruiting unemployed workers for skill training
programs, and locating youths who would benefit from the Job Corps ard the Neigh-
borhood Youth Corps.

THE BUREAU OF APPRENTICESHIP AND TRAINING

Clarence L. Eldridge

The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training is a Federal Government organization which
works closely with state-administered boards of apprenticeship and training. Its ori-
gin dates back to the Fitzgerald Apprenticeship Act of 1937. This Act also created the
Federal Committee on Apprenticeship, composed of six representatives from
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management, six from labor, and one f' e public sector. The latter is generally
the Federal Director of Vocational Education. The Federal Committee advises the Bur-
eau of Apprenticeship and Training. There are 10 regional offices, 50 state offices,
and 175 local offices under the Bureau.

The field staff is relatively smal1-370 people service the needs of all industry. It is
the task of the field man to go into the communities and set up local apprenticeship and
training committees with the goal of bringinr together labor and management ir various
trades. There are approximately 10,000 local joint apprenticeship and training com-
mittees with two representatives from labor, two from management, and one public rep-
resentative (usually a local school superintendent or one of his appointees). All serve
on the committees on a voluntary basis.

Today, the increased demand for highly skilled workeis has resulted in a large scale
multi-faceted approach to the development of training programs. In the United States,
the on-the-job training, apprenticeship approach is still proving to be the most success-
ful from a result point of view. It has advantages which, according to critics, are
lacking in the vocational trade school approach. Some of these are 1) the financial
impossibility of equipping schools with the latest technological machinery used in rapid
industry development, 2) the inability to simulate actual job conditions and responsi-
bilities within the school shop training program, 3) many students find it difficult, if
not impossible, to attend school full-time at the expense of foregoing all earnings. The
combination of vocational, pre-apprenticeship training in school and subsequent on-the-
job training supplemented with related vocational training is proving successful.

In some instances, persons work full-time and attend evening courses for related train-
ing. The local joint apprenticeship and training committee checks up on the trainees'
progress. If a class is missed for reasons other than health, the trainee is told not to
report for work the next day and loses his pay for that period , This discourages absen-
teeism from evening classes.

The duration of the training program varies. Service trades, such as barbers and bakers,
require only two years of on-the-job training. Construction and metal workers' trades
average four years of training! brick layers, three years; electricians, four to five years;
and graphic arts, the longest, is six years. The time element is geared to the average
individual. Wages are based on the journeyman's scale. For the first six months of
training, the trainee receives 50 percent Of the journeyman's wage. This is gradually
increased so that by the end of the training period, he receives full pay. The instruc-
tor is generally from the trade or industry and knows how to deal with unions and man-
agement.

Though on-the-job experience has proved superior to that provided solely in Schools,
local joint apprenticeship and training committees encounter various problems in selling
the program. For example, small companies fear the cost element.
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THE WOMEN'S BUREAU

Mrs. Marguerite I. Gilmore, Mrs. June Wakeford,

and Mrs. Isabelle S. Streidl

ACTIVITIES OF THE WOMEN'S BUREAU

The Women's Bureau is a Federal agency dedicated to serving the interests of all
women, as wage earners, citizens, homemakers, and volunteers. One of its functions
is to serve as a clearing-hmise of statistical information on women in the labor force.
Since the staff of the Women's Bureau is small, this agency conducts very little primary
research and depends mainly on data obtained by other branches of the Government
such as the Current Population Surveys made monthly by the Department of Commerce,
the decennial census produced by the Bureau of the Census, statistics on educafion from
the Office of Education of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and the
industry-wage surveys for the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The Women's Bureau occa-
sionally funds special research projects of particular interest to women.

The Handbook on Women Workers, the principal publication of the Women's Bureau,
brings together the various pieces of information about women workers available from
both government and private sources. The Handbook includes information on the num-
ber of women in the labor force, their characteristics such as age, marital status and
educational attainment, their occupations, their earnings, etc. It also contains in-
formation on legislation and standards affecting the employment of women.

WOMEN IN THE LABOR FORCE

In the United States, 51 percent of the population, and one-third of the labor force is
female. Many of these women are employed in low-leve1 positions. The Women's
Bureau not only seeks to end discrimination against women in professional schools and
in public office, but also tries to encourage universities to hire women professors, law
firms to open doors to women, etc., and advocates legislation regarding wages and
hours. Federal laws governing the more skilled manufacturing or office jobs frequently
do not reach women (or men) in low-level service-type jobs. The Women's Bureau has
worked to secure legislation providing equal opportunity for women in choke of job
and amount of pay. Some examples are the 1964 Equal Pay Amendment providing equal
pay for equal work and the Equal Employment Opportunity Act which prohibits private
agencies and employers from discriminating with regard to sex, race, religion, etc.

One of every 10 families is headed by a woman in the United States. The Women's
Bureau also aims at making these women informed consumers and tries to improve facil-
ities for day-care services for young children. These women must work to support their
fami les, and every effort must be made to see that their children are not neglected.
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Among married women, statistics also see.n to indicate that most women work because
of financial necessity. Thirty-nine percent of the women whose husbands earn between
$3,000 and $5,000 work, but only 25 percent of the women whose husbands earn
$10,000 or over.

Studies have shown that there is relatively little connection between juvenile delin-
quency and the fact that a mother works. A family's relationship usually depends more
on the personalities of the parents than on whether or not the mother wwks. In some
cases children fare better with a working mother since they receive more concentrated
and individ.m1 attention during the hours when she is able to be with them.

The Government maintains training programs in which women may participate through
the Job Corps, the Neighborhood Youth Corps, and under the provisions of the Man-
power Development and Training Act. Many of the young women participating in the
Neighborhood Youth Corps do library and secretarial work while continuing to live
with their families. Under the auspices of the MDTA, courses are typically offered
in clerical skills, practical nursinG, and sales work. In addition, the Act provides ior
on-the-job training (for stitchers, sewers, etc.), for the education of service workers
such as nurses aides, and some refresher courses for professional nurses.

The only program in which the training for women is separated from that of men is the
Women's Job Corps which now has about 4,500 women in its residential centers and
hopes to have 9,000 by July 1967. The Job Corps works on the premise that young
people can be trained better and more easily if they are removed from a poor home
environment. Instructors for these training programs are chosen primarily on the basis
of aptitude tests. No distinction is made between men and women.

In the United States the typical woman works for 4..everal years after finishing school,
leaves the labor force after marriage to assume child-raising responsibilities, but re-
turns to the labor force after her children are grown or reach school age. The median
age at which a woman has her last child is 30 years. Thus she has about 30 to 35 years
of active life remaining after her last child enters school. The working patterns of
women differ considerably from those of men. Women are much more likely to work
part-tirLe or part-year.
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ORGANIZED LABOR AND MANPOWER POLICIES

Martin Friedman

ATTITUDES TOWARD GOVERNMENT POLICIES

The American Federation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organization (AFL-
ClO) takes great interest in manpower programs, as it is not only concerned with its
members' needs but also with the needs of society as a whole. The trade union move-
ment has become involved in various facets of manpower. Its influence is felt in the
U.S. Employment Service, in the support of federal legislation, and in the protection
.of the rights of workers.

The Employment Service is relied upon to match people and lobs, but the unions feel

that it is not functioning as effectively as it should. It is not yet fully accepted in the
United States, nor are its offices used as widely as they should be. The trade unions

see the problem as one of FederaVState relationships. In practice, there are 50 differ-
ent employment services operated by the states with ,noney provided by the Federal
Government. But the Empbymmt Service is confronted with other problems. For in-
stance, many employers are hostile toward it. They do not like the Government to have

+a hand in this kind of activity and thus do not list their lob openings.- Another practical
problem which limits the Service's effectiveness is that it grew up during the depression

and was known originally as the Unemployment Service. Thus it is widely felt that
people who go there to look for jobs are only those who have exhausted all other possi-
bilities. Many employers tend to use private fee-charging agencies, instead of the

public employment services.

The unions hope that the U.S. Employment Service will strengthen its role in the man-
power field, and that, eventually, employment offices will become true manpower
centers. They feel that the entire Employment Service system needs to be attuned to
overall national manpower policies. They are also of the opinion that the Service
should be organized on the basis of labor market areas rather than being run from each

state capital.

Organized labor strongly favors programs developed under the Manpower Development

and Training Act (MDTA), through which training is now provided in occupations where

manpower shortages exist. It represents the first time that the Federal Government has

moved so fully into the manpower field during peacetime. Its previous interests had all

been very limited. The Government has also increased its role in other areas of train-
ing. Since 1963, increased aid has been given, for instance, for vocational education
to the tates. Recently, the Government also provided aid for elementary and sec-

ondary schools to improve basic education in general. Traditionally, there has been a
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great resistance in The United States to Federal Government interference in local edu-
cation. The trade unions have actively supported legislation designed to advance edu-
cation.

TRADE UNION POLICIES

One of the main objectives of the trade union movement is to maximize job security.
This can be done by aggressively supporting policies that contribute to economic growth
and, in turn, to the creation of job opportunPies. The unions have also placed great
emphasis on seniority provisions in collective agreements. These insure that in case of
layoff the last man in is the first man out, and advancement I..; related to years of
service.

There are two groups of unions in the United States--those organized by industry and
those organized by craft. Although craft unions and industrial unions agree on national
economic policies, they differ in specific interests and activities. Industrial unions
have little to say about who is hired. The employer accepts whomever he wishes, and
the individual becomes covered by the existing collective agreement after he starts his
job. Usually he is a permanent employee. Manpower development becomes part of
collective bargaining since the unions see to it that the employer trains and refrains
workers already on the job, instead of going outside the firm to hire people.

The craft unions play an entirely different role with respect to manpower. They devel-
oped to serve the needs of workers who may be employed by many small firms during
the course of any one year. Often such employers need highly skilled people quickly
and for a limited period of time. Thus, they tend to rely upon the unions in order to
get manpower.

Craft unions also perform different functions with respect to training. With a fluc-
tuating workload and frequent labor turnover in such industries as construction, for in-
stance, developing a supply of skilled manpower presents problems. Thus the trade
unions have been active in developing apprenticeship programs which provide the de-
gree of training flexibility needed to conform with actual employment practices. The
apprentice usually signs an agreement with a local joint labor-management apprentice-
ship and training committee instead of with an employer. This committee supervises
the progress of the apprentice and sees that he gets a diversity of work experience,
even though he may work for a number of different employers.
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MANPOWER IN THE UNITED STATES

Vivian Henderson

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A UNITED STATES MANPOWER POLICY

Manpower planning is a post-World War II concept for the United States. During the
war, we began to realize that long-range economic planning with respect to capital
and natural resources was not only desirable but mandatory, ,and directly related to
growth. The idea of planning and developing human resources was accepted more
slowly. For example, even in the Employment Act of 1946 manpower planning was only
implied, not specifically mentioned, as an area for policy concern.

One of the pioneers in the idea of manpower planning was Professor Eli Ginzberg of
Columbia University who, while employed by the War Department during World War II,
became concerned with the problem of men who did not qualify for the armed forces.
Partially as a result of Professor Ginzberg's research, we have come to recognize that a
normally functioning, competitive labor market does not guarantee that the supaly r F
manpower will match the demand. As a result, we realize the need for an active man-
power policy.

The concept of a "national" manpower policy is even newer in our thinking. In fact,
we still do not have such a national policy. Fragmented units are responsible for our
various manpower policies. What we need now is to define manpower policies in terms
of national objectives. We still rely on local school districts and state and local gov-
ernments for developing our manpower programs and policies. Reliance on local units
is not bad, in principle, but these units should operate only within the framework of a
national policy. Local programs, however, tend to be geared to local markets only.
ln the United States, geographic mobility, and thus labor market mobil;ty, are a sign
of the times. Yet vocational education is usually locally oriented. For example, a
Negro who migrates from Texas to Los Angeles will face a different labor market for
which he may not be prepared. We have not moved as rapidly as we should in solving
the modern problems of training a mobile labor force.

Although we never made pronouncements regarding manpower policies in the past, we
did not completely ignore manpower. The Morrill Land Grant Act of 1862 encouraged
the establishment of state colleges for teaching "such branches of learning as are re-
lated to agriculture and mechanical arts and to promote liberal and practical education,
of industrial classes." The Smith Hughes Act of 1917 provided Federal aid for vocational
education in the public high schools. Our immigration policies have also had man-
power objectives, bringing to this country craftsmen and skilled workers.
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We are beginning to see the need for comprehensive, long-range human resources pro-
grams and the problems of human adjustment to change. We have come to sense the
relationship between manpower policy and programs, and social ills, such as poverty.
We used to think people were poor because they were lazy. Now we know that there
are direct relationships between manpower programs and the extent to which people are
and stay poor.

CURRENT PROGRAMS

Conventional manpower programs and policies in the United States are built around the
fo I lowing:

1) The strengthening of secondary and elementary education, particularly the former.

2) Specific programs of career counseling and vocational guidance.

3) Equal opportunities to acquire skills.

4) Improving facilities for, and methods of, training.

5) Increasing knowledge about the nation's manpower resources.

These conventional goals require cooperation with schools, employers, organized
labor, government, volunteer groups, and the armed forces.

FUTURE PROGRAMS.

We must go beyond the issues associated with the education and training of our human
resources, however. Since 1957, there have been more people employed in white-
collar and skilled occupations than in blue-collar unskilled occupations and more in
service industries than in goods-producing industries. We have gone from an industrial
age to the age of cybernetics. While we are concerned with the development aspects
of manpower, i.e.-education and training, our future policy in the United States must
emphasize the utilization of manpower. The neglect of proper manpower utilization
is the problem of our ghettos.

How should we proceed? Our unstructured, fragmented training programs must be
united in order to bring more people into the labor force, and jobs must be analyzed
to see that the qualificat'ons required of an applicant are not higher than necessary.
At present, eight percent of the Negroes in the labor force are unemp:oyed, and, if
one includes those who are not counted because they have given up looking for work
and are thus not considered part of the labor force, the Negro unemployment rate is
almost 15 percent. This rate is substantially viorse among the young. If these figures
are projected to 1975, it is possible that Negro unemployment will be 15 percent of
those in the labor force and 25 percent of the Negro population of working age. The
Negroes are only one example of the 35 million poor people in the United States.
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One of the problems is that we are slaves to credentials. When labor is plentiful,
employers insist on high credentials. In a tight labor market, they lower their stand-
ards and restructure jobs. Why can they not do this all the time? We need a system
that will allow people to ur, 3cle themselves while working. Only by emphasizing the
proper utilization of labor will we be able to achieve full employment.
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B. THE FIELD TRIP

To supplement studies and discussions in the Seminar, participants were given the
opportunity to see first hand, institutions concerned with manpower development and
utilization in a number of U.S. cities. The Bureau of Employment Security, which
has responsibility for the public employment services, the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training, and the Women's Bureau contributed towards arranging a balanced inspec-
tion of programs and organizations.

Four major points were stressed throughout the field trip. One was that U.S. manpower
programs are dependent on close collaboration between Federal, state, county, and
local governments as well as among various institutions. These cooperate to supply
current manpower demands through training and the upgrading of skills, to project to-
morrow's needs, and to establ ish programs to meet them . In every city visited, the
participants found that boards of education, employment services, and apprenticuship
councils sit down with representatives of the private sector to lay out short-range and
long-range programs. Secondly, the role of the agriculture sector was emphasized.
New techniques, new equipment, and new outlooks on the part of the farmers are re-
quired on the modern farm in order to feed the rapidly growing urban communities.
Simultaneously, new skills are also needed.

The development of the service sector of the U.S. economy was another aspect which
received emphasis during the fiel d trip. Here again the participants were made aware
of considerable planning and training for present as well as future needs. They were
impressed by the close relationship that exists between the demands of local and re-
gional labor markets and the types of training they were able to observe in both formal
educational systems and specialized local vocational training centers. Finally, an
effort was made to point out U.S. concern with providing employment for persons who
are at a disadvantage in the labor market. In each community there were programs
(some Federally financed, some state or locally financed, or a combination of both)
to train or rehabilitate older workers, handicapped people, school dropouts, etc.
Seminar members were told that state and Federal governments actually save money
through the latter programs, since they are able to collect taxes from employed grad-
uates who might otherwise be dependent on welfare payments.

For the Spanish speaking group, the field trip began with a visit to the Atlanta Re-
gional Offices of the Department of Labor. Here the participants were told about
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state-wide programs including activities relating to employment services, unemploy-

ment insurance, the role of women in the labor force, apprenticeship training, and
regional economic development projects. This was fol lowed by a visit to the Atlanta
Office of the U.S. Employment Service where the participants were introduced to pro-
cedures followed in placing job applicants. The four offices of the Employment Service

were specialized in filling industrial, commercial, professional, and service vacancies.

Each made a presentation of the principal problems encountered in its activities.

The following day, the group visited the installations of the Lockheed Aircraft Company
in Marietta, Georgia, which employs 25,000 people. At Lockheed they found close
cooperation with the public employment service in the recruitment of personnel . The

company also employs its own highly trained staff, however, to analyze personnel

needs at different levels and to study job applications referred by the Employment Ser-
vice. Lockheed carries on extensive training programs, among which are those for

career development, technicians, and engineers. Lockheed also participates in ap-
prenticeship programs which are highly regarded by the community and the Company.
Seminar members expressed surprise at the quantity and quality of the training con-
ducted by Lockheed. They found that the variety of programs was possible because of

close cooperation between such widely different institutions as the Atlanta School

Board, local labor and management organizations, and various state and Federal ser-

vices.

On the third day in Atlanta, Seminar participants were introduced to different aptitude
and ability tests used by the U.S. Employment Service to determine the qualifications
of job applicants. They also visited a Youth Opportunity Center and listened to ex-
planations of the Center's objectives. They were fold that Centers are organized to
help young people who have dropped out of school or have special problems that pre-
vent them from finding work or preparing themselves for jobs. Youngsters are given

guidance and help in finding full-time or part-time jobs.

The participants also observed MDTA-supported courses given in a local technical

school. iiiese were designed to improve the employability of people of all ages. A
study conducted by this school had shown that the Federal Government's expenditures

for training are amply repciid through taxes collected from the earnings of former

trainees. Courses taught inciude the servicing of TV's, radios, and refrigerators; tin
working; mechanical drawing; mechanics and electricity. Each course is divided into
three parts. The first part involves instruction in communication. it includes English

composition and simple mathematics. The second part consists of technical theory, and

the third provides actual practice in factory work.

From Atlanta, the group proceeded to San Antonio, Texas, where the members had an

opportunity to inspect the rural sector of the region. Guided by an official of the

Agricultural Manpower Section of the Employment Service, they toured a farm specializ-

ing in the production of vegetables. The farm used a semi-mechanized packing process,

On the second day in San Antonio, Seminar members visited another training school .

They expressed great interest in the fact that this school concentrated on subjects re-

lated to the local labor marketthe skills which could be used in farming and in the
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aeronautical and military industries in the region. To supplement their experiences at
vocational training schools, the participants were conducted through a regular high
school . Here they found academic and vocational instruction side by side. With
reSpect tb the latter, the high school also emphasized training to meet the demands of
the kcal labor market.

A subsequent trip to the Apprenticeship School for Construction Plumbers helped to
clarify the operation of the U .S. apprenticeship system . The group discovered that
the school is dependent for its support on trade unions, management organizations, and
the local government.

On the last day in San Antonio, Seminar members paid a formal visit to the Mayor of
the city. There they were told about the city manager administrative system by which
San Antonio is governed. They met several elected officers of Mexican origin who ex-
plained city affairs in Spanish.

Houston, Texas was the first stop on the itinerary of the English speaking group. Sem-
inar members found Houston to be one of the original five cities selected for pilot pro-
jects under the Department of Labor's Human Resources Development Program. This
Program involves a door-to-door survey of selected census tracts (eight in Houston)
which are heavily populated and in which the annual family income is $3,000 or less.
The ultimate objective of the Program is to achieve full employment in the respective
cities. In Houston, it began operations in April 1966.

The Human Resources Development Program is a joint venture of Federal and local
government agencies, and private local organizations concerned with social and eco-
nomic welfare. Persons who appear in need are asked to report to neighborhood out-
posts where their particular problems are analyzed. From there, they are referred to
appropriate agencies, either for further counselling, to make contact with an employer,
or to receive a service which will increase their employability. All of the person's
needs are taken into consideration--physical handicaps, psyclogical problems, ed-
ucational shortcomings, the need for nursery care for small children, etc. Local em-
ployers have been canvassed and encouraged to cooperate with the Program in making
jobs available to these unemployed. An attempt is made to reach every person over age
16 in the respective census tracts .

The group subsequently visited the Houston District Office of the U.S. Employment Ser-
vice. They found specialized facilities for different types of skill, as well as a Youth
Opportunity Center which serves young people unable to compete in the labor market.
The group visited some of these specialized offices and observed them in operation.
The participants found that Employment Service offices are not only concernedwith job
placements or the payment of' unemployment claims. They also refer job applicants
for remedial help such as health services or for training..

Several MDTA training centers were visited. Among them were those providing train-
ing in television and radio repairs, shoe repair, welding, and secretarial skills.
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From Houston, the English speaking participants traveled to Kansas City, Missouri,
where their first visit was to the regional office of the U.S. Bureau of Employment
Security. A subsequent visit to the University of Missouri in Kansas City offered the
group an opportunity to observe how universities participate actively in government
programs. They found the Human Resources Center of the University engaged in a study
on the employment of women. The research is intended to improve employment oppor-
tunities for women, particularly those who reenter the labor force after the child-bear-
ing and child-rearing period.

The participants also met with two private organizations which have contracts with the
Government for on-the-job training schemes--i.e. the Urban League and the Jewish
Vocational Training Center. They were informcd that the Federal Government pays
$240 for each trainee who completes a course. This came as a surprise to Seminar
members who found it unusual that the U.S. Government would contract with private
institutions. They were assured that such arrangements had worked out exceedingly
wel I .

An opportunity to learn about the workings of apprenticeship programs was afforded by
a meeting with the National Association of General Contractors. The Association has
600 member firms of contractors, sub-contractors, and suppliers. Apprentices are riot
recruited directly by the contractor. This is done by the local Joint Apprenticeship
and Training Committee which also assigns him. If the Committee feels that the ap-
prentice is not receiving proper training, it may reassign him.

In Kansas City, as in Houston, a visit was paid to an MDTA training center, where the
group observed instructions in automobile, coin machine, and sewing machine repair-
ing. They were particularly interested in a program referred to as "recall education."
Classes in these courses were predominately made up of middle-aged persons who have
had about six years of formal schooling but have made little use of their education
since leaving school . In this program they are helped to recall their former knowledge
before being sent on for further occupational training.

The last stop for both English and Spanish speaking participants was in Knoxville,
Tennessee where the program focused on tke Tennessee Valley Authority. The partici-
pants were greatly interested in the TVA's employment policy which they found to be
independent both of the Civil Service Commission and the U.S. Employment Service.
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Part Three

PROJECT AURORA--A CASE STUDY IN

MANPOWER PLANNING

A. PURPOSE AND PROCEDURE

Project Aurora represented a group case study in which Seminar participants were ex-
pected to act as "manpower advisors". to a fictitious country. This country, named
Aurora, was intended to illustrate many of the human resources and other problems com-

mon to developing nations. Seminar members were provided with a description of some

of the basic characteristics of the country as well as essential statistical materials.
They were asked to review the existing information, which included a manpower plan

drawn up for the nation by Auroran officials. Subsequently, they were expected to
analyze the problems inherent in the given situation in order to make recommendations

for changes or for developing a more satisfactory plan.

In the course of analyzing the country's problems, the "manpower advisors" were ex-
pected to raise a number of issues which they thought wo-Id have to be resolved for the

sake of improved economic conditions. It was hoped 1.1% Jome consensus would be

reached among the different groups regarding the best manpower course for Aurora, but

the staff of the International Manpower Institute did not provide an "official solution."

Since the project was not intended as technician training but rather to sharpen com-

petence in policy and program planning, Seminar members were expected tn do only a

minimum of actual calculation in connection with statistical data and projections.
Emphasis was placed on broad plans and program development, the mclor elements of
which were 1) diagnosis of problems, 2) procedures for alleviating these problems,
3) an examination of the proper administrative structure for planning, and 4) evolving

a final manpower.plan.

Step number one was conceived of as an analysis and evaluation of the basic informa-
tion available on such categories as population, labor force, and manpower supply and
needs. This phase was to include a critique of available statistics and analysis of

essential information that was lacking, as well as a review of the strong and weak

points of the existing Auroran development plan.

Step number two was to include the development of a program of job creation including

a special program for rural unemployment and a comprehensive and moderately de-

tailed plan for maximizing productive employment on a short-range and long-range
basis. The development of a program for improving or changing the quality of the
labor supply in terms of present and future demand was to be included in long-range



planning. Attention was to be given to the various possibilities of training outside the
formal education system. It was expected that the importance of integrating economic
planning, manpower planning, and educational planning would be given attention in
this phase of the case study.

In step three of the project, the Auroran "manpower advisors" were expected to exam-
ine the organizational and administrative structure to determine where and how the
plan could best be administered. They were asked to give consideration to the problems
inherent in reorganizing the existing institutions, in order to attain more effective ex-
ecution of the programs, or in establishing new institutions.

A general manpower plan was to be evolved as the fourth, and last, step of the exer-
cise. Here the various elements were to be balanced or, where no consensus could be
reached, "alternative solutions" were to be recorded. It was hoped that some coniider-
ation would be given to the extent to which central manpower planning is desirable.

IMI staff participation was limited to providing the above mentioned guidelines for the
work sessions as well as to raise a number of major issues which were thought to merit
discussion under each phase. The staff cast themselves in the roles of national offi-
cials of Aurora who had requested the assistance of the "advisors" and were available
to supply them with information and services in connection with their mission in the
country. Various faculty members were available at different stages of the project to
provide specialized guidance. They were Mrs. Matilda Sugg of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics; Joshua Levine, Regional Manpower Consultant of the Agency for Interna-
tional Development; Frederick Harbison, Princeton University; Everett Kassa low, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin; and John Hilltard, Ford Foundation.

For the purpose of the exercise, the 29 participants were divided into four groups.
Each group worked on each of the four phases. At stated intervals a group member
reported, in a plenary session, on the findings of the group with respect to_the partic-
ular phase that was being studied. These oral presentations were followed by a dis-
cussion. Subsequently, the groups submitted a Written report of their conclusions. The
final manpower plans presented by each group presumably embodied adjustments and
compromises with respect to the ultimate goals set for Aurora. Excerpts of these find-
ings are reproduced in the following pages.
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B. DESCRIPTION

Aurora displays many of the characteristics of developing countries, having acute
social, economic, and institutional problems such as a high population growth rate,
considerable illiteracy, low per capita income, a predominately rural economy, and
high rates of unemployment and underemployment. It is a coastal country of about
100,000 square kilometers with a subtropical climate. Only about 50 percent of
Aurora's land is arable. Although the 1962 population density was only 140 persons per
square kilometer, more than 60 percent of the total population lived along the coast
where most of the arable land is located. Here density was over 400 people per square
kilometer. Population is growing at the rate of three percent per annum, a rate twice
that of North America and Western Europe. Of the nation's total population of 14
million people, about 2 million are located in the capital city. Thirty percent of the
population is urban. One substantial minority group comprises 10 percent of the total
population.

Until the middle of the nineteenth century, Aurora had been part of a large empire
dominated by a country with an alien culture. The long period of foreign control
tended to erase local culture, making it difficult for Aurora to find its national identity
in a modern world. Throughout the nineteenth century, the country was plagued with
political instability. Since the 1930's, however, the political scene has been relatively
quiet and dominated by four major parties which represent the many shades of national
political orientation.

In 1962, the per capita GNP for Aurora was $216. The economic plan initiated in
1964 hopes to increase GNP at the rate of seven percent per year.

The agricultural sector of the economy,provides about 50 percent of the national income
and accounts for about 85 percent of Auraa's.-exports. The most important of these are
fruits, nuts, and oils. Aurora's economic plan emphasizes decreased dependence on
agriculture and increased.industrialization. Because of This, national policy has em-
phasized the import of capital goods. A shortage of foreign exchange has made it
necessary to limit consumer goods accordingly.

The census of 1962 shows that 95 percent of the males age 15 and over, and 65 percent
of the females in this age group, were economically active. There are indications,
however, that labor force figures were inflated by census takers who customarily
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include housewives and many children on farms in the economically active population.
Three-fourths of the labor force was located on farms.

According to available statistics, only 1.9 percent of the labor force was unemployed
in 1962. Auroran officials feel that these statistks are not accurate. Rural/urban
migration, increased mechanization, and an ever rising number of new entrants in the
labor force resulting from high rates of population increase are expected to raise the
unemployment rate rapidly. In addition, little is known about underemployment,
which is thought to be particularly widespread in rural areas.

Seventy percent of the Auroran population over seven years of age were illiterate in
1962. Literacy was particularly !_.)w in rural areas. Only about two percent of the
Auroran labor force obtained some secondary schooling, and less than one percent
entered a university.

The non'-agricultural sector employed 25 percent of the labor force in 1962. As a
result, only about 10 percent of the total labor force is organized. However, in some
industries this proportion is much higher and in mining rises to about 90 percent.

Although compulsory arbitration is a legal requirement, in practice this has not had
the effect of producing peaceful labor-management relations. Three trade union fed-
erations, of different political orientations, press their demands with varying degrees
of militancy. In all three federations, the national centers often lack control over
local trade unions, and many of the work stoppages are due to wild-cat strikes. Au-
rora's industrial workers have been prone to use the strike to express their dissatisfac-
tion with many years of economic and social deprivation.

Protective-legislation is covered by the Labor Code of 1929. Its effectiveness is lim-
ited, however, because agriculture is not covered and because the enforcement staff
is small. Child labor is still widespread as is a workweek of more than the legal max-
imum of 40 hours. Social security legislation exists for disability, health, maternity,
and old age. Here again coverage is limited to industrial workers.

Aurorans ha:e given considerable thought to economic planning. For this purpose
they have established a Central Planning Agency which has the basic responsibility
for all planning. However, because of its small staff, the Central Planning Agency
has had to delegate much responsibility to other Govemment agencies, and, in the
manpower field, overall planning is done by the Ministry of Labor. A Manpower Plan-
ning Advisory Committee has been called into existence. It is composed of represent-
atives of the Labor Ministry, the Ministry of Industry and Commerce, the Ministry of
Public Works and Monopolies, the Ministries of Agriculture and Education, universi-
ties, private employers, and trade unions. Its main task consists of bringing manpower
problems to the attention of the Central Planning Agency.

The efforts of the manpower planners are reflected in the statistical materials which
supplement the descriptive information on Aurora.
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Table one (1962). A breakdown of the population by age and sex, and by labor force
status. The relatively large proportion of children is characteristic of populations with
a high growth rate. Many informed persons consider that the unemployment siivation
in Aurora is much more serious than the small number reported in this table would in-
dicate.

Tables two and three (1962). Educational attainment of the population and the labor
force. Most of the population is illiterate. As can be seen from table three, a large
majority of the labor force never entered primary school.

Table four (1962). Economically active population by sex. It is evident from table
four that agriculture is by far the largest industry, employing about 75 percent of the
total labor force. In agriculture the number of female workers is very large, slightly
exceeding the number of men. Other industries also employ a significant number of
women, but here they are a very small proportion of total employment.

Table five (1962). Description of the population and the economically active popu-
lation by size of community. It is apparent that labor force participation in smaller
communities is considerably higher in all age groups than in the larger ones. For
women the most striking fact that emerges from the statistics is that in all age groups
they are at least eight times as likely to be in the labor, force in small communities
than in larger ones.

Table six. Value added to GNP by major industries (1964-W69). This table sh.,-;ws
the economic growth which is planned for various industrial sectors during the period
of Aurora's first five year plan. The overall growth target of seven percent per year
varies considerably from one sector to another.

Tables seven through 12. These tables show the W62 supply of high-level personnel,
the estimated need in 1977, and the supply that will be available in that year. It is
evident that the educational system, as presently constituted, does not have the capa-
city to meet projected development needs. Planners will have to fir the gap with new
or expanded programs in the field of education and training if Aurora's development
targets are to be realized.

Tables 13 and 14 (1964-1979). These tables deal with providing skilled manpoWer
through vocational training. It is hoped that 100 training centers will be established
during the five year economic development plan period. Persons to be trained in
these centers will be primarily foremen and workers who are skilled, or who can be
promoted to skilled jobs. The training course will run for six months. Aurora recog-
nizes that it will be financially impossible to train all the needed technical workers
in training centers. Therefore, large numbers will have to obtain job skills in training
courses in industry or on the job.

Table 15. Actual population in 1962 and projected population in 1987. Population
projections are based on three alternative assumptions. The first, of continued high
fertility, applies if taboos against birth control continue. The second assumption is
applicable if public opinion comes to accept birth control, but no birth control
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programs are initiated by the Government. Under the third assumption, there is gen-
eral public acceptance coupled with an active government population control program.
With the first assumption, the population will rise from about 14 million in 1962 to
about 29,500,000 in 1987. The second assumption vvould bring population to 27,500,000
in 1987, and the third to 25,600,000. Although Aurora's planners favor a change in
the country's population policy, they expect that the population growth rate will re-
main very high.

Table 16. Labor force participation rates by age and sex (1952-1979). By interna-
tional standards, Aurora has very high participation rates for very young and very old
males as well as females of all ages, but particularly of old women. In general, the
high participation rates characteristic of Aurora reflee a low proportion of youths in
secondary and higher educational institutions moir. important, the fact that the
majority of the labor force is engaged in farming wl-o-re young and old can help with
production. In an industrialized environment a much smaller proportion of such persons
would be classified as economically active. It is believed that the participation rates
of marginal workers in Aurora will decrease as industrialization proceeds.

Table 17. Projected employment and unemployment by industry (1962-1979). Since it
was recognized that the agricultural sector was already grossly overstaffed and was also
very poor, it was decided that further increasIs in the agricultural employment should
be prevented, if possible, and none was projected after 1967. On the other hand,
planners projected a continuing increase in nonagricultural employment based on an
examination of past trends, but primarily on the basis of their plans for future growth.
Thus, agricultural employment was projected from 4,869,000 in 1962 to 5,619,000 in
1979. Other employment, on the other hand, was projected from 1,630,000 in 1962
to 3,212,000 in 1979--almost double the 1962 number.

Unemployment in 1962 was estimated to be 1.9 percent of the total labor force but
7.7 percent of the industrial labor force. Official estimates indicate that the number
of unemployed would triple by 1969 and be six times more than the 1962 figures by
1979. This growing rate of unemployment would be the result of the increased flow of
workers from rural to urban areas, and the fact that employers would be under pressure
to reduce overstaffing in order to increase productivity.

The rapidly increasing population, combined with inadequate employment opportunities,
has fixed a pattern of chronic underemployment on the country. Most industrial estab-
lishments, particularly those operated b) the Government, are grossly overstaffed. By

far the largest number of underemployed are in agriculture, however. No census or
sample study has been made to get an actual number of the underemployed, but the
problem is generally recognized as widespread and serious. Foreign advisors have
stated that public enterprises have been known to hire 10 times the staff needed, and
Auroran officials roughly estimate that even at the peak season, 10 percent of the
agricultural labor force is not fully employed.

Tables 18 and 19 present a picture of Aurora's expenditures and revenues for the year
1962. Education (17 percent) and services for agriculture (14.5 percent) were the
largest budgetary expenditures. Along with transportation and defense, they
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represented 55 percent of the national budget. Revenues came predominately from di-
rect and indirect taxes (35 percent each).

Table 20. Average daily earnings by industry (1962). For all industries, daily earn-
ings averaged $1.56. They were highest in the petroleum and coal products industries
($2.70 per day), as well as in some services such as real estate and insurance ($2.89
and $2.43 respectively). Mining wages, on the other hand, generally averaged con-
siderably below the $1.56 for all industries.

Table 21. Average yearly percentage changes in productivity, by industry (1959-1964)
and (1964-1969). Aurorans are aiming for an increase in productivity in all industries.
It is hoped that agricultural production will make the greatest headway along these
lines (4.7 percent between 1964 and 1969), followed by manufacturing (4.3 percent
between 1964 and 1969). For the remainder of the industries, increases from 1.9 per-
cent (construction) to 3 percent (mining) are projected.
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C. PARTICIPANTS' CONCLUSIONS

Seminar participants reported their findings in four phases, but due to space limitations
only excerpts from the final plans tht.y evolved will be reported here.

FINAL MANPOWER PLAN FOR AURORA

Spanish Group I

The Group consisted of the following Seminar participants:

Maria doSocorro B. Kelly Romeo Manuel Hernandez Cardona

Pedro Lizana (groUp rapport-eur) Juan de la Torre Ugarte Delgado

Silvio Llanos de la Hoz Arnaldo Ands* Silvero Maldonado

Hecfor David Torres (group rapporteur)

GOALS

In outlining its Objectives for Aurora, this groUp decidE-.1 :\:.J1 to make a -sharp distinctiob

between-thort7 and long-=range goals: The participants -soned that the geheral out-

line jor long-range planning ought to. include the resolution of the most urgent, current
probItu. They also felt that all planni,ng should be done with the intention of carryinp
thrOugh prOposed Projects, tegardlesi of- political changei which may occur during,the
plan period. 'AS its-most impartant goal; the group listed an inctease in 'the purchasing

poWer of the population to that internal; national .markets for goods and services would

be expanded. Thus, major emphasis would be placed on a policy of full employment,
which, it is hoped, would have a multipliet effect in termi of increasing production.
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Politically, it was considered most important to educate the entire population for effec-
tive participation in the politic& life of the country. The group also considered the
development of labor and business leaders of vital importance. By providing both groups
with a better knowledge of each other's problems as well as national economic facts, it
was hoped that labor-management relations would be carried on under conditions which
would enhance economic development rather than hinder it.

Closely tied in with economic and political objectives were certain social objectives
formulated by the group. Thus, they proposed to provide services such as health pro-
grams, housing, improved safety conditions on the job, and workers education programs.
It was hoped that these would make it possible for workers to perform at optimum
capacity.

STRATEGY

Maximizing Employment

This group of "advisors" adopted a population projection which assumed continued high
fertility. As a result, the economically active population will grow faster than the
anticipated increase in the number of jobs. In order to maximize employment under
these circumstances, the group proposed a nine-point program which would favor:
1) Concentrating on a type of industrial production which could use agricultural prod-
ucts obtained through labor intensive processes, 2) modernizing agriculture but without
excessive mechaniiation, 3) cooperatives for agricultural production and distribution,
4) irrigation projects, swamp drainage, etc., which would promote wider utilization of
surplus manpower in the rural areas and at the same time would enlarge the quantity of
arable land, 5) improving the channels of distribution for the internal market and ac-
tively seeking external markets for products derived from the agricultural sector, 6) pro7
viding new centers for development and adopting a policy which would redistribute the
population to these centers, 7) encouraging factory production at full capacity,
8) strengthening the national employment service, 9) adopting necessary procedures to
improve labor7management relations and reduce conflicts which are detrimental to the
economy.

Improving the Educational System

The group considered that the structure of Aurora's educational system reflects all of the
iypical disadvantages of developing countries. The system is the resulf of improvising
and of transplanting foreign systems without making the necessary adaptations to the new
country. Aurora does not give evidence of a well thought out educational policy, and
there is no program which motivates the population to be concerned about Aurora's
economic and social development.

Defects in Aurora's educational system start at the pre-school level as is evidenced by
the complete absence of kindergarten. At the primary level, present capacity does not
match the needs of the population. Data for 1962 indicates that about 330,000 children
oi primary school age could not be educated because of a lack of facilities. Even if
the present teacher-student ratio of 1:44 is not improved, it will be necessary to
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construct 7,570 new classrooms, just to absorb the present deficit. Implied in this pol-

icy would be the need for an equivalent number of teachers. Curricula is also inade-

quate, and teachers are using out-dated methods.

With respect to secondary education, the group criticized its uncoordinated and dis-

organized modus operandi. There is little communication between the various types of

specialized education imparted through this system. The teacher-student ratio of 1:63

could also be improved if there were less waste, and more coordination among programs.

Like the primary schools, the institutions available for secondary education are incap-

able of absorbing all of the population of secondary school age. Data for 1962 indicate

that nearly a half million children of secondary school age, who were not employed,

were unable to attend school because of a lack of facilities. The fact that schools are

heavily concentrated in the principal cities also limits the educational opportunities

for the majority of the population. Like the primary schools, secondary schools are out

of touch with the demands of the labor market. Higher education also shows signs of

waste, poor planning, and a lack of response to the labor force needs of the country.

Our proposed revision of Aurora's educational system provides for four main categories:

1) Kindergarten. It is hoped that such early training would integrate the child into

society and provide a new system of values for many. 2) Primary education. A number

of steps will be necessary to improve the present system. One of these will involve

constructing and equipping new classrooms, and another, the development of new teach-

ers. It is proposed that, for the time being, persons with less than the customary teach-

er trainiag wouid be used to fili existing shortages. Such people could be taught in

accelerated courses which would particularly emphasize literacy training. There will

be many youngsters who will not be enrolled in primary school at the customary age.

For these a special program emphasizing literacy and certain basic educational require-

ments should be established, possibly in conjunction with on-the-job training. 3) Sec-

ondary education. Here, we would recommend considerable consolidation of existing

programs. A two-pronged system is envisioned which would provide certain basic edu-

cation in addition to specialized education to prepare individuals for their chosen

fields of work. Education would be aimed at those who plan to continue in the formal

system as well as those who will enter the labor force after completing secondary school.

4) Higher education. It should be the primary goal of university education to prepare

the necessary number of human resources required for the rapid development of the

country. In order to accomplish this, a considerable reorganization of university cur-

ricula will have to take place. In addition, research should be encouraged.

IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN

There lhould be a Central Planning Organization reporting directly to the President of

the Republic of Aurora. It should serve in an advisory and coordinating capacity for

all development plans. Planning should be based on economic and social objectives

established by the cab; .at . In setting up these objectives, special emphasis should be

given to human resources planning. The Central Planning Organization should be

composed of groups specializing in different economic sectors.
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Regional planning offices should be established and operate under the jurisdiction of
the CPO. These will advise local governments and thus help to implement national
plans at the local level.. For thii purpose, the country should be divided into sections
based on particular economic and social characteristics. There should be a close rela-
tionship between economic and social planning at the national as well as regional and
local levels.

t/
It is recommended that Aurora's development plan be revised on the basis of a general
inventory of the natural and human resources in the country. Such an inventory should
take into account all foreign aid.and technical assistance. At the same time, the

national statistical service should be reoriented so thct statistical series reflect the
needs of the development plan and can serve as an aid to its execution. In implement-
ing the plan, wf% consider it of the utmost importance that there be systematic analysis

and evaluat the effectiveness of the plan and of the extent to which goals are met

at various step-, along the way. It is also a task of the national policy makers to ob-

tain private commitment to economic and human resources development, on the part of

organizations and the gerral public.

We recommend that in implementing the plan, priority be given to certain strategic
regions (poles for development) in which the return on investment would be proportion-
ately greatest from the social point of view. The following criteria could be used to
determine the location of these "poles of development": 1) population density, 2) nat-
ural resources, 3) types of economic activities, 4) political pressures.

FINANCING THE PLAN

In Aurora, one half of the GNP of the industrial sector derives from public enterprise.
It is hoped that public funds can be increased along with an increcse ih the level of
savings and of foreign aid. We suggest that some of the public enterprises be reorgan-
ized into enterprises of mixed ownership, in order that private initiative and capital
are available for them.
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FINAL MANPOWER PLAN FOR AURORA

English GrCoup I

Tracy Cheng Mohammad Islam (group rapporteur)

Abubakar Usman Adol T. Owen-Williams

Mbina Kamisa Juzar Bur

Hyun-Joo Lee

GENERAL STRATEGY

In our opinion, Aurora Should adopt both long-range planning and more immediate
operational plans. We wish to point out, however, that from time to time there must
be a re-evaluation of the priorities attached to various objectives of -the long-range
plans. The nation may alter its preferences, and social changes, brought about over
time, may also necessitate adjustments. Even when the long-range objectives remain
unchanged, it might become necessary to revise some of the basic assUmptions of the
long-range model, as existing conditions change rapidly and more experience is accum-
ulated in the process of economic growth. Thus a revised long-range plan should be
presented with each five year plan.

Conflicts of objectives are inevitable in any plan which includes the entire gamut of
the social and economic life of a country. Their reconciliation is always a difficult-
and delicate task since the objectives, of which only some can be defined in quanti-
tative terms, are not necessarily compatible. The objectives of the manPower plan
must consider the objectives and the strategy of the general economic plan. The eco-
nomic plan in a sense must become the guide for manpower planning.

During 'the Operational Plan, 1964-69, Aurora must be prepared to put up with some
unemployment, but the ugly upward tendency of the unemployment rate should be ar-
rested. The way to do this is to put as many resources as possible into rural develop-
ment projects. Certainly such allocation in favor of rural development conflicts with
the objective of achieving greater income growth. But if the private sector is simul-
taneously stimulated with adequate monetary and fiscal policies, the rate-of income
growth is not likely to be endangered. The private sector should be given greater
opportunity to participate in industrial activity while the government should concentrate
on building the infraitructure.
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The government should not overplay its role of controlling imports. This might lead to
corruption and high prices. But the balance of payments should be kept under constant
review to see that the importation of luxury items is kept to a minimum. If imports are
permitted whenever possible, while at the same time efforts are directed to providing
more food from the soil, the problem of rising prices will be minimized.

Thus our general strategy is:

1) Increased investment in the rural economy.

2) A partially open economy in which only import items unfavorable to development
are restricted.

3) Encouragement to privcae firms to set up enterprises in partnership with the
government.

The above should help to strike a balance between employment, prices, and income
growth problems.

PROPOSED NEW LONG-RANGE PLAN

We wish to recommend that at the end of Aurora's current plan, the nation evolve a
new one covering a period of 20 years. The long-range plan should have the following
goals:

a) A reduction of the population growth rate to two percent per year.

b") Full employment.

c) Universal primary education for all children between the ages of six and 12.

d) A narrowing of the income differential between rural and urban areas.

e) The doubling of per capita income to $432 a year.

a) Population Policy--A broadly based and vigorous program of family planning
should be pursued so that the present disastrous population growth rate of three percent
per year can be progressively reduced and brought down to two percent by the end of
the plan period.

b) Employment and UnemploymentDuring the plan period, policy should be di-
rected tower& curbing underemployment which is currently on the increase. There is
no doubt that full employment will be one of the most difficult goals to attain. The
problems involved are formidable. Nevertheless, precisely because it is such a Inajor
problem involving so many people, a policy of full employment should be given priority
during the plan period.
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The full-employment policy calls for a careful analysis of the potential of each sector
for absorbing more workers. The general economic development program must, there-
fore, be geared to the employment target by making the employment effect of each
economic project a factor in judging its acceptability. It must also serve as a criterion
for evaluating the comparative advantages of different techniques of production. In
addition, employment policy should be closely linked to education policies. The pat-
tern of industrialization that will occur during the 20 year plan period will require in-
creasing output of skilled workers, technicians, and high-level specialists. Agricul-
tural development will also require better trained and more technologically oriented
rural workers.

The biggest constraint imposed on planning for full employment is set by the availabil-
ity of resources. An important element of the employment strategy to be adopted by
Aurora during the plan should be to distribute the labor force over those sectors in which
the cost of employment is small, such as in public works programs and small-scale in-
dustries.

c) Education Policy--Theeducational target of the plan reflects the view that in-
creased education is of general benefit to the entire society, and that it increases the
productive capacity of the population as well. One of the main bottlenecks that we
can foresee is the availability of training facilities for teachers. Not only must the
number of facilities and teachers be increased, but the teacher-student ratio must also
be reduced.

d) Income Distribution--A major objective during the plan period should be to re-
duce the income disparity between the rural and urban areas. This requires that a pol-
icy of integrated rural development be vigorously pursued.

e) Increase in Per Capita IncomeIt is hoped that the effect of the above measures
will be a substantial increase in the per capita income.

PROPOSED SHORT-RANGE PLAN

A five year short-term operational plan should be worked into the framework of the 20
year plan discussed above. It should recognize unemployment as the fundamental issue
in Aurora. Unemployment is made acute by the movement of people from rural to ur-
ban areas. Therefore, planning strategy =:hould emphasize rural development in an
effort to keep people from migrating.

Objectives of the Five Year Operational Plan:

1). Integrated development of the rural areas.

2) Initiation of family planning programs.

3) The acceleration of changes in agricultural methods.

4) The development of bask industries for the manufacture of producer goods so
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that the needs of further industrialization can be met mainly from the country's own
capacity.

5) Arresting the menacing growth of unemployment.

6) Attainment of a national growth rate of five percent to five and one-half percent
with a view to assuring self-sustained growth in the shortest possible time.

FINAL MANPOWER PLAN FOR AURORA

Spanish Group I

Ary R. de Oliveira

Alberto R. Fulleda (group rapporteur)

Roger Caldera Membreffo

Carlos Cassasola Saavedra

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Segundo Castro

Juan Andrds Silva Villalba

Alfredo Morris

Manuel Antonio Garcia Guilldn

1) The adequate exploitation of natural resources should be the first step for any
development strategy. Since Aurora has not done this, it is likely that its manpower
profile will assume different dimensions as the location and extent of additional re-
sources is revealed.

2) It is important that manpower planning be well integrated with total economic
planning. The social and economic aspects play an important role in a country which
is approaching modern economic development and at the same time is seeking its iden-
tity as a nation.

3) It would be to Aurora's advantage if the government took charge of a large por-
tion of the nation's strategic industries. This would be particularly essential for long-
range planning.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

General

1) Promote agrarian policies which will raise the standard of living of the farmer
and increase agricultural production for the country.

,

2) Establish exchange controls which will permit the importing of goods necessary

for economic development, especially for the development of basic industries.

3) Provide protection for industry.

Social

1) Integrate the most important minority group in the economic life of the country.

2) Provide minimum public servEces such as electricity, sewers, and health facili-
ties to all areas of the country.

3) Promote cooperatives in rural as well as urban areas.

4) Strengthen the Auroran employment service. It will be a decisive step in assuring
the proper functioning of the labor market. The employment service must coordinate

its activities with those of the regional planning offices in order to influence labor
mobility and migrations.

5) Extend the benefits of existing labor legislation to agricultural workers, since
these constitute 75 percent of the country's work force but have no protection.

Economic

1) Take an inventory of existing natural resources so that these might be exploited
in the best possible manner.

2) Diversify agricultural production and create an organization which would seek
foreign markets for agricultural products.

3) Promote industrial growth and emphasize the full use of present industrial ca-
pacity.

4) Improve the transportation network, communication, irrigation and drainage; and

invest in the production of energy.

5) Adopt an accelerated program of construction of housing, hospitals, aqueducts,
schools, and .;ewers in order to provide employment as well as a better standard of
living to the population.
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6) Establish a minimum wage as the first step toward insuring a basicsuisistence
level for the employed.

7) Use wage policies to aid in the qualitative and quantitative distribution of Kuman
resources.

It is considered_necessary to achieve_rationalization of the services of the public sec-
,

tor. In order to do so, it would be wise to reform the administrative structure. It is
felt that functions should be redistributed to avoid duplication of efforts, and that more
trainingihould be provided for government personnel by means of short-term seminars
or long-range training programs at the university !lye!. It is paradoxical, but clearly
evident, that in Aurora, human resources planning does not take place in a central of-
fice -but in various places in the Government with a resulting conflict in programs and
goals.

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

With financial assistance from the national Government, the present educational system
should be encouraged to make greater use of technical .equipment, to institute accel-
,erated programs to develop instructors, and to establish channels which would result in
closer coordination between formal education and on-the-job training. In the short run,
the .covernment should also make greater use of educational radio programs and expand
its-literacy training throughout the country. Literacy programs might provide many peo-
ple with the opportunity to take apprenticeship and on-the-job training which would
not be available to them without a reading skill.

The above ,programs should, be complemented by simultaneous efforts to train middle-
and high-level manpower. Such programs are, of necessity, long-range and may re-
quire a reorientation or the existing training institutions.

Programs for the training of labor leaders are also encouraged. These should try to
awaken'them tO their roles in the development process of their country.

i
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FINAL MANPOWER PLAN FOR AURORA

English Group II

I-Fan Chen Nusret Ekin

Friday J. Okono Joshua Nottidge (group rapporteur)

Philip Mfundo Abdul Sami I

Surajit Wang lee

The group considers that short-range planning for Aurora will have many serious diffi-
culties, and though it should be undertaken, it appears that long-range plannikg will
prove more realistic--the target being 10 or 15 years. The important problem is to de-
termine what should be the social and economic goals of Aurora over this period. We
would put forward the following as constituting the social and economic goals which
Aurora should achieve.

A) SOCIAL GOALS

1) Democratic Planning. Planning should be democratic and take place in a demo-
cratic political system.

2) Social Justice. An attempt should be made to attain social justice by measures
such as incomes policies, tax policies, collective bargaining, social security, etc.

3) Full employment is a most important social goal for the country, but it is unreal-
istic to hope for its achievement within the planned period. Aurora's planners should
recognize, however, that this is the greatest social goal that they need !ight for.

4) Balanced Development. It is important and necessary to consider balanced de-
velopment throug out the enfire country, giving special attention to backward areas
and minorities.

5) Education for All. Efforts should be made to realize the goal of compulsory
primary education and increasing the general level of education including vocational
and technical training.
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6) Improved Labor-Management Relations. The planners should aim to create har-
monious a r-mir-T-W---Zienwaivc tions through collective bargaining, reducing labor con-
flict and improving working condttions.

B) ECONOMIC GOALS

1) It would be very difficult for Aurora to increase the economic growth rate of
seven percent; it is necessary, however, for this growth rate to be achieved and main-
tained, if development should proceed as planned.

2) The economic development plan should operate in a mixed economy.

3) During the planning period, efforts should be made to achieve economic devel-
opment without inflation. The latter is regarded as one of the most dangerous economic
threats, considering the trade union demands for higher wages and lack of competition
on the domestic market.

4) Balance of Payments. This is a rather difficult goal to achieve, because eco-
nomic development will increase domestic demand for foreign goods--both for .consumer
eind capital goods.

C) RECOMMENDED REFORMS.

To achieve these economic and social goa s it appears necessarylo have four main types
of reforms;

1) A reorganization and revitalization of the civil service:

2) The introduction of agrarian reform.

3) Tax reform.

4) A review of the national laws to bring them into harmony with the new social
and economic aspirations.
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